1. William BROWN (b.1696-Scotland)
   sp: Elspeth ADDISON (b.1700)
2. William BROWN (b.1722-Dunfermline,Fife,Scotland;d.1793)
   sp: Mary Jane LOWE (b.1720-Virginia,USA;m.1738;d.1760)
3. Grace BROWN (b.1748-;d.Montgomery,Virginia,United States;d.1779)
   sp: Robert BARNES (b.1765-Ire;d.1802)
4. Margaret BARNES (b.1793;d.1856)
   sp: Charles YOUNG (b.1771;m.1796;d.1859)
5. Rebecca YOUNG (b.1816)
   sp: Robert C BOYD (m.1848)
   sp: Jonathon SMITH (m.1839)
6. Hugh SMITH
   sp: Hettie ANSPAW
   sp: Margaret TAYLOR
7. Thomas SMITH
7. May SMITH
   sp: William R GRAHAM
7. Pearl SMITH
   sp: Joseph CECIL
7. Charles SMITH
   sp: Miss BONHAM
6. Margaret SMITH
   sp: Joseph BALL
7. Charles Smith BALL
   sp: Minnie CLARK
7. Rebecca BALL
   sp: Samuel Rev SIMS
   sp: John FREEMAN
7. William BALL
6. James SMITH
6. Bascom SMITH
6. Charles SMITH
   sp: Amanda THOMPSON
7. Henry SMITH
7. Louise SMITH
7. Charles B. SMITH
   sp: Nancy WILSON
5. Permilia YOUNG (b.1799;d.1859)
   sp: Joseph HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1797;m.1817;d.1877)
6. Betsy HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1826)
6. George Washington HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1839;d.1917)
   sp: Sallie Texas SEXTON
6. America Frances HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1845;d.1909)
   sp: James W. SMITH
6. Charles Young HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1819;d.1886)
6. Louisa HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1829)
   sp: Rees B. GREEN
   sp: George CLARK
6. Julia Ann HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1831)
   sp: Richard Shadrich GREGORY
6. Salina Jane HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1825;d.1877)
   sp: David Ferdinand HUMPHREYS
6. Jane HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1845)
6. Hugh HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1838;d.1910)
   sp: Nellie PRATHER
6. Nancy L. HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1841)
6. Rebecca HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1833;d.1902)
   sp: William J. JONES

6. Margaret "Peggy" HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1820;d.1892)
   sp: James M. BROWN (b.1822-Washington Co, Virginia, USA;d.1879)
   7. Minerva J. BROWN (b.1849)
   7. John Wesley BROWN (b.1854;d.1939)
   sp: Louisa E. HOPKINS

8. Mary V. BROWN (b.1881)
8. Charles H. BROWN (b.1883;d.1927)
   sp: Ella BLAZE (b.1890;d.1982)
8. George C. BROWN (b.1878)
   sp: Mary
   9. Allen BROWN
   9. Doris BROWN
8. Clara J. BROWN (b.1895)
8. John D. BROWN (b.1888)
8. William Jefferson BROWN (b.1885;d.1967)
   sp: Elsie LAWRENCE (b.1888;d.1985)
   9. Ruth Louise BROWN (b.1917;d.1996)
   sp: Floyd William MCFADDEN (b.1915;d.1996)
10. Floyd Frederick MCFADDEN
   sp: Vonda SMITH
   11. Floyd James MCFADDEN
       sp: Sue COUCH
   11. Vonda Joanne MCFADDEN
       sp: Gary William WALKAMA
   11. Kelly Lee MCFADDEN
10. Patricia Louise MCFADDEN
   sp: Robert D. GROSS
   11. Coy Robert GROSS
       sp: Patricia Jaylene HOWARD
   11. Jamie D. GROSS
   11. Kerri Lee GROSS
       sp: William Loren LYNCH
   11. Michael Joseph GROSS
   11. Kim Edward GROSS
       sp: Jennie Lin MECHLING
10. Lewis William MCFADDEN
   sp: Joyce PETERSON
   11. Jeffery Todd MCFADDEN
   11. Scott Michael MCFADDEN
   11. Robert Lewis MCFADDEN
10. Roger William MCFADDEN
   sp: Darlene Mae ROHER
   11. Shannon Mae MCFADDEN
       sp: Michael ABBOTT
   11. Amanda Ann MCFADDEN
   11. Heather Elaine MCFADDEN
   11. Heidi Renae MCFADDEN (b.1973;d.1994)
   11. Jamie Warren MCFADDEN
       sp: Michael ETCHEMENDY
9. Marian Virginia BROWN
   sp: Robert WYCOFF
9. Ann May BROWN (b.1911;d.1911)
   sp: Ardice Geraldine PETTET
10. Gary BROWN
7. Florence HARRIS
   sp: Dexter DANIEL

6. Margaret YOUNG
   sp: Charles Wesley BOWLING (m.1870)

6. James K YOUNG
   sp: Annie HUMPHREY

6. Joseph Nathaniel YOUNG (b.1852-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1937)
   sp: Mary Elizabeth MOORE (m.1881)

5. William B YOUNG (b.1812)
   sp: Nancy GILLESPIE (b.1824; m.1842)

   6. Joseph YOUNG (b.1845)
   6. Emily YOUNG (b.1848)
   6. Louise YOUNG (b.1843)
   6. Thomas YOUNG (b.1842)

5. Hugh YOUNG (b.1802)
   sp: Levice BOWEN (b.1804; m.1823)

   6. Rees YOUNG (b.1835)
      sp: Mary M MCGUIRE

       7. Joe Bernard YOUNG
       7. Kansas YOUNG
       7. James YOUNG
       7. Charles YOUNG

   6. Oscar YOUNG (b.1838)
      sp: Dorinda HORTON

   6. Lilly B YOUNG (b.1833)
      sp: George Wesley BROWN (b.1830; m.1855)

       7. Joe BROWN (b.1858-Indian Creek, Tazewell Co, VA)
       7. Mary Alice BROWN (b.1856-Indian Creek, Tazewell Co, VA)
       7. Rees BROWN (b.1857)
       7. Robert BROWN
       7. John BROWN
       7. Charles BROWN
       7. Bettie BROWN
       7. Thomas BROWN

   6. Nancy YOUNG (b.1840)
      sp: John HIGGINBOTHAM

       7. Rosa HIGGINBOTHAM
       7. Pet HIGGINBOTHAM

   6. Charles YOUNG (b.1831-Wards Cove, Tazewell Co, VA)
      sp: Louisa Smith DUFF (b.1835)

       7. Robert YOUNG
          sp: Margaret Ann DAILEY (m.1878)

           8. Ora Mae YOUNG
           8. Margaret Louise YOUNG
           8. Ruby Evelyn YOUNG
           8. Ella Maude YOUNG
           8. Blanche YOUNG
           8. Charles YOUNG

       7. Ella Bowen YOUNG

       7. John Henry YOUNG
          sp: Rebecca Peery STEELE (m.1887)

           8. Harry Rees YOUNG
           8. Ruth YOUNG
           8. Bettie Blue YOUNG
           8. Charles Walker YOUNG
           8. John Herman YOUNG
           8. Lucy Ellen YOUNG
           8. Nancy Louise YOUNG
           8. Kate Lee YOUNG
4. Sarah L BARNS  
    sp: Hugh WILSON

4. William BARNS (b.1789;d.1875)  
    sp: Levicie WARD (b.1800;m.1820;d.1872)

5. Amanda BARNS (b.1832;d.1880)  
    sp: Moses Morgan HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1823;m.1854;d.1889)

5. Nancy BARNS (b.1825)  
    sp: James HARRISON (m.1845)

6. Mary Louisa HARRISON

6. Rebecca Virginia HARRISON (b.1848)  
    sp: Lysander S CAMPBELL (m.1867)
        7. Nannie Montgomery CAMPBELL
        7. William Henry CAMPBELL

6. William Clinton HARRISON (b.1850)  
    sp: Fannie Lucretia WATLINGTON (b.1853;m.1873)
        7. Samuel Powell HARRISON  
        sp: Louise MCCOY
            8. Otis Campbell HARRISON
            8. Samuel Powell HARRISON Jr.
            8. Thomas HARRISON
        7. Ola Virginia HARRISON  
        sp: Edward KING
            8. William KING
            8. Frances KING
            8. Kyle Grey KING
            8. Virginia KING
        7. Nancy Jane HARRISON
        7. William Clinton HARRISON Jr.
        7. Cornelius Watlington HARRISON

6. Joseph Alexander HARRISON

6. James Demoss HARRISON  
    sp: Rosa Belle HIGGINBOTHAM (m.1883)

5. Mary Bowen "Polly" BARNS (b.1823;d.1905)  
    sp: William Taylor MOORE (b.1802;m.1844;d.1891)

6. Robert Henry MOORE (b.1845;d.1864)

6. James Charles MOORE (b.1849;d.1926)  
    sp: Sarah TAYLOR (m.1872)
        7. Margaret Virginia MOORE (b.1878;d.1938)  
        sp: Robert Clinton MUSTARD (b.1876;d.1938)
            7. Barbara Elvira MOORE (b.1881)
            7. Ella Brown MOORE (b.1886)
        7. William Oscar MOORE (b.1873)  
        sp: Ella WILEY
            8. James Milton MOORE (b.1916)
            8. John Clinton MOORE (b.1925)
            8. Elizabeth Brown MOORE (b.1919)  
            sp: J K PETERS (d.1960)
            8. William Oscar MOORE Jr. (b.1914)
            8. Nancy Ellen MOORE (b.1929)  
            sp: Glen MEDFORD (d.1952)
            8. Robert Taylor MOORE (b.1912)
        7. Sarah Matilda MOORE (b.1883)  
        sp: Roy Stennett BEAMER
            8. Mary Moore BEAMER  
            sp: William T MCNEIL
            8. Robert Anderson BEAMER (b.1917)  
            sp: Kay CAUSEY
                9. Asa Brown BEAMER
9. Andrew BEAMER  

9. Sara K BEAMER  

9. Margaret Anita BEAMER  

9. Robert Arthur BEAMER  

8. Asa Glen BEAMER  

8. William Taylor BEAMER  

sp: Ruth LISCOMB  

9. Kitty Louise BEAMER  

9. Byron Edward BEAMER (b.1959)  

9. Wayne Thomas BEAMER  

8. Byron Linewall BEAMER (b.1914)  

8. Charles Madison BEAMER (b.1915)  

7. Mary India MOORE (b.1875;d.1952)  

6. William Luther MOORE (b.1851)  

sp: India TAYLOR (m.1879)  

7. India MOORE  

sp: Rufus P COPENHAVER (b.1875;m.1907)  

8. Margaret B COPENHAVER  

8. Virginia COPENHAVER  

8. John William COPENHAVER  

8. Rufus P COPENHAVER Jr.  

sp: Mildred R SMITH  

7. Barns T MOORE  

7. Robert H MOORE  

sp: Margaret STCLAIR (m.1920)  

7. Mary E MOORE  

sp: Charles Robert BROWN Jr. (m.1921)  

6. Clinton Dennis MOORE  

6. Barbara Jane MOORE (b.1857)  

sp: Joseph S MOSS (b.1836;m.1896;d.1904)  

6. Oscar Bascom MOORE (b.1855)  

sp: Sarah Elizabeth WILSON  

7. Oscar Barns MOORE  

7. John Freeman MOORE  

7. Rose McDonald MOORE (b.1906)  

sp: John Roy MULLIN  

sp: Rose MCDONALD (m.1886)  

7. Mary Elizabeth MOORE (b.1889)  

sp: Randolph Macon MARSHALL (m.1923)  

8. Barbara Moore MARSHALL  

7. William Taylor MOORE  

sp: UNKNOWN  

8. Barbara Rebecca MOORE (b.1932)  

8. William Taylor MOORE Jr. (b.1930)  

6. Matilda Peery MOORE (b.1847-Tazewell Co,VA;d.1934)  

sp: Samuel Patterson MUSTARD (b.1846-Mechanicsburg,Bland Co.,VA;m.1873;d.1915)  

7. William Luther MUSTARD (b.1874-Abbs Valley,Tazewell Co,VA;d.1949)  

sp: Elizabeth Nancy BARNES (b.1879;m.1902;d.1946)  

8. Elizabeth Barns MUSTARD (b.1905-Pocahontas,VA;d.1986)  

sp: James Ray FREDLOCK (b.1901;m.1928;d.1989)  


sp: Jacqueline J. HYER (b.1935)  

10. John Andrew FREDLOCK (b.1962-Morgantown,WV)  

10. Michael Wilson FREDLOCK (b.1949-Morgantown,WV)  

10. James Harold FREDLOCK (b.1958-Morgantown,WV)  

sp: Shirley Jane COPEN (m.1979)  

11. Caitlin Elizabeth FREDLOCK (b.1992-Tuscon,AZ)  

9. Joe Barns FREDLOCK (b.1933)  

sp: Molly PICKETT
6. Robert M BALDWIN
   sp: Lula ALEXANDER
   7. Robert BALDWIN
   7. Louise BALDWIN
   7. Hubert BALDWIN
   7. Frank BALDWIN

6. Virginia BALDWIN
   sp: P J KELLY
   7. Paddy Ward KELLY
   7. Helen KELLY
   7. William KELLY

6. Lyde BALDWIN
6. Moses BALDWIN
6. Sallie BALDWIN
   sp: W J JENKS
   7. Virginia JENKS
   7. Allie JENKS
   7. Charolotte JENKS

5. Jonathan BARNES (b.1841;d.1919)
   sp: Margaret SMITH (m.1872)
5. Robert BARNES (b.1821)
   sp: Ellen Jane GIBSON (b.1841;m.1862)
   6. Mary Eliza BARNES (b.1881;d.1907)
   sp: Melvin B Dr CROCKETT (m.1905)
   6. John Thompson BARNES (b.1870)
   sp: Margaret Louisa BARNES (b.1868;m.1891)
   7. Margaret Ellen BARNES
      sp: J W BREWBAKER
         8. Elizabeth BREWBAKER
   7. Francis Alexander BARNES
   7. Sarah Gillespie BARNES
   7. Mallie Virginia BARNES
   7. Robert Henry BARNES
      sp: Josephine ENGLISH
         8. John Walter BARNES
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Ronald BARNES
   7. Mamie Ida BARNES
   7. Albert Joseph BARNES
   7. William Clinton BARNES

6. Frances Johnson BARNES (b.1883)
   sp: William Rees BOWEN (m.1904)
   7. Louise BOWEN
   7. Francis BOWEN
   7. Ellen Gibson BOWEN
   7. Mary Olivia BOWEN
   7. Courtney Cox BOWEN
   7. Robert Henry BOWEN

6. Samuel Clinton BARNES (b.1867)
   sp: Nancy Higginbotham BROWN (b.1861;m.1886;d.1933)
   7. Robert Orville BARNES ** Printed on Page 8 **
   7. Sarah Ellen BARNES ** Printed on Page 8 **
   7. Lawrence Alexander BARNES ** Printed on Page 8 **
   7. Lula Zarilda BARNES ** Printed on Page 8 **
6. Sallie BARNES (b.1869)
6. William Alexander BARNES (b.1865;d.1944)
   sp: Lenora BOYD (b.1874;m.1903;d.1956)
7. John Alexander BARNES (b.1906)
   sp: Elva MAXEY
     8. Ann BARNES
       sp: Mr. TAYLOR

7. Frank Bundy BARNES (b.1911)
   sp: June NICEWONDER

7. Sarah Ellen BARNES (b.1914)
   sp: Milton Jackson GWIN
     8. Georgia Ann GWIN (b.1943)
       sp: Eugene HOLDER
     8. Milton Jackson GWIN Jr. (b.1946)
     8. Ellen GWIN (b.1938)
       sp: Charles A LILLY

7. William Winston BARNES (b.1913-Tazewell,VA;d.1996)
   sp: Myrtle Jeannette HERBERT (b.1917-Washington,DC;m.1949;d.1994)
     8. William Winston BARNES Jr. (b.1957-Washington,DC)
       sp: Lori Ann BADERTSCHER (b.1960-Bluffton,Allen Co,OH;m.1993)

7. Robert Joseph Boyd BARNES (b.1904;d.1993)
   sp: Louise SIZEMORE
     8. Freddy BARNES
     8. Patty BARNES

7. Carl Hurt BARNES (b.1909)
   sp: Muriel PALMER
     7. Charles Otis BARNES (b.1907)
       sp: Mary VADEN
         8. Charlie BARNES
         8. Mary Ellen BARNES
         8. William BARNES

5. Oscar Fitzalen BARNES (b.1829;d.1903)
   sp: Mary Virginia GILLESPIE (b.1848;m.1869;d.1927)
     6. William BARNES

6. Nancy Ellen BARNES (b.1878)
   sp: Jefferson Orville BROWN (b.1869;m.1906;d.1920)
     7. Nannie Frances BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. Robert Orville BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. Jefferson Alexander BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. Minnie Tipton BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. George Walter BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. John Ward BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **
     7. Mary Ellen BROWN ** Printed on Page 7 **

6. Margaret Louisa BARNES (b.1863)
   sp: Oscar Blair BARNES (b.1872;d.1943)
     7. Janie Catherine BARNES (b.1901;d.1920)
     7. Eleanor Blair BARNES (b.1905)
       sp: Claude NORTON
         7. Robert Frank Alexander BARNES (b.1897)
           sp: Mary MARKLEY

6. Amanda BARNES (b.1872;d.1957)
   sp: Robie K SUTHERLAND (b.1870;m.1898;d.1916)
     7. Robie K SUTHERLAND Jr. (b.1909)
       sp: Katherine KNAPP
         8. Caroline "Cary" SUTHERLAND (b.1947)
9. William Sowers BANDY (m.1967)
   9. Olbert SAYERS Jr. (b.1922;d.1923)
   9. Virginia Mae SAYERS (b.1926)
   9. Ancil Boyce SAYERS (b.1924-Mercer, West Virginia, USA)
      sp: Peggy Ann EARLS (m.1946)
         10. Lynda Ann SAYERS (b.1951)
         10. Tena SAYERS (b.1964)
         10. Brenda Sue SAYERS (b.1947)
         10. Stephen SAYERS (b.1957)
         10. Ancil Boyce SAYERS Jr. (b.1949)
         10. Stephanie SAYERS (b.1967)
   9. George Carl SAYERS (b.1935)
      sp: Farley E WOLFORD (m.1956)
         10. Elaine Carol WOLFORD (b.1957)
         10. Farley Edwin WOLFORD (b.1958)
         10. Annette Ruth WOLFORD (b.1962)
         10. Craig Foster WOLFORD (b.1960)
   9. Cleo Bernice SAYERS (b.1920)
      sp: Bruce KEY (m.1946)
         10. Lynn KEY (b.1947)
         10. Diane KEYS (b.1952)

7. Maria Ann SAYERS (b.1870;d.1957)
   sp: Fields GRAYBEAL
      8. Nellie Lou GRAYBEAL (b.1895;d.1895)
      8. David Sayers GRAYBEAL (b.1896;d.1974)
   sp: Charles Green POE (m.1902)
      8. William Robert POE (b.1903;d.1936)
      8. Edith Florine POE (b.1911)
      8. Daniel Augustus POE (b.1906;d.1959)
      8. Charles Thomas POE (b.1908;d.1971)

6. Alexander SAYERS (b.1832-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1916)
   sp: Elizabeth Adaline MORRIS (b.1838;m.1854;d.1924)
      7. Martha Susan SAYERS (b.1865;d.1946)
         sp: John Robert CROOKSHANK (b.1860-Roane Co., West Virginia, USA;m.1889;d.1932)
               sp: Margaret Caroline BAISDEN (b.1893-Live Oak, FL;m.1918;d.1982)
                  9. Joe Baisden CROOKSHANK (b.1923-Live Oak, FL)
                     sp: Barbara Jean TOMBLESON (b.1926-Pasadena, CA)
                        10. James Allen CROOKSHANK (b.1949-St. Augustine, FL)
                           sp: Jeanne STERLINE
                              sp: Martha Suzanne TICE
                                 11. Jill Aileen CROOKSHANK (b.1977-St. Augustine, FL)
                                 11. Jessica Suzanne CROOKSHANK (b.1975-St. Augustine, FL)
                           10. Paul Richard CROOKSHANK (b.1958-St. Augustine, FL)
                              sp: Lisa Leigh WALTON
                                 11. Paul Gerald CROOKSHANK (b.1981-St. Augustine, FL)
                                    sp: Tracy WERNINCK (m.1988)
                                       10. Nancy June CROOKSHANK (b.1947-St. Augustine, FL)
                                             9. Martha Alice CROOKSHANK (b.1922-Live Oak, FL)
                                                      9. John Alexander CROOKSHANK Jr. (b.1920-Live Oak, FL)

6. Susan SAYERS (b.1829)
   sp: Gilbert M PEERY (b.1827)
      7. Jane PEERY (b.1847)

6. Sarah SAYERS (b.1835)

6. William SAYERS

5. David GOODWIN (b.1800-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1849)
   sp: Louisa M (Sample) CECIL (b.1818;m.1837)
      6. Samuel David GOODWIN (b.1843)
         sp: Eliza Ann PIERATT (b.1844;m.1866)
7. Merta A GOODWIN (b.1880)
7. Lou Emma GOODWIN (b.1869)
7. John GOODWIN (b.1882)
7. Asa F GOODWIN (b.1878)
7. Olive A GOODWIN (b.1867)
7. Ellen Ann GOODWIN (b.1876)

5. Margaret GOODWIN (b.1807)
  sp: Richard BELCHER
  6. Patton BELCHER

5. Polly GOODWIN (b.1805; d.1849)
5. Robert GOODWIN (b.1802-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1828)
  sp: Isabella POAGUE (b.1805; m.1823)
  6. Elizabeth GOODWIN (b.1827-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA)
    sp: Samuel W CECIL Jr. (b.1827; m.1848)
      7. Rebecca L CECIL (b.1858-Morgan Co., KY)
        sp: William H MURPHY
          8. Cora K MURPHY (b.1891)
          8. Isaac S MURPHY (b.1896)
          8. Maude E MURPHY (b.1880)
      7. Nancy J CECIL (b.1856-Virginia, USA)
        sp: Isaac E MURPHY (m.1894)
        sp: Mr HURT
          8. Children HURT
      7. Amanda CECIL (b.1851)
      7. Edward F CECIL (b.1849)
      7. Oscar W CECIL (b.1854)
      7. Laura Catherine CECIL (b.1860-, KY)
        sp: Isaac ELKINS (b.1852-Devils Creek, Owsley Co., KY)
          8. Samuel ELKINS (b.1885)
          8. Lou Ann ELKINS (b.1883)
          8. Gertrude ELKINS (b.1887)
          8. Elizabeth ELKINS (b.1892)
          8. Effie ELKINS (b.1881)
          8. Van ELKINS (b.1889)
      7. Julia CECIL (b.1875)
      7. Margaret CECIL (b.1879)
      7. Sarah CECIL (b.1873)

6. Robert GOODWIN (b.1824-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1917)
  sp: Ansiloam TURLEY (b.1824; d.1854)
    7. Eliza Jane GOODWIN (b.1848-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1916)
      sp: Elihu Jasper ROGERS (m.1864)
        8. Milda ROGERS
          sp: Alec BUSH
        8. Robert ROGERS
        8. George Martin ROGERS (b.1870)
          sp: Rousie HORTON
        8. Cynthia Ann ROGERS (b.1865-Estill Co, Kentucky, USA; d.1945)
          sp: Walter Chiles DANIEL (m.1879)
            9. Henry Larue DANIEL
            9. Margaret Ethel DANIEL (b.1894; d.1968)
              sp: J B HALLFORD
                sp: William S HUNTON (m.1915)
                  10. Mary HUNTON (b.1915)
                    sp: Male
        8. Enoc Henry ROGERS
          sp: Mattie
          sp: Nannie JOHNSON
        8. Loma ROGERS
          sp: Walter LYON
7. Laura J McNabb (b.1870)
   sp: D Bruce Stamper (b.1872)
     8. Bonnie Stamper
       sp: Mr Halsey
     8. Asa Stamper (b.1896; d.1934)
       sp: Anna Rose
     8. Jenny May Stamper
     8. John W Stamper (b.1893)
       sp: Emma Lander
     8. Daisy Stamper
       sp: Jack O'Hair
     8. Nancy E Stamper (b.1892; d.1979)
       sp: Preston Prator
       sp: Edward Ritchie
     8. Linia Stamper
       sp: Sibley Blankenship
     8. Talmadge Stamper (b.1899)
       sp: Murtie Naper

7. Mary E McNabb (b.1865)
   sp: Henry Stamper
     8. Dorsey Stamper
       sp: Lulu
     8. James Reese Stamper
       sp: Esther
     8. Oscar Courtney Stamper (b.1886-Maytown, KY)
       sp: Lizzie Murphy
     8. Joseph C Stamper
       sp: Opal Lykins
     8. Oliver Stamper
       sp: Nora Peyton
     8. Rolla Cooper Stamper (b.1890; d.1978)
       sp: Lula Tutt
     8. Hazel Stamper
       sp: Troy Linkus

   sp: Laura Ellen Tolver (b.1869-Morgan Co, KY; m. 1888; d. 1940)
     8. Lydia Jane McNabb (b.1893; d. 1894)
     8. Elmer Lenix McNabb (b.1901-Mt. Sterling, KY)
       sp: Golden Calie Bach (b.1907)
         9. Helen McNabb (b.1927)
           sp: Robert Frazier
           10. Darrell Frazier
     8. Maude Lee McNabb (b.1890)
       sp: Samuel Erwin McGuire
8. Elsie BOLING
    sp: Mr LINDON
8. H C BOLING

5. Grace GOODWIN (b.1809-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1878)
    sp: Thomas H HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1813-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; m.1830; d.1862)
    6. Joseph HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1842)
    6. Charles HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1852; d.1894)
        sp: Nancy Evelyn GILSTRAP (m.1870)
    6. Surilda HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1830; d.1901)
        sp: Hiram GREER
            7. Elizabeth GREER
                sp: Wesley Boyden TOLIVER (b.1843; d.1885)
                8. Robert TOLIVER
    6. John HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1834)
        sp: Miss HORTON
    6. Sarah Ann HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1847-Westmoreland Co, Virginia, USA; d.1890)
        sp: James LODGE (b.1832-, Leix Co, Ire; m.1868; d.1915)
            7. James Clyde LODGE (b.1885; d.1948)
                sp: Ethel HENDERSON (m.1911)
            7. Myrta May LODGE (b.1877; d.1960)
                sp: James Henry WILKINS (m.1895)
            7. Charles Tecumseh LODGE (b.1869-Newton Co, Missouri, USA; d.1870)
            7. Addie Isabell LODGE (b.1873; d.1947)
                sp: William Washington LEA (m.1897)
            7. Eva LODGE (b.1879; d.1879)
            7. Cynthia Grace LODGE (b.1871; d.1963)
                sp: John Lawrence HENSON (m.1890)
            7. Mittle Maude LODGE (b.1880; d.1968)
                sp: Henry James LEA (b.1876-Newton Co, MO; m.1899; d.1947)
                    8. Mildred I. LEA (b.1908-Seneca, MO; d.1990)
                        sp: Harry "Buck" DUER (b.1906; m.1926; d.1983)
                    8. Frederick Albert LEA (b.1903; d.1963)
                        sp: Ollie (b.1906; d.1977)
                    8. Clyde Ambrose LEA (b.1905-Joplin, MO)
                        sp: Tempa Bea (b.1906; d.1971)
                    8. Gladys Irene LEA (b.1910; d.1999)
                    8. Ruth Sally LEA
                        sp: Harold POWLEY
                    8. Marion Audry "Dude" LEA
                        sp: Tom KENNEMAN (d.1975)
            7. Estella Rose LODGE (b.1875; d.1948)
                sp: James William DEWEY (m.1893)
                    8. Harriet Maude DEWEY (b.1898)
                        sp: Mr ADAMS
                            9. Rosalie Estella ADAMS (b.1917)
                                sp: Kenneth WAGNER

sp: George RICE

6. David Floyd HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1844)
    sp: Castealina GEE

6. Oscar HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1849; d.1928)
    sp: Lucy HORTON (b.1850-KY; m.1873)
    7. Robert A. HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1879)
        sp: Julia A BELL (b.1882-MO; m.1907)
        8. Carl J HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1913-MO; d.1969)
        8. Helen F. HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1918-MO)
        8. Louisa L. HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1910-MO)
    7. William D HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1884)
        sp: Corda (b.1888-MO; m.1908)
8. Jewel J. HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1910-MO)
8. Vernon HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1919)
7. Edward B HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1875)
   sp: Anna (m.1905)
    8. Katherine HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1911-MO)
    8. Harmon HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1912-MO;d.1995)
    8. Floyd HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1908-MO;d.1989)
    8. Emily HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1907-MO)
6. William Barns HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1836-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA;d.1905)
   sp: Mary HORTON (m.1856)
6. Elizabeth HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1840)
   sp: Calvin STAMPER (b.1824)
    7. Mary J STAMPER (b.1866)
    7. Joseph C STAMPER
    7. Thomas F STAMPER (b.1859)
6. Napoleon Bonaparte HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1854)
   sp: Della WELCH (m.1874)
6. Robert HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1846)
6. Moses HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1832-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA)
   6. Nancy HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1838)
   sp: John Gilbert FOREST
5. Sallie GOODWIN (b.1811;d.1870)
   sp: Edward J WILSON (m.1832;d.1863)
    6. Nancy WILSON (b.1835)
    sp: William B CURRIN (m.1862)
7. Sarah Elizabeth WILSON
   sp: Oscar Bascom MOORE (b.1855)
    8. Oscar Barns MOORE ** Printed on Page 10 **
    8. John Freeman MOORE ** Printed on Page 10 **
    8. Rose McDonald MOORE (b.1906) ** Printed on Page 10 **
5. Thomas Barns GOODWIN (b.1818-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA)
   sp: Mary Ann HURT (b.1827;m.1849)
    6. Silas Winton GOODWIN (b.1852)
    6. John Vincent GOODWIN (b.1854)
7. Sidney Baxter WILSON
   sp: Mary BAKER
   sp: Eliza ADAMS
    6. Hugh Edward WILSON (b.1833;d.1860)
    6. John WILSON (b.1837)
7. Della Lee GOODWIN (b.1878)
7. Carrie Crocker GOODWIN (b.1894)
7. Silas John Thomas GOODWIN (b.1881)
7. Kavanaugh GOODWIN (b.1894)
7. Frances GOODWIN (b.1888)
7. Mary Elizabeth GOODWIN (b.1884)
7. Katie May GOODWIN (b.1891)
6. Nancy Jane GOODWIN (b.1850-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA)
   sp: Joseph SAMPLE
6. Mary Catherine GOODWIN
   sp: James BELL
6. Sallie Wilson GOODWIN
4. John BARNS (b.1791;d.1863)
   sp: Lilly (Heldrith) HELDRIDGE (m.1818)
   sp: Elizabeth A ALLEN (b.1808;m.1839;d.1857)
   5. William A BARNS (b.1841;d.1863)
3. Sarah "Sally" BROWN (b.1750-;d.Montgomery Co, VA;d.1779)
   sp: William MUSTARD (m.1767;d.1779)
   4. William MUSTARD (b.1768-Giles Co, Virginia, USA)
   4. James MUSTARD (b.1770-Giles Co, Virginia, USA;d.1847)
      sp: Sarah MUNSEY (b.1770-Montgomery Co, VA;m.1791;d.1850)
      5. John MUSTARD (b.1795-Montgomery Co, VA;d.1875)
         sp: Louvisa "Vicie" PATTERSON (b.1803-Wythe Co, Virginia, USA;m.1822;d.1867)
         6. Hannah Crow MUSTARD (b.1833)
            sp: Harvey HUNT
               7. Anna J. HUNT (b.1861-Bland Co, VA)
                  sp: Joseph R. GOODE (m.1883)
                     8. Mason GOODE
               7. Mary Angeline "Molly" HUNT (b.1854-Wythe Co, VA;d.1880)
                  sp: Floyd A. BOLING (b.1845-Mercer Co, WV;m.1878)
                     8. Eva BOLING
               7. William Stewart HUNT (b.1854-Wythe Co, VA;d.1932)
                  sp: Lucy Virginia MARTIN (b.1861;m.1884;d.1933)
                     8. Infant HUNT
                     8. John Marvin HUNT (b.1888)
                        sp: Susie FLETCHER
                     8. Grace HUNT (b.1895)
                        sp: Russell LYONS
                           9. Thelma LYONS (b.1912)
                              sp: Cecil AKERS
                           9. Phyllis LYONS (b.1932)
                              sp: H J FOX
                                 10. Craig Jennings FOX (b.1960)
                           9. Gladys LYONS (b.1920)
                              sp: Wilber SMITH
                                 8. Harvey Lafayette HUNT (b.1886;d.1932)
                                 8. Henry P. NOBLE (b.1855-Mercer Co, WV;m.1883)
                                    8. Charles NOBLE
                                       sp: Goldie LANNINGHAM
                                    8. Hattie NOBLE
                                       sp: Elbert KANODE
                                          9. Charles KANODE
                                          9. Romaine KANODE
                                          9. Raymond KANODE
                                          9. Lake KANODE
                                          9. C.h. KANODE
                                          9. Eloise KANODE
                                          8. Omie NOBLE
sp: Richard Douglas PINDER (b.1951;m.1975)
11. Kristin Nicole PINDER (b.1980)
10. Wanda Faye FANNING (b.1955)
sp: Frank Joseph DINBOKOWITZ (b.1948;m.1978)
11. Andrew Benjamin DINBOKOWITZ (b.1980)
11. Danielle Lee DINBOKOWITZ (b.1979)
10. Roy Glenn FANNING (b.1969)
10. Nona Virginia FANNING (b.1959)
sp: Neil David WILSON (m.1977)
11. Nathan Travis WILSON (b.1982)
11. Natesa Lynn WILSON (b.1980)
9. Clarence Elbert FANNING (b.1931-Bland Co,VA)
sp: Gloria Faith TICKLE (b.1935-Bland Co,VA;m.1951)
10. Pamela Gaye FANNING (b.1954)
sp: Thomas Andrew SMITH (b.1956;m.1995)
sp: David Thomas BENDEKOVITS (b.1949)
11. Dorothy Ann BENDEKOVITS (b.1976-West Chester,PA)
sp: Samuel Francis GREEN
sp: George TWEED
12. Dayton Thomas TWEED (b.1999)
11. Heather Lynn BENDEKOVITS (b.1981)
sp: Justin Matthew BEAM
12. Kailie Serena-Faity BEAM (b.1999)
11. Ashley Monica BENDEKOVITS (b.1984)
11. Thomas Ira BENDEKOVITS (b.1978-West Chester,PA)
sp: Keri Ann HALSEY (b.1975;m.1997)
12. Kieran Lynn BENDEKOVITS (b.1993)
12. Courtnie BENDEKOVITS (b.1997)
10. James Kerry FANNING (b.1964-Elkton,MD)
sp: Denise Marie DUHADAWAY (b.1964;m.1989)
11. Korby James FANNING (b.1995-Christiana,DE)
11. Kara Marie FANNING (b.1991-Christiana,DE)
10. Patricia Diane FANNING (b.1952-Bluefield,WV)
sp: Walter Fredrick GRAHAM (b.1948;m.1968)
11. Fredrick Scott GRAHAM (b.1969-Elkton,MD)
11. Carolyn Faith GRAHAM (b.1971-Elkton,MD)
sp: Louis Joseph CASAPULLA (b.1967-Wilmington,DE;m.1994)
12. Louis Vincent CASAPULLA (b.1994)
sp: Harvey Lewis WALTON III (m.1974)
sp: Elon Eugene BLOCK (m.1999)
10. Penny Snow FANNING (b.1959-Wilmington,DE)
sp: Kenneth Lee PARROTT (b.1961-Middletown,DE;m.1983)
11. Emily Grace PARROTT (b.1985-Christiana,DE)
11. Brandon Lee PARROTT (b.1987-Christiana,DE)
9. Gerald Benton FANNING (b.1942-Bland Co,VA)
sp: Mary Jean MILLER (b.1944;m.1964)
10. Gerald Benton FANNING Jr. (b.1964-Pulaski,VA;d.1964)
10. Geoffrey Willard FANNING (b.1966)
10. Michael Travis FANNING (b.1971)
10. Stephen Kirk FANNING (b.1969)
sp: Vivian BLANKENSHP (m.1993)
11. Megan Brittney FANNING (b.1996)
11. Catalin Stephanie FANNING (b.1998)
sp: Ella Mae BREEDLOVE (b.1919;m.1941)
10. Evelyn Joyce FANNING (b.1947)
sp: Harrell Jackie SHULER
11. Kevin Wayne SHULER (b.1973)
sp: James Bruce SIRON

10. Elizabeth MITCHELL (b.1962-Columbia,SC)
    sp: Robert Alan FAITH
       11. Elizabeth Stuart FAITH (b.1996)
       11. Florence Beaumont FAITH

10. William Timothy MITCHELL (b.1958-Columbia,SC)

10. Marie MITCHELL (b.1947)
    sp: Randall Gilbert BARRE
       11. Marie Beaumont BARRE (b.1968)
       11. Randall Stewart BARRE (b.1970)

sp: James Scott STROHECKER

    sp: Maureen D'HARE
       11. Peter Covington MITCHELL (b.1987)
       11. Ryan Berry MITCHELL (b.1985)

10. Susan Leidy MITCHELL (b.1956)
    sp: Rocky Lynn CALLAHAN
       11. Amanda Susan CALLAHAN (b.1985)

10. Katherine Phelps MITCHELL (b.1950-Columbia,SC)
    sp: Theodore Marion DUBOSE IV
       11. Dana Hampton DUBOSE (b.1974)
       11. Theodore Marion DUBOSE V (b.1972)
       11. Katherine Covington DUBOSE (b.1976)

10. Dana Covington MITCHELL III (b.1948-Bryn Mawr,PA)
    sp: Sally Waye FARRELL (m.1968)
       11. Elizabeth MITCHELL (b.1968)
           sp: Michael GALLIANI
           11. Ellen Marie MITCHELL (b.1970)
               sp: Ann DUDLEY (m.1977)
               11. Rita Dudley MITCHELL (b.1977)
               11. Dana Covington MITCHELL IV (b.1979)

10. Winnie MITCHELL (b.1892-Bland Co,VA)
    sp: James Henry ROSENHEIM

8. Woodie MITCHELL (b.1892)
    sp: James Henry ROSENHEIM

    sp: Lucille ALDWORTH (b.1913-Chicago,IL;d.1975)
       10. Margaret Woodie ROSENHEIM (b.1942)
           sp: James Thomas CARTER (b.1939-Winston Salem,NC;d.1994)
           11. James Edmond CARTER (b.1972-St. Petersburg,FL)

8. Winnie MITCHELL (b.1892-Bland Co,VA)
    sp: James ROSENHEIM

sp: Edgar Smith HUMPHREYS (b.1882;m.1911;d.1936)

9. Ralph HUMPHREYS (b.1918:d.1967)

9. Herbert K. HUMPHREYS (b.1916-Bluefield,WV)
    sp: Carrie Ellen PEERY (b.1918-Tazewell Co,VA)
           sp: Madeline FRAZIER
               sp: Cathy HOOKS
               11. Herbert Mitchell HUMPHREYS (b.1978-Bluefield,WV)

10. Winnie HUMPHREYS (b.1947-Bluefield,WV)
    sp: Robert Estil HAYNES
       11. Mark Steven HAYNES (b.1975)

10. David Sherman HUMPHREYS (b.1957-Bluefield,WV)
    sp: Adney Ann BARGER
       11. James Edgar HUMPHREYS
           11. William Joseph HUMPHREYS
7. Rene "Rennie" DANIELEY (b.1860)
   sp: James C. HUGHES (b.1864;m.1886)
     8. Hattie HUGHES
        sp: Charles JOHNSON
          9. Janie JOHNSON
          9. Ruth JOHNSON
            sp: Joe KENT
          9. Josie JOHNSON
            sp: Maggie HAMM
     8. Male HUGHES

7. John Harvey DANIELEY (b.1849-Giles Co,VA;d.1926)
   sp: Mary Jane PHIPPS (b.1857;m.1877;d.1932)
     8. John Ellis DANIELEY (b.1887;d.1937)
       sp: Bertha PRITCHARD
         9. Herman DANIELEY (b.1915;d.1979)
           sp: Atha ROBERTSON
             10. Herman Ellis DANIELEY
         9. Lois McLain DANIELEY (b.1927)
           sp: Mr ROBINSON
         9. Dorothy Irene DANIELEY (b.1918)
           sp: Hugh Allen MCCLAUHERTY (m.1939)
             10. Hugh MCCLAUHERTY Jr. (b.1940)
               sp: Roma BARNES
                 11. Eric Alexander MCCLAUHERTY (b.1966)
                 11. Hugh Allen MCCLAUHERTY III (b.1964)
         9. Evelyn Lorraine DANIELEY (b.1926)
           sp: UNKNOWN
             10. Male
             10. Female

7. Jennie DANIELEY (b.1861)
   sp: Joseph NOBLE (b.1864-Summers Co,WV;m.1887)
     8. Nellie Gray NOBLE (b.1900)
       sp: Guy Ernest BRATTON (b.1906-Athens,WV;m.1926;d.1962)
         9. Joe Rufus BRATTON (b.1934)
           sp: Phyllis ASWORTH
             10. Cammy Elizabeth BRATTON (b.1963)
         9. Edna Ruth BRATTON (b.1931)
           sp: Howard Wilford ALBERT (b.1926;m.1955)
         9. Elizabeth Jane BRATTON (b.1929)
           sp: Leonard SELLMAN
             10. Leonard Randolph SELLMAN (b.1956)
               sp: Ann BRAUCKHOFF (b.1955;m.1981)
                 11. Deneen BRAUCKHOFF (b.1974)
         9. Wilma Joann BRATTON (b.1934)
         9. Ruby Mae BRATTON (b.1931)
           sp: Robert Clinton COOK (b.1930;m.1951)
             10. Robert Clinton COOK Jr. (b.1957)
               sp: April Lynn SHEEHAM (b.1963;m.1982)
             10. Pamela Sue COOK (b.1955)
               sp: Rick Lewis DUNAWAY (b.1953;m.1973)
             10. Roger Lee COOK (b.1964)
             10. Judy Lynn COOK (b.1952;d.1952)

6. Mary MUSTARD (b.1834-Giles Co,VA;d.1871)
   sp: George W. FANNING (b.1835;m.1859;d.1912)
     7. Infant FANNING (b.1871;d.1871)
10. Gay Ellen GibSOn (b.1957)
   10. William H. GibSOn (b.1951)
   10. Diana Ruth GibSOn (b.1950)
      sp: Steve Body (m.1977)
      11. Olivia Paige Body (b.1980)
      sp: Bob Ballou (m.1972)
   sp: Herman Eugene Lee (m.1980)

9. Charles Price HenritZe (b.1939-Roanoke, VA)
   sp: Janice Boyd Huffman
   sp: Roberta Lewis
   sp: Teresia Parker (m.1963)
      10. Charles P. HenritZe Jr. (b.1966)
      10. Daniel HenritZe (b.1968)

9. Jack Clark HenritZe (b.1930)
   sp: Marjorie Wheeler
      10. Allison Renee HenritZe (b.1959)
      10. Jack Clark HenritZe Jr. (b.1965)

9. Earl William HenritZe (b.1945)
   sp: Carolyn Sue Hogan (m.1966)
      10. Andrew William HenritZe (b.1971)
          sp: Catherine A. Indelicato (m.2000)
      10. John Robinett HenritZe (b.1977-Roanoke, VA)
          10. Dana Marie HenritZe (b.1975)

9. Elizabeth Bernice HenritZe (b.1935-Welch, WV)
   sp: Caudel Abbott (m.1954)
      10. Jeffrey Abbott (b.1960)
          sp: Karen Cook (m.1984)
      10. Jay Abbott (b.1962)
          sp: Helen Wiseman (m.1988)
             11. Preston Wiseman (b.1982)
      10. Caudel Abbott Jr. (b.1956)
          sp: Donna Hall (m.1980)
             11. Cynthia Abbott (b.1985)

8. Anna Mae Mustard (b.1899; d.1953)
   sp: Tobias Parcell
      9. Darrel Parcell (b.1923)
          sp: Lillian Mae Dorsey
             10. Thomas Robert Parcell
                 sp: Deborah Ford
                    11. Mathew Edward Parcell (b.1983)

8. Fred Mason Mustard (b.1894-Bland Co., VA; d.1951)
   sp: Minnie Whitaker (b.1891-Giles Co, VA; d.1967)
          sp: John Hilbun
      9. Ronald Mustard (b.1927)
      9. Jean Mustard (b.1917)
          sp: Ralph Mills
      9. Rudolph Mustard (b.1924; d.1973)
      9. Gerald Mustard (d.35)

8. Paul Edward Mustard (b.1901; d.1966)
   sp: Ola Johnson
      9. Maxine Mustard (b.1925)
          sp: Jack Peters
      9. Eileen Mustard (b.1924)
          sp: Hartwell Montgomery

8. Ford Robinett Mustard (b.1895; d.1990)
   sp: Inez Snider (b.1909; d.1980)

8. Earl Sanders Mustard (b.1908)
6. Elizabeth L. MUSTARD (b.1851-Bland Co,VA;d.1916)  
sp: Wythe NEWBERRY (b.1852;m.1874;d.1930)  
   7. Miller Wythe NEWBERRY (b.1889;d.1960)  
   sp: Amezetti L. ROBINETTE (b.1873;d.1951)  
   7. Henry Tarter NEWBERRY (b.1892-Bland Co,VA;d.1939)  
      sp: Wanda Gray KIRBY (b.1895;d.1930)  
      8. Ivan NEWBERRY (b.1922;d.1988)  
      8. Henry Tarter NEWBERRY Jr. (b.1914-Bland Co,VA;d.1962)  
         sp: Lorrainey STOWERS (b.1918;d.2000)  
         9. Henry Howard NEWBERRY (b.1935)  
   6. Ann MUSTARD (b.1826-Giles Co,VA;d.1908)  
      sp: John HARMAN (b.1813;m.1856)  
         7. Eva F. HARMAN  
         7. Edwin Harvey HARMAN (b.1860-Giles Co,VA)  
            sp: Nancy Josephine NEEL  
            8. Anna Lee HARMAN  
               sp: John C. DITTMAN  
            8. Blanche HARMAN  
            7. Cannie Lee "Caroline" HARMAN (b.1865;d.1920)  
               sp: E.e. COOK (b.1859;d.1950)  
               8. Jesse COOK  
               8. Lee COOK  
                  sp: Callie MORRISON  
               8. Ann Elizabeth COOK (b.1891;d.1891)  
               8. Grace COOK (b.1895;d.1986)  
               8. Grover Amon COOK (b.1892;d.1986)  
               8. Phillip Z. COOK (b.1904;d.1993)  
               7. John M. HARMAN (d.1920)  
               sp: Ardelia DALTON  
5. William MUSTARD (b.1793-Montgomery Co,VA;d.1878)  
      sp: Annie PATTERSON (b.1801-Wythe Co,Virginia,USA;m.1822;d.1865)  
       6. Harvey R MUSTARD (b.1827-Giles Co,VA;d.1905)  
          sp: Mariah WOHLFORD (m.1852)  
          7. Victoria Caroline MUSTARD (b.1861;d.1880)  
          7. Sarah Mariah MUSTARD (b.1863-Bland Co.,VA;d.1951)  
             sp: William Buchanan STUART (b.1856-Pulaski Co,VA;m.1884;d.1921)  
                8. Mary Edmona STUART (b.1895-Bland Co.,VA;d.1992)  
                8. Edward STUART (b.1897;d.1980)  
                   sp: Reba MELVIN (b.1905-Bland Co.,VA;m.1927;d.1986)  
                      9. Eleanor Nell STUART (b.1930) ** Printed on Page 40 **  
                      9. Edward Harold STEWART (b.1928) ** Printed on Page 40 **  
                      9. Elmer Shell STUART (b.1930-Mechanicsburg,VA) ** Printed on Page 40 **  
             8. Cynthia STUART (b.1885-Bland Co.,VA;d.1973)  
                sp: Walter S. NEWBERRY (b.1880-Bland Co.,VA;m.1905;d.1964)  
                   9. Walter Randolph NEWBERRY (b.1923)  
                      sp: Josephine GRUBB (b.1926-Wythe Co,VA;m.1946)  
                         10. Richard Gary NEWBERRY (b.1947)  
                            sp: Denise Agnes RUSSAMANO (b.1952)  
                               11. Emily Mariah NEWBERRY (b.1982)  
                               11. Walter Stuart NEWBERRY (b.1979)  
                               11. Joseph Wythe NEWBERRY (b.1979)  
                         10. Judy Ann NEWBERRY (b.1950)  
                            sp: Phil Barry PEARCE (b.1946-Pulaski,VA)  
                               11. Cynthia McGraw PEARCE  
                               11. Sarah Elizabeth PEARCE (b.1979)  
                               10. Kathy Jo NEWBERRY (b.1954)  
                                  sp: Chris Worthington BOWEN (b.1952)  
                                     11. Randi Danielle BOWEN (b.1982)
9. Marie NEWBERRY (b.1916-Bland Co., VA)
   sp: William Robert DOUGMAN (b.1918; d.1995)
   10. Melanie Jane DOUGMAN
       sp: Carl N. FRANKLIN Jr.
       11. Daniel Joseph FRANKLIN
   10. Eddie DOUGMAN
       sp: Barbara

   sp: Ira S. Kidd (b.1895; m.1923; d.1971)
   10. David Newberry KIDD (b.1924; d.1993)
       sp: Dorothy Louise SPARKS (m.1947)
       11. Lucy Karen KIDD (b.1948)
           sp: John Frazier COMPTON (b.1948; m. (Div))
           12. John David COMPTON (b.1972)
           sp: Mr. HALL (m. (Div))
           sp: David JOHNSON (m. (Div))
           12. Michael Matthias JOHNSON (b.1982)
       11. Ginger Ann KIDD (b.1954)
           sp: Gary MEADE (b.1954)
           12. Brian Douglas MEADE (b.1976)
           12. Meredith Ann MEADE (b.1980)
   10. Melissa KIDD (b.1932-Bland Co., VA)
       sp: Karl RUDDER (b.1931; m.1952; d.1996)
       sp: Jimmy GIBSON (m.1973)
       11. Mary Margaret GIBSON (b.1975)
           sp: Matthew ODEY
           12. Zachary Todd ODEY (b.1996)
       sp: Rosa KIMBERLIN
       11. Kathy Lee KIDD (b.1971)
       11. Kimberly Lynn KIDD (b.1965)

   sp: Everett WADDELL (b.1902-Bland Co., VA; m.1927; d.1981)
   10. Hazel Lenore WADDELL (b.1928-Bland Co., VA; d.1958)
       10. Robert Irvin “Buddy” WADDELL (b.1933)
           sp: Lorraine Virginia STROOP (m.1965)
           11. Robert Desmod WADDELL (b.1971)
           11. Brian Matthew WADDELL (b.1977)
   9. Robert G. NEWBERRY (b.1925)
       sp: Naomi UMBARGER (b.1926-Bland Co., VA; m.1950; d.1996)
       10. Larry Lee NEWBERRY (b.1952)
           sp: Regina STOWERS
           11. Jon Michael NEWBERRY (b.1979)
           11. Henry Stuart NEWBERRY (b.1976)
       10. Barry Lee NEWBERRY (b.1952)
           sp: Yvonne GRUBB
           11. Erica Lohr NEWBERRY
               sp: Christine RIDDLE
               sp: Darlene MOREHEAD (m.1999)

   sp: Elmer Chloe LINDAMOOD (b.1909; m.1934; d.1975)
       sp: Harry A. TUELL
       11. Harry TUELL Jr.
           sp: Dotty KRITZ
           12. Leslie Renee TUELL
           12. Terry Oliver TUELL
10. Bambi Marlene MUSTARD (b.1955-Princeton, WV)
   sp: Philip Edward COLLINS (m.1976)
   11. Jennifer Lynn COLLINS (b.1979-Waynesboro, VA)
   11. Brittny Rachel COLLINS (b.1990-American Fork, UT)
   11. Russell Tyler COLLINS (b.1982-American Fork, UT)
   11. Christine Louise COLLINS (b.1986-American Fork, UT)

10. Harriet Darlene MUSTARD (b.1949-Princeton, WV)
   sp: Nelson Gilbert BALSER (b.1947;m.1969)
   11. Tammy Lynn BALSER (b.1973-Waynesboro, VA)
      sp: Michael Arthur TOMLIN (m.1995)
   11. Michael Shane BALSER (b.1981-Waynesboro, VA)
   11. Amy Marie BALSER (b.1979-Waynesboro, VA)

10. Bonnie Cheryl MUSTARD (b.1948-Cambridge, MD)
   sp: Gary Michael CANADY (b.1947;m.1968)
   11. Cassandra Lee CANADY (b.1981-Virginia Beach, VA)
   11. Nathan Scot CANADY (b.1987-Leesburg, VA)
   11. Scotty Bradford CANADY (b.1974-Waynesboro, VA)

8. Delia May MUSTARD (b.1894-Mechanicsburg, VA;d.1918)
   sp: Miller S. "Yock" ALLEN (m.1917)

8. Anna MUSTARD (b.1890-Bland Co., VA;d.1960)
   sp: Herman Edward GRAVES (b.1892-Bland Co., VA;m.1914;d.1978)
   9. Ella Sue GRAVES (b.1916-Bland Co., VA;d.1916)
   9. Ralph Mustard GRAVES (b.1919;d.1968)
      sp: Parthena Elizabeth GROSECLOSE (b.1911-Ceres, Bland Co., VA;d.2000)
   10. Josephine Marie GRAVES
      sp: Thomas Joseph HAAGE
      11. Cheryl Marie HAAGE
         sp: Raldall WALKER
            12. Brian WALKER
            12. Ashley WALKER
      11. Donald Lee HAAGE
         sp: Linda HEDRICKS
            12. Aimee HAAGE
            12. Christopher HAAGE

9. Infant GRAVES (b.1918;d.1918)
9. Robert Keith GRAVES (b.1924-Bland Co., VA;d.1924)
9. Eugenia "Jean" Winifred GRAVES (b.1915)
   sp: Levi Harrison "Pete" SANDS (b.1917)
   10. Susan Marie SANDS (b.1947)
      sp: Henry Mark BLESSING (b.1946;m.1966)
      11. Sherri Marie BLESSING (b.1967)
      sp: Matthew HAAS (b.1968)
      11. Nathan Harrison BLESSING (b.1977)
      11. Lisa Rae BLESSING (b.1970)

10. Patricia Ann SANDS (b.1942)
   sp: William Edwin HEPLER (b.1939;m.1964)
   11. David ALEXANDER (b.1968)
   11. Anne Marie HEPLER (b.1969)

8. King Hanson MUSTARD (b.1892-Bland Co., VA;d.1958)
   sp: Zozo DIXON (b.1891;m.1920;d.1976)
   9. Mary Lou MUSTARD (b.1921-Bland Co., VA)
      sp: William Luther TOTTEN
      10. William Luther TOTTEN III (b.1953)
   10. Mary Karen TOTTEN (b.1954)
      sp: David John LYONS (b.1955)
         11. Evan David LYONS (b.1978)
         sp: Donald Vance COX
         11. Helen Elizabeth COX
   sp: Katherine EDWARDS
   9. Edwardine MUSTARD 
      sp: David LAVENDER
   9. Jacqueline MUSTARD 
      sp: Mr. HIATT
   9. Marjorie MUSTARD 
      sp: Jon MCNABB
   9. Dorothy MUSTARD 
      sp: Mr. JOHNSON
   9. Beverly MUSTARD 
      sp: Mr. MOBERLY
   9. Betty MUSTARD 
      sp: Mr. HALE

8. Annie Caroline MUSTARD (b.1883) 
   sp: Lewis WILSON (m.1900) 
   9. Robert WILSON

7. Annie Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1855-Bland Co.,Virginia,USA;d.1927) 
   sp: James Marion HAMILTON (b.1851-Giles Co,VA;m.1873;d.1923)
   8. Emma G HAMILTON (b.1874;d.1944) 
      sp: Frank H. HILL (m.1932)
      sp: Samuel L. CLARK (b.1862;d.1924)
   8. Samuel Harvey HAMILTON (b.1879;d.1965) 
      sp: Ayleen CHISOM (d.1865)
      sp: Cassie MCNALLY (b.1890-Hitchita,OK;d.1965)
   9. James Marion HAMILTON (b.1905-Hitchita,OK;d.1974) 
      sp: Thelma Louise BRONAUGH (b.1907-Roff,OK;m.1925;d.1996) 
      10. Don Lee HAMILTON (b.1930) 
         sp: Patsy Ruth HOLIDAY (m.1951)
   9. Herman Fielder HAMILTON (b.1913-Hughes Co,OK;d.1968) 
      sp: Elizabeth "Betty" Lorene KERNS 
      10. Barbara Jane HAMILTON (b.1947) 
         sp: Andrew HUFFMAN (m.1965)
      11. Donald Alexander HUFFMAN (b.1969-Alameda Co,CA) 
         11. Christopher Andrew HUFFMAN (b.1966-Alameda Co,CA)
         sp: Harold Emmet SCHUMACHER

7. Matilda Jane "Jennie" MUSTARD (b.1859-Giles Co,VA;d.1916) 
   sp: George Stuart CONNER (b.1857-Giles Co,VA;m.1892;d.1934)
   8. George CONNER (b.1898) 
      sp: Alma Beatrice WEATHERMAN 
      9. Freda Sue Goforth CONNER 
      9. Dorothy CONNER 
      9. Nancy Lavon Goforth CONNER

8. Edward Harvey CONNER (b.1896-Bland Co.,VA;d.1982) 
   sp: Gladys Ruth BAILEY (m.1932;d.1996)
   9. Rita Virginia CONNER (b.1940) 
      sp: Herman A. GILLS (d.1980)
   9. Rosilie CONNER (b.1938) 
      sp: Robert Lewis JENSEN
   9. George Paris CONNER (b.1935)
   9. Patricia CONNER (b.1934) 
      sp: William COX 
      10. Michael COX 
      10. Richard COX 
      10. Charles COX 
      10. William COX 
      sp: Eddie NICHOLS
   9. Marvin Lewis CONNER (b.1942) 
      sp: Judy Garland BIRD
6. Nancy MUSTARD (b.1836)
   sp: John Wesley BYRNES (b.1825-Montgomery Co, VA; m. 1845; d. 1861)
   7. Mary Elizabeth BYRNES (b.1852-Guest River, Wise Co, VA; d. 1916)
      sp: Joseph EWALD (b.1846-Baden, GER; m. 1872; d. 1908)
      8. Benjamin Fox EWALD
      8. Robert Byrnes EWALD (b.1879-Wytheville, VA)
         sp: Carolyn LACKEY
         9. Virginia EWALD
         9. Garland EWALD
         9. Robert EWALD
      8. Victoria EWALD (b.1877-Wytheville, VA; d. 1879)
      8. Raymond Gleaves EWALD (b. 1888)
      8. Sarah Katherine EWALD (b.1875)
         sp: George Emey NEWLAND (m. 1900)
         9. Elizabeth Katherine NEWLAND (b. 1909)
         9. Paul Frederick Newland NEWLAND (b. 1902; d. 1955)
      8. Harry Edward EWALD (b. 1886; d. 1966)
      8. Elizabeth Schell EWALD
      8. Lola May EWALD (b. 1873-Wytheville, VA; d. 1974)
      8. John Frederick EWALD (b. 1881)
         sp: Nettie BERRY
   7. Matilda Ann BYRNES (b.1846-Wise Co, VA; d. 1927)
      sp: Gordon WOHLFORD (b. 1846-Giles Co, VA; m. 1866; d. 1910)
      8. Kate WOHLFORD (b. 1885-Bland Co, VA; d. 1956)
         sp: Robert Frazier COMPTON (b. 1886; m. 1910; d. 1944)
         9. Buford Gregory COMPTON (b. 1917; d. 1988)
            sp: Gladys DEVOR (m. 1943)
            10. Robert F. COMPTON
            10. Sandra Gregory COMPTON
               sp: John W. JENNETTE
               11. Beau JENNETTE
               11. Katie JENNETTE
         9. James Wohlford COMPTON (b. 1911)
            sp: Charlotte FARIS
            9. Joseph Byrnes COMPTON (b. 1914; d. 1990)
               sp: Lettie Blanche KINZER (b. 1921; m. 1944)
               10. Mary Melinda COMPTON (b. 1958)
                  sp: Mr. BELCHER
                  11. Jennifer BELCHER
                  11. Mary BELCHER
                  10. John Frazier COMPTON (b. 1948)
sp: Nellie Gray NICEWANDER (b.1890-Bland Co, Virginia, USA; m.1908; d.1972)
  8. Eugene Carl MUSTARD (b.1912)
    sp: Alice
      9. Dorothy MUSTARD
      9. Phyllis MUSTARD
      9. Eugene MUSTARD
      9. Marie MUSTARD (b.1935)
      9. Donny MUSTARD
  8. Clara Bell MUSTARD (b.1909-Charleston, WV; d.1975)
    sp: John Estol DAVIDSON (b.1909-Seaboard, Tazewell Co, VA; m.1926; d.1977)
      9. Robert Lee DAVIDSON (b.1930-Redash, VA)
        sp: Dorothy ALLEN
          10. John DAVIDSON
          10. Kay DAVIDSON
          10. Butch DAVIDSON
          10. Child DAVIDSON
        sp: Dee
      9. John Estol DAVIDSON Jr. (b.1927-Redash, VA)
        sp: Geanetta GRIFFIE
          10. Nida DAVIDSON (b.1955)
            sp: Jerry STUART
          10. Linda Carol DAVIDSON (b.1951)
            sp: Dennis MCCOY
          sp: Carol
            10. Jonda DAVIDSON (b.1965)
        9. Alice Frances DAVIDSON (b.1932-Redash, VA)
          sp: Donald Edward COLE (b.1926-Wise Co, VA; m.1948)
            10. Sheryl Lynn COLE (b.1955)
              sp: Theodore Danile DUTY (b.1953; m.1973)
              sp: Richard HONAKER (b.1948; m.1987)
            10. Clara Sue COLE (b.1950-Richlands, VA)
              sp: Thomas Wayne MASTERS (b.1948-Martinsburg, WV; m.1977)
              sp: Martin Edward DURST (b.1949; m.1968)
            10. Sammy Donald COLE (b.1951)
              sp: Gail FAINER (m.1975)
        9. Joseph Ronald DAVIDSON (b.1934-Redash, VA)
          sp: Mildred MULLINS
            10. Greta DAVIDSON
            10. Child DAVIDSON
            10. Lee DAVIDSON
            10. Ronald DAVIDSON (d.7)
            10. Robin DAVIDSON
            10. Child DAVIDSON
        9. Harry Edward DAVIDSON (b.1929)
        9. Samuel Ray DAVIDSON (b.1937)
          sp: Pat MCCLANNAHAN
      8. Willard MUSTARD (b.1919-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1970)
        sp: Ellah RAHIFFE
      8. Beulah Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1916-Coopers, WV; d.1999)
        sp: Leo Junior HOPSON (b.1915-Williamson, Mingo Co, WV; m.1937; d.1990)
          9. Jadene Virginia HOPSON (b.1941)
            sp: Jerry CHRISTOSON (m.1964)
            sp: John Hubert POHL (m.1961)
          9. Margaret Sue HOPSON (b.1943)
            sp: Charles Franklin GREEN (m.1960)
            sp: Clayton Alden RANDOLPH (m.1967)
          9. Nicky Tyrone HOPSON (b.1952-Richlands, VA)
            sp: Vicki Lynn VIOLETTE (m.1973)
          9. Jerry Lee HOPSON (b.1938-Premier, VA)
8. Harry Alexander MUSTARD (b.1914)  
sp: Ruth FIELDS  
  9. Peggy MUSTARD  
    sp: Mr. RILEY  
      10. Kelly RILEY  
      10. Julie RILEY  
    sp: Mr. SMITH  
      10. Tina SMITH  
      10. Child SMITH  
  9. Mary Jane MUSTARD  
    sp: Basil Lavern MOORE  
      10. Darline Marie MOORE  
        sp: Mr. LEVERING  
      10. Linda Jo MOORE  
        sp: Douglas BICKHAM (m.1981)  
          11. Andrew Douglas BICKHAM (b.1981-Upper Sandusky,OH)  
          11. Autum Jo BICKHAM (b.1990-Marion,OH)  
      10. Randy Lee MOORE  
      10. Jeanne Lynn MOORE  
        sp: James MESSMER  
          11. Keith Aron MESSMER (b.1977-Upper Sandusky,OH)  
          11. Kevin Alan MESSMER (b.1977-Upper Sandusky,OH)  
          11. Kasey James MESSMER (b.1987-Upper Sandusky,OH)  
  9. Barbara MUSTARD  
    sp: Mr. PARKER  
      10. Jack PARKER  
      10. Jimmy PARKER  
    sp: Mr. DOWNARD  
  9. Bobby MUSTARD  
  8. Virginia MUSTARD (b.1923)  
    sp: Joseph ALLEN  
      9. Dennis ALLEN  
      9. Sharon ALLEN  
      9. Vicky ALLEN  
      9. Connie ALLEN  
      9. Angela ALLEN  
      9. Clancy ALLEN  
      7. James MUSTARD (b.1878;d.1881)  
      7. Louvicy MUSTARD (b.1883)  
        sp: Thomas T. HARMAN (m.1901)  
  6. Levica MUSTARD (b.1837-Virginia,USA)  
  6. Minerva Jane MUSTARD (b.1845-Virginia,USA;d.1916)  
    sp: UNKNOWN  
      7. Susan MUSTARD  
      7. Joseph Newton MUSTARD (b.1872-Bland Co,VA;d.1917)  
        sp: Susan Nora MORRIS (b.1877;m.1896;d.1946)  
          8. Wanda Virginia MUSTARD (b.1909;d.1958)  
          8. Vivian Anderson MUSTARD (b.1906)  
            sp: Mary Florence BELL (m.1928)  
              9. James Newton MUSTARD (b.1929)  
  9. Joan MUSTARD (b.1936-Red Ash,WV)  
    sp: Richard Delmas FULLER (b.1931-Bluefield,WV;m.1952)  
    sp: Virjean Mary CLARK (b.1956-Dayton,OH;m.1975)  
    sp: Lisa Robin KUNTZ (m.1984)  
    9. James Dorsey HOPSON (b.1940)  
      sp: Norma Jean LEMASTER (m.1961)  
  9. Randal Keith HOPSON (b.1955-Dayton,OH)  
    sp: Virjean Mary CLARK (b.1956-Dayton,OH;m.1975)  
    sp: Lisa Robin KUNTZ (m.1984)  
    sp: Norma Jean LEMASTER (m.1961)  
    8. Harry Alexander MUSTARD (b.1914)  
    9. James Dorsey HOPSON (b.1940)  
      sp: Norma Jean LEMASTER (m.1961)  
  9. James Dorsey HOPSON (b.1940)  
    sp: Beverley Ann FARNSWORTH (m.1969)
8. James Clinton MUSTARD (b.1926)  
sp: Patty FILION (b.1929;m.1948)  
  9. Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1953)  
    sp: Robert NISSEN (m.1974)  
      10. Jenell NISSEN (b.1977)  
      10. Jerred NISSEN (b.1978)  
  9. Brian Daniel MUSTARD (b.1956)  
    sp: Cristian BERGGREN (b.1957;m.1993)  
      10. Morgan MUSTARD

8. Elmer Cecil MUSTARD (b.1930)  
8. Ethel Mae MUSTARD (b.1927)  
  sp: George HOLFORD (m.1956;d.1973)  
  sp: Joe AUBERTON

8. Blanche MUSTARD (b.1922;d.1922)  
8. Ruby Lee MUSTARD (b.1925)  
  sp: William DOUGHERTY (m.1951;d.1981)  
  sp: Ralph KREIG (m.1997)

8. Mary Jane MUSTARD (b.1924;d.1947)  
8. Agnes Marie MUSTARD (b.1940)  
  sp: Delno R. HUNT (b.1934-Deet Park,WA;m.1960)  
    9. Yvonne Marie HUNT (b.1963)  
      sp: Eric JOHNSON (b.1960-Spokane,WA;m.1984)  
      10. Brock JOHNSON (b.1988)  
      10. Grant JOHNSON (b.1986)  
    9. Delno Clayton Clinton Bryce HUNT (b.1961)  
      sp: Patricia Michelle DAHL (b.1964-Sumner,WA;m.1993)  
      10. Makayla Regan HUNT (b.2001)  
      10. Marrisa Elise HUNT (b.1997)  
      10. Brittany Nicole HUNT (b.1999)

8. Barbara Jean MUSTARD (b.1933)  
  sp: Norman NELSON (m.1974)

7. William Thomas MUSTARD (b.1870-Bland Co,VA;d.1948)  
  sp: Birdie V. MEADOWS (b.1882;m.1904;d.1963)  
    8. Mabel V. MUSTARD

8. Lillian Bell MUSTARD (b.1906-Williamson,WV;d.2001)  
  sp: Chester M. HORTON (b.1906-Carroll Co,VA;d.1980)  
    9. Margaret HORTON  
      sp: Fred FROST (m.1961)  
      sp: Oscar STANLEY

7. Samuel Elbert MUSTARD (b.1890-Bland Co,VA;d.1925)  
7. Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1875-Bland Co,VA)  
  sp: Earston Sheppard HAVENS (b.1873;m.1895;d.1946)  
    8. Marvin Cecil HAVENS (b.1897;d.1981)  
      sp: Ida HARDEN (m.1950)  
      sp: Louiza J. FANNING (b.1901-Bland Co,VA;m.1918;d.1929)  
      9. Elizabeth Pearl HAVENS ** Printed on Page 30 **  
      9. Eloise HAVENS ** Printed on Page 30 **  
      9. Margaret HAVENS ** Printed on Page 30 **  
      9. James HAVENS (d.2001) ** Printed on Page 30 **

6. Katherine MUSTARD (b.1848-Virginia,USA)  
  sp: Obediah JONES (b.1851-Virginia,USA;m.1876)

7. Amos JONES (b.1884-Mechanicsburg,Bland Co,VA;d.1967)  
  sp: Susan LUCAS (b.1894;d.1972)

8. Basil Linwood JONES (b.1919-Pulaski Co,VA)  
  sp: Dorothy MARTIN (b.1920)  
    9. Judy JONES  
      sp: Clyde Wallace BRUCE  
      10. Steven Todd BRUCE (b.1965-Radford,VA)
sp: Tracy Stewart STAFFORD
  9. Arnold Macarthur STAFFORD
    sp: Betty KANODE
  9. Nancy Cleo STAFFORD
    sp: Paul Gibson KIRK (m.1943)
      10. Kenneth Reed KIRK
      10. Bonnie KIRK
      10. Aubrey KIRK
      10. Betty KIRK
      10. Donald KIRK
      10. Patricia Leftwich KIRK
  9. Nancy Cleo STAFFORD
    sp: Paul Gibson KIRK (m.1943)
      10. Kenneth Reed KIRK
      10. Bonnie KIRK
      10. Aubrey KIRK
      10. Betty KIRK
      10. Donald KIRK
      10. Patricia Leftwich KIRK
      sp: Janie EVANS
          sp: Tammy
            11. Nathaniel STAFFORD
        10. Debbie STAFFORD
          sp: Tommy CLARKSON
            11. Heather CLARKSON
            11. Amber CLARKSON
        10. Melissa STAFFORD
          sp: Kenny CLOWERS
            11. Wayne CLOWERS
            11. Jason CLOWERS
  9. Elizabeth STAFFORD
    sp: Wiley JOHNSON
  9. Tracy Stewart STAFFORD Jr.
    sp: Mary KELLEY (b.1928;d.1975)
  9. Dana Pauline STAFFORD
    sp: Fred Haynes PERDUE
      10. Ellen PERDUE
        sp: Jim MCCORMICK
          11. Freddie MCCORMICK
          11. Lisa MCCORMICK
            sp: Jay FOX
              12. Kemper FOX
        10. Judy PERDUE
        10. Phyllis PERDUE
    sp: Peggy PAGE
      10. Brian STAFFORD
      10. Cynthia STAFFORD
      10. Steve STAFFORD
  9. William Wesley STAFFORD
  8. William Woodrow MUSTARD (b.1913)
    sp: Mary HAMBLIN
      9. James Wallace MUSTARD (b.1948)
        sp: Sue FERRELL
      9. Robert Gene MUSTARD
        sp: Judy VEST
          10. Brian Keith MUSTARD
          10. Kenneth Ray MUSTARD
      9. Basil Lee MUSTARD
        sp: Hazel KEFFER
          8. Clinton Thomas MUSTARD (b.1900;d.1919)
          8. Lottie G. MUSTARD (b.1904;d.1905)
          8. Sadie Blanche MUSTARD (b.1908)
            sp: Edward Sheffey VEST (b.1905-Giles Co.,VA;d.1986)
              9. Maydell VEST (b.1938)
sp: Wayne MCPEAKE
  10. Susan MCPEAKE
  10. Ellen MCPEAKE
  10. Mary Ann MCPEAKE
9. Nelson Lee VEST (b.1931)
  sp: Pauline HOOKER
  10. Brenda VEST
9. Rebecca Ann VEST (b.1945)
  sp: Roer SUTPHIN (b.1945)
  10. David SUTPHIN
9. Jimmie Lane VEST (b.1942)
9. Carl Lynwood VEST (b.1935)
9. Edward Louis VEST (b.1932)
8. Leonard C. MUSTARD (b.1895;d.1951)
  sp: Ethel BURTON
  sp: Margaret KIRK
  9. Clara Mae MUSTARD
    sp: Henry GARRISON
    9. Lorraine MUSTARD
      sp: Creed SARVER
6. John C MUSTARD (b.1834-.Mercer Co,VA;d.1861)
  sp: Mary PARSONS (b.1838-Virginia,USA;m.1854;d.1861)
7. Harvey McCager MUSTARD (b.1856-VA;d.1929)
  sp: Eveanna HARVEY (b.1863-IL;m.1878;d.1922)
  8. Jessie M. MUSTARD (b.1889;d.1991)
8. William McKinley MUSTARD (b.1892-Lindsey,NE;d.1970)
  sp: Cora Belle PETRO (b.1896-Gettysburg,SD;m.1918;d.1989)
  9. Lois Edith MUSTARD (b.1926-Sylvan Lake,Alberta,CAN)
    sp: Thomas ROSS (m.1956)
      10. Scott Michael ROSS (b.1962)
        sp: Lorna KRAYSER (m.1984)
          11. Ashley Elaine Nicolle ROSS (b.1984)
      10. Marwayne Neva ROSS (b.1958)
        sp: Sam REIMER
          11. Lindsey Ross REIMER (b.1984-Edmonton,Alberta,CAN)
        sp: Stan SMALL (m.1945(Div))
      10. Gail Leona SMALL (b.1946-Vancouver,BC)
        sp: Vern BARTLETT (m.1964)
          11. Gerald BARTLETT (b.1971-Drayton Valley,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Jason John BARTLETT (b.1968-Drayton Valley,Alberta,CAN)
            sp: Lisa
              12. Lucas BARTLETT
                sp: Linda
                13. Duncan BARTLETT (b.1995)
              12. Cora Lea BARTLETT
                sp: Linda
                12. Duncan BARTLETT (b.1995)
          11. Darren BARTLETT (b.1965-Drayton Valley,Alberta,CAN)
9. Sylvia Cornelia MUSTARD (b.1921-Markerville,Alberta,CAN)
  sp: Robert Joseph MCDONALD (b.1913;m.1942;d.1997)
10. Elaine Sylvia MCDONALD (b.1949-McBride,BC)
    sp: Lyle James SHANNON (m.1967)
      11. Andrea Lynn SHANNON (b.1973-White Rock,BC)
        sp: Dennis Alan LAWSON (m.1994)
        sp: Kirston ANDERSON (m.1992)
          12. Georgia Lydia SHANNON (b.1996)
sp: Barbara Ann READ (m.1957)
11. Darren James MELLETT (b.1963)
   sp: Rachael
   12. Brandon James MELLETT (b.1994-Victoria,BC)
11. Duane McDonald MELLETT (b.1959-Vancouver,BC)
11. Michelle Susan MELLETT (b.1962-Vancouver,BC)
11. Monique Renee MELLETT (b.1962-Vancouver,BC)
   sp: Leon SMOTHERS (m.1983)
   12. Brittany SMOTHERS
   12. Erica SMOTHERS (b.1984-Victoria,BC)

10. Doreen Catherine MELLETT (b.1934)
   sp: Wilbert Clarence MCNAB (m.1957)
   11. Clarence Douglas MCNAB (b.1956-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: Cheryl (m.1980)
   12. Mark Douglas MCNAB (b.1982-Yahk,BC)
   12. Tricia MCNAB (b.1982)
   11. Dorothy Mary MCNAB (b.1958)
   11. Neel Wilbert MCNAB (b.1980)
   11. Susan MCNAB (b.1963)

10. Charles Bruce MELLETT (b.1953-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: Catherine Mary STEVENS (m.1978)
   11. Kelly Ann MELLETT (b.1985-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   11. Jacob Randall MELLETT (b.1982-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   10. William Gordon MELLETT (b.1945-Hagerville,Ontario,CAN)
   sp: Ruth BARKER
   10. Benjamin Lloyd MELLETT (b.1940-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: Mary Jo FOSTER (m.1973)
   11. Patrick Percival MELLETT (b.1982-Red Water,Alberta,CAN)
   11. George Russell MELLETT (b.1976)

9. William Burl Oscar BERRY (b.1908-Raven,Alberta,CAN;d.1973)
   sp: Madge BRATT (m.1927)
   10. Eileen BERRY
   10. Harold BERRY
   10. Phillip Lee BERRY (b.1953)
   10. William BERRY (b.1928)
   sp: Margaret BROWNLEE (m.1948)
   11. William Dean BERRY (b.1959-Red Deer,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: Linda THOMPSON (m.1978)
   12. Odette Ann BERRY
   11. Wayne Harvey BERRY (b.1948)
   sp: Kathy MCLEAN (m.1986)
   sp: Susan BIGELOW (m.1970)
   12. Geordie Dana BERRY (b.1976-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
   11. Susan Carol BERRY (b.1953-Red Deer,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: Melvin GAZLOFF (m.1970)
   12. Shauna Lee GAZLOFF (b.1973-Red Deer,Alberta,CAN)
   12. Melissa GAZLOFF (b.1975-Red Deer,Alberta,CAN)

10. Shirley BERRY

9. Thelma Ada BERRY (b.1915)
   sp: James Steele WATSON (m.1934)

8. Albert Ray MUSTARD (b.1902-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN;d.1980)
   sp: Elizabeth BARNES (m.1930;d.1993)
   9. Elizabeth Jean MUSTARD (b.1939-Rocky Mt. House,Alberta,CAN)
   sp: George DIONNE (m.1959)
   sp: Louise MINNBARRIET
     11. David DIONNE (b.1993)

10. Albert Reme DIONNE (b.1961-Pincher Creek, Alberta, CAN)
10. Catherine DIONNE (b.1963-Lethbridge, Alberta, CAN)

   sp: Julius Patrick HALASE (m.1951)
     10. Linda Jean HALASE (b.1958-Wetaskawin, Alberta, CAN; d.1958)
     10. Lorena Marie HALASE (b.1960-Wetaskawin, Alberta, CAN)
     sp: Timothy Need ACTON (m.1980)
       11. Chantel Leah ACTON (b.1984-Edmonton, Alberta, CAN)
       11. Vanessa Rael ACTON (b.1986-Edmonton, Alberta, CAN)

   sp: Fabian AUBY (m.1959)
     10. Angela MUSTARD (b.1960-St. Albert, Alberta, CAN)
     sp: Mr. NEWMAN
       11. Shandra NEWMAN (b.1989)
     10. Suzanne MUSTARD (b.1962-St. Albert, Alberta, CAN)
     10. David MUSTARD (b.1963; d.1978)

8. Edith Effie MUSTARD (b.1898-Lindsey, NE; d.1964)
   sp: Lewis MAJOR (b.1895-Kent, ENG; m.1918; d.1975)
     9. Lewis Vernon MAJOR (b.1935-Strachan, Alberta, CAN)
     sp: Mary Alice CAMPBELL (m.1958)
       sp: Jorge Patricio Maldonado LAYTON (m.1984)
         11. Luisa Nicole LAYTON (b.1993-Surrey, BC)
         11. Amanda Marie LAYTON (b.1991-Surrey, BC)
       10. Michael Vernon MAJOR (b.1959-New Westminster, BC)
       sp: Maria De Los Angeles ORTIZ (m.1981)

9. Donald Roland MAJOR (b.1923-Rocky Mt. House, Alberta, CAN)
   sp: Lillian CATON (m.1947)
     10. Roland Lester MAJOR (b.1948-Eckville, Alberta, CAN)
     sp: Louanne TRIBE
       11. Nakoka Travis MAJOR (b.1975-Prince George, BC)
       11. Dawn Regan MAJOR (b.1977-Prince George, BC)
     10. Connie Jo MAJOR (b.1955-New Westminster, BC)
     sp: Clayton SMITH (m.1973)
       11. Corbin Donald Roland SMITH (b.1981-New Westminster, BC)
       11. Caleb Clark SMITH (b.1978-New Westminster, BC)
     10. Lewis Donald MAJOR (b.1953-New Westminster, BC)
     10. Catherine Jane MAJOR (b.1955-New Westminster, BC)
     sp: Albert TUCKWOOD (m.1972)
       11. Darcy Albert TUCKWOOD (b.1979-New Westminster, BC)
       11. Teresa Lana Gailene TUCKWOOD (b.1981-Surrey, BC)
     10. Lana Dawn MAJOR (b.1953-New Westminster, BC)

9. Florence Evanna MAJOR (b.1920-Strachan, Alberta, CAN)
   sp: Lawrence Kenneth SCOTT (m.1939)
     10. David George SCOTT (b.1950-Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, CAN)
     sp: Margo MCDAVID
       11. Child SCOTT
       11. Child SCOTT
     sp: Nadine MARTIN (m.1972)
       11. Cindy Samantha SCOTT (b.1977-Edmonton, Alberta, CAN)
     10. Barbara Agnes SCOTT (b.1954)
     sp: Lorne Rodney MARTIN (d.1996)
     10. Dennis Hugh SCOTT (b.1951-Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, CAN)
11. John Allan SCOTT (b.1971-Edmonton, Alberta, CAN)
11. Tracy Lynn SCOTT (b.1975-Edmonton, Alberta, CAN)
11. Trina Agnes SCOTT (b.1971)

10. Shirley Sylvia SCOTT (b.1945-Calgary, Alberta, CAN)

sp: Howard Charles TRACEY (m.1964)
11. Kendall Nadine TRACEY (b.1965-Fort St. John, BC)
11. Deanna Paige TRACEY (b.1967-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Unknown
12. Morgan Alexandra (b.1990-Whitehorse, Yukon)
11. Graham Howard TRACEY (b.1969-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Melanie Tourangeau
12. Daemon Mackenzie TRACEY (b.1994)
11. Arnold Adolphus TRACEY (b.1962-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Eleanor Jensen (m.1984)
12. Danielle Christine TRACEY (b.1987)
12. Danae Chantelle TRACEY (b.1989)

10. Lois Edith SCOTT (b.1949-Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, CAN)

sp: Richard Whiting (m.1991)
sp: Ralph Unger (m.1968)
11. Craig Lawrence Unger (b.1969-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Unknown
sp: Pam Grounds
12. Dallas Skyler Oker Unger (b.1992)
sp: Eugene Archambault (m.1974; d.1989)
11. Daniel Troy Archambault (b.1984-Kelowna, BC)
11. Crystal Jean Archambault (b.1973-Fort St. John, BC)
11. Fay Okee (b.1973)
11. Michelle Barbara Archambault (b.1972-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Troy Boot (m.1994)
12. Brandon Boot (b.1995)

10. Samuel Lawrence Gordon Scott (b.1942-Rocky Mountain House, A, C)

sp: Gail Ellen Mcivor (m.1963)
11. Samantha Florence Scott (b.1969-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Daryl Koop (m.1988)
12. Jared Daryl Koop (b.1991-Fort St. John, BC)
12. Brianne Pearl Koop (b.1989-Fort St. John, BC)
12. Matthew Seth Koop (b.1994-Fort St. John, BC)
11. Tennys Vernice Scott (b.1965-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Malcolm McQueen
11. Kevin Gordon Scott (b.1963-Fort St. John, BC)
sp: Swatie Patel (m.1992)

9. Alma Irene Major (b.1928-Strachan, Alberta, CAN)

sp: Merle Joel Riggins (m.1947)
10. Gregory Lewis Riggins (b.1949-Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, CAN)
sp: Kim Pfleger (m.1983)
sp: Diane Gomez (m.1968)
sp: Karen Talbot
10. Garth Merle Riggins (b.1949-Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, CAN)
sp: Doris Gray (m.1973)
11. Jesse Todd Riggins (b.1977-Prince Rupert, BC)
11. Melanie Irene Riggins (b.1975-Prince Rupert, BC)
10. Terrill Dale Riggins (b.1947)
sp: Kristine Osbourne (m.1978)
11. Dale Tracy Riggins (b.1976)
sp: Shirley WINCHESTER (m.1967)
  11. Troy Vincent RIGGINS (b.1967-Prince Rupert,BC)
    sp: Collette O’CONNER
  10. Debra Lynn RIGGINS (b.1958-Rocky Mountain House,Alberta,CAN)
    sp: Derrick BURDOCK (m.1976)
    sp: Les FORRESTER (m.1982)
      11. Brett FORRESTER (b.1990-Fernie,BC)
      11. Ashley FORRESTER (b.1989-Comox,BC)
  9. Lloyd Ray MAJOR (b.1938-Rocky Mt. House,Alberta,CAN)
    sp: Dianne June BAUMBECK (m.1962)
  10. Trenton Lee MAJOR (b.1963-Rocky Mountain House,Alberta,CAN; d.1964)
sp: Clarence Harold RHODES (b.1895-Lindsey,NE; m.1916; d.1972)
  9. Harold Manley RHODES (b.1917; d.1991)
    sp: Esther Linnea OLSON (m.1946)
      10. Wendy Allison RHODES (b.1954)
        sp: John JOHNSEN (m.1974)
          11. Virginia Linnea JOHNSEN (b.1980-Innisfall,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Matthew Caley JOHNSEN (b.1974-Innisfall,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Jena Eve JOHNSEN (b.1979-Innisfall,Alberta,CAN)
      10. Joanne Marie RHODES (b.1957)
        sp: Donald Thomas CAMPBELL (m.1976)
          11. Casey Thomas CAMPBELL (b.1978-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Cameron Harold CAMPBELL (b.1983)
          11. Corey Donald CAMPBELL (b.1979)
      10. Theresa Bessie RHODES (b.1950)
        sp: Raymond ELL
        sp: Alex WILLET (m.1969(Div))
          11. Shawna Michelle WILLET (b.1973)
          11. Michael Paul WILLET (b.1969-Calgary,Alberta,CAN)
      10. Susan Laurene RHODES (b.1948)
        sp: Dennis HINDBO (m.1967)
          11. Gregory HINDBO (b.1966)
          11. Jeremy HINDBO (b.1971)
  8. Bessie May MUSTARD (b.1895-Lindsey,NE; d.1950)
    sp: Clarence Harold RHODES (b.1895-Lindsey,NE; m.1916; d.1972)
    sp: Margaret Louisa RYALL (m.1946)
      10. Bonnie Marlene RHODES (b.1950)
        sp: Richard ROBERTSON (m.1971)
          11. Patricia Susan ROBERTSON (b.1975-Red Deer,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Gregory Charles ROBERTSON (b.1978-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Sandra Ann ROBERTSON (b.1973-Lima,Peru)
            sp: David SHEYEN (m.1997)
      10. Annette Louise RHODES (b.1949-Markerville,Alberta,CAN)
        sp: Robert ROBERTSON (m.1967)
          11. Mark Kenneth ROBERTSON (b.1975-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
          11. Daniel James ROBERTSON (b.1972-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
            sp: Jacqueline Denise WILSON (m.1994)
              11. Tracy Eileen ROBERTSON (b.1970-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
                sp: Jami KINCAID (m.1995)
      10. Robert Clarence RHODES (b.1954-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
        sp: Bonnie LYNCH (m.1995)
        sp: Debbie BRITTON (m.1975)
      10. Cheryl Dawn RHODES (b.1956-Innisfail,Alberta,CAN)
        sp: Dale STOREY (m.1977(Div))
sp: Victoria KITTS (m.1888)
  8. Elizabeth HARMAN
  8. Emory HARMAN
  8. Thelma HARMAN
  8. Retta HARMAN
  8. Lou Roach HARMAN
  8. Minnie Pauley HARMAN
  8. Miller Hoge HARMAN

7. Julia Annie HARMAN (b.1859)
  sp: Joseph DUNNAGAN (b.1850-Surry Co,NC;m.1880;d.1882)
    8. Joseph Addison DUNNAGAN
      sp: Jennie REED (m.1902)
    8. William A. WOODYARD (b.1852-Giles Co,VA;m.1892)
      sp: William Daniel SHUPE (m.1912)

7. Addison HARMAN Jr. (b.1871)
  sp: Rose HAVENS (b.1874-Bland Co,VA;m.1895)
    8. Alice HARMAN
    8. Laura HARMAN

7. William Garland HARMAN (b.1855-Wythe Co,VA)
  sp: Nancy E. Lillie WYRICK (b.1874)
    8. Chloe HARMAN
    8. Oscar Levi HARMAN
    8. Henry Addison HARMAN
  sp: Arminta Victoria HARMAN (b.1860;m.1877;d.1907)
    8. Lillie May HARMAN
      sp: Enos J. KING
    8. Virginia HARMAN
      sp: Kelly THOMPSON

7. Daniel Levi HARMAN (b.1874)
  sp: Cynthia Virginia FANNING (b.1875-Bland Co,VA;m.1897)

7. Eliza Jane HARMAN (b.1868;d.1889)

7. Cynthia Minerva HARMAN (b.1864)
  sp: Martin DUNNAGAN (m.1882)
    8. Cara Walker DUNNAGAN
    8. George DUNNAGAN
    8. William Martin DUNNAGAN
    8. Infant DUNNAGAN
    8. Elizabeth Sheffie DUNNAGAN
    8. Louvenia Earl DUNNAGAN
    8. Gracie Lee DUNNAGAN
    8. Cynthia Damewood DUNNAGAN (b.1898-Bland Co,VA)
      sp: Gentry SMITH (b.1897-Jackson,KY;m.1921)
    8. Roxie Emory DUNNAGAN
    8. Nancy Julia DUNNAGAN
    8. Rachel Annie DUNNAGAN

7. Nancy Dickenson HARMAN (b.1867-Giles Co,VA)
  sp: Jasper Robinett CARR (m.1887)
    8. William Dunn CARR
    8. John Robert CARR
    8. Herbert Addison CARR

7. George Washington HARMAN (b.1857-Bland Co,VA;d.1878)

6. Minerva ELLIS (b.1838)
  sp: William S. HALSEY (m.1870)

6. Elizabeth Brown ELLIS (b.1842-Pulaski Co,VA;d.1902)
  sp: Oscar Johnson EMMONS (m.1865)

7. Julia Barbara EMMONS (b.1870)
  sp: John Tracy WALKER (m.1902;d.1930)
    8. Chapman Johnston WALKER (b.1912-Mercer Co,WV)
6. John F MUSTARD (b.1854-, Claiborne, TN)
   sp: Sarah F. DANIEL (m.1877)
   sp: Emily

   7. A. F. MUSTARD (b.1885)
   7. Martha MUSTARD (b.1893)
   7. Sarah J. MUSTARD (b.1888)
   7. Matilda MUSTARD (b.1881; d.1951)
     sp: Christopher Columbus WHITAKER (b.1882; m.1902; d.1950)
       8. Nervie WHITAKER
       8. Silas Noah WHITAKER
       8. Marilyn WHITAKER
       8. Fate WHITAKER
       8. John Buch WHITAKER
       8. Rita L. WHITAKER (b.1920; d.1977)
       8. Coolidge WHITAKER
       8. Paul WHITAKER
       8. Noah Cecil WHITAKER (b.1915; d.1963)
         sp: Fronia CHADWELL
         9. Linda WHITAKER
         9. Velma WHITAKER
         9. Carmon WHITAKER
     8. Orville WHITAKER

   7. Mary MUSTARD (b.1891)

   6. Job C MUSTARD (b.1848- Claiborne Co, Tennessee, USA; d.1908)
     sp: Emily FULTZ (b.1854; m.1881; d.1911)
     7. Lillian MUSTARD (b.1888-; who is this?: d.1911)

   6. Harriet Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1838- Giles Co, Virginia, USA; d.1914)
     sp: Leander SNAVELY (b.1838- Wythe Co, VA; m.1865; d.1913)
     7. Mary Ann SNAVELY (b.1874; d.1947)
       sp: Herman MATTERS
       sp: Billy OXFORD
       sp: William CHADWELL
     7. John Thomas SNAVELY (b.1876; d.1879)
     7. Allie Matilda SNAVELY (b.1871; d.1873)
     7. Robert L. SNAVELY (b.1881; d.1952)
       sp: Effie PYATT (m.1903)
     7. Amos Henry SNAVELY (b.1869- Lee Co, VA; d.1945)
       sp: Edna Iola PYATT (b.1881- Elm Springs, AR; m.1902; d.1962)
       sp: Ada HURLBURT (b.1917; m.1935)
         9. Charlene Diana SNAVELY (b.1943- Upland, CA)
         9. Female SNAVELY (b.1936- Upland, CA; d.1936)
         9. Charles Michael SNAVELY (b.1941- Upland, CA)
           sp: Mercedes Elizabeth BATES (m.1967)
         9. Keith Steven SNAVELY (b.1950- Upland, CA)
     8. Arvel Orel SNAVELY (b.1903- Elm Springs, AR; d.1987)
       sp: Gladys WILSON (b.1912- Dallas, TX; m.1929)
         9. Monty Marie SNAVELY (b.1930- Denison, TX)
           sp: Ronald MAZZANATTO (m.1947)
         9. Donald Lewis SNAVELY (b.1935)
           sp: Sylvia Diane TRAVIS (m.1955)
           sp: Marilyn WALKER (m.1957)
         9. Keith Steven SNAVELY (b.1950- Upland, CA)
     8. Edna Mae SNAVELY (b.1921- Elm Springs, AR)
       sp: James Hugh BARKER (b.1916- Mountainburg, AR; m.1939; d.1986)
       9. Gary Delane BARKER (b.1942- Elm Springs, AR)
       9. Janna Kay BARKER (b.1947- Elm Springs, AR)
         sp: Clifford CASEY (m.1966)
9. Sherlyn Bath BARKER (b.1952-Elm Springs,AR)
   sp: Jerry PATTON (m.1975)
8. Audis Lee SNAVELY (b.1907-Elm Springs,AR;d.1980)
   sp: Eula WEST (b.1908-Leslie,AR;m.1925)
   9. Harold Leon SNAVELY (b.1927-Elm Springs,AR)
      sp: Bernice MAY (m.1946)
   9. Eula Geraldine SNAVELY (b.1929-Elm Springs,AR)
      sp: William HARP (m.1948)
   9. Ronald Gene SNAVELY (b.1940-Elm Springs,AR)
      sp: Betty Lou MORRIS (m.1960)
   9. Twyla Joyce SNAVELY (b.1945-Elm Springs,AR)
      sp: Charles DOBBS
8. Nadine Erline SNAVELY (b.1918-Elm Springs,AR;d.1962)
   sp: Howard Britton VAUGHN (b.1911-Healing Springs,AR;m.1935;d.1978)
   9. Ellis Eugene VAUGHN (b.1939-Benton Co,AR)
      sp: Sarah Elizabeth WILLIAMS (m.1981)
9. Ronald SNAVELY (b.1930-Greely,CO)
   sp: Betty Lou MORRIS (m.1960)
9. Richard Charles SNAVELY (b.1930-Greely,CO)
   sp: Margaret DAVENPORT (m.1954)
9. James Ralph SNAVELY (b.1940-Greely,CO)
   sp: Kathleen Ann MCCARTY (m.1961)
8. Son SNAVELY (b.1920; d.1920)
9. Anna Laura SNAVELY (b.1899)
8. Winton C. "Buck" SNAVELY (b.1913-Benton Co,AR)
   sp: Mona BARKER (b.1912-Mulberry,AR;m.1933)
   9. Randall Dwayne SNAVELY (b.1944-Elm Springs,AR)
      sp: Gienna ALLEN
   9. Shirley Jo SNAVELY (b.1939-Elm Springs,AR;d.1939)
9. Sula Marlene SNAVELY (b.1940-Elm Springs,AR)
   sp: Virgil MOORE (m.1960)
7. Sirrela Jane SNAVELY (b.1866;d.1867)
6. Julia Ann MUSTARD (b.1849-Claiborne Co., Tennessee, USA;d.1934)
   sp: John SNAVELY (b.1846-Virginia, USA)
   7. Matilda SNAVELY (b.1870-Claiborne Co, TN)
      sp: Charlie FAULKNER
   7. Mary SNAVELY (b.1867-Claiborne Co, TN;d.1887)
   7. William Patrick SNAVELY (b.1875-Claiborne Co, TN;d.1956)
      sp: Cenith Dove COX (b.1878-Buffalo, MO;m.1898;d.1962)
   8. Anna Laura SNAVELY (b.1899)
8. Patsy Beatrice SNAVELY (b.1909)
   sp: Clinton Peery MOSS (m.1926)
8. Odell Leroy SNAVELY (b.1918-Purcell,OK)
   sp: Hershell Aubrey WELLS (b.1898-Crockett,TX)
8. Georgia Inez SNAVELY (b.1903-Ardmore,OK)
   sp: Willard Bl JENSEN (b.1895-Balsalt,ID;d.1974)
8. Otho Barry SNAVELY (b.1913-Lindsay,OK)
   sp: Mollie Almeda LEWIS
   sp: Rose Gutierrez (m.1969)
   sp: Edith Artella BARTON (b.1924-Cardin,OK)
   sp: Victoria REEL (m.1967)
8. William Haskell SNAVELY (b.1908-Tishomingo,OK;d.1967)
   sp: Nannie Barthina DURHAM (m.1928)
8. James Foster SNAVELY (b.1911-Madill,OK)
   sp: Esther Louise LEMKE (m.1944)
8. Oran Leon SNAVELY (b.1916-Lindsay,OK)
   sp: Joseph EATON
8. Blossom Clover SNAVELY (b.1906-Tishomingo,OK;d.1987)
   sp: Hershell Aubrey WELLS (b.1898-Crockett,TX)
   sp: Willard Bl JENSEN (b.1895-Balsalt,ID;d.1974)
8. Idylle Melissa SNAVELY (b.1900-Ardmore,OK;d.1982)
   sp: Hershell Aubrey WELLS (b.1898-Crockett,TX)
   sp: Willard Bl JENSEN (b.1895-Balsalt,ID;d.1974)
8. Thelma Adella SNAVELY (b.1902;d.1980)
   sp: Orren Edward ZODER
   sp: Robert MCKIBBEN
7. Sarah Agnes SNAVELY (b.1879-Claiborne Co,TN)
   sp: Willie BROWN
7. Mattie Gerusha SNAVELY (b.1890)
   sp: Steve STEVENS
   8. Julia Ann STEVENS
   8. Pauline STEVENS
7. Esther Mae SNAVELY (b.1886-Valley View,TX;d.1976)
   sp: William Yates STANFORD (m.1908;d.1971)
   8. Mozelle Edith STANFORD
   sp: Mr. SCHWEER
   9. Esther Jane SCHWEER
   9. David SCHWEER
    8. William Yates STANFORD (b.1913-Celina,TX;d.1971)
    sp: UNKNOWN
    9. Beverly STANFORD
    9. Carol STANFORD
8. Wayne Foster STANFORD (b.1921)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   9. Jolaurie STANFORD
   9. Mike STANFORD
   9. Terry STANFORD
7. Jayne Victoria SNAVELY (b.1883-Galveston,TX;d.1966)
   sp: William B. BANKS (b.1881-Terrell,TX;m.1918;d.1951)
8. John William BANKS (b.1919-Fort Worth,TX;d.1976)
   sp: June WASHBURN (b.1920-Big Springs,TX;m.1939)
   9. William Rix BANKS (b.1953-Forth Worth, TX)
   9. Victor Louis BANKS (b.1950-Seattle, WA)
   9. John William BANKS II (b.1940-Dallas, TX)
7. James Gratton SNAVELY (b.1873-Nashville,TN;d.1946)
   sp: Mintie Elmire BROWN (b.1885-Hillsboro,TX;m.1901;d.1974)
8. Edna Mae SNAVELY (b.1905-Palmer,OK;d.1957)
   sp: Leonard James MCKIBBEN (b.1898-Cook Co, MO;m.1921;d.1960)
   9. Harold James MCKIBBEN (b.1922-Wichita, KS;d.1985)
   10. William James MCKIBBEN (b.1951-Long Beach, CA)
   sp: Lois Louise STEIN (b.1923-Butte, MT;m.1945)
   sp: Peggy Ann YEGGE (m.1977)
8. Marshall Foster SNAVELY (b.1913-Eastland,TX;d.1980)
   sp: Annaroy BISHOP
8. Clovis Roscoe SNAVELY (b.1917-Mansville,OK;d.1980)
   sp: Gerolene Elva GREEN (m.1944)
8. Lola Julia SNAVELY (b.1909-Eastland,TX;d.1991)
   sp: Clifford T. PERKINS (m.1930)
8. Leonard Nolan SNAVELY (b.1922-Bradley,OK)
   sp: Jeanne BISHOP (m.1946)
8. Nadine Orrene SNAVELY (b.1925)
   sp: Everett Wayne ELDER (m.1944)
8. Clarence Lee SNAVELY (b.1911-Eastland,TX;d.1991)
   sp: Ellen Marie THALMON (m.1936)

6. Rufus MUSTARD (b.1843-Giles Co,Virginia,USA)
   sp: China (b.1853)
   7. Woodson MUSTARD (b.1875-Claiborne Co,Tennessee,USA)
   7. Angeline MUSTARD (b.1878-Claiborne Co,Tennessee,USA)
6. Isaac MUSTARD (b.1841-Giles Co,Virginia,USA)
   sp: Mary Ann BALL (m.1876)
6. Randall MUSTARD (b.1831-Giles Co.,Virginia,USA;d.1870)
6. William MUSTARD (b.1835-Giles Co,Virginia,USA)
6. Sarah MUSTARD (b.1832-Giles Co,Virginia,USA)

5. James MUSTARD (b.1805;d.1845)
   sp: Mary "Polly" MOORE (b.1808-Giles Co,VA;d.1827)
6. Enos MUSTARD (b.1829-Giles Co,VA;d.1901)
   sp: Hannah JOHNSON (b.1821;m.1849)
   7. James MUSTARD (b.1857-Keokuk,IA;d.1943)
      sp: Elizabeth Jane SPORTSMAN (b.1866-Dallas,OR;m.1884;d.1926)
      8. Harry Leo MUSTARD (b.1900-Calup,OR;d.1966)
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Fay MUSTARD (b.1927)
            sp: Mr. BRINKLEY
      8. Walter Glenn MUSTARD (b.1894-Independence,OR;d.1961)
         sp: Jennie May COOK
         9. Richard Adam MUSTARD (b.1923-Ontario,OR)
            sp: Betty Joyce ROBERTSON (b.1933-National City,CA)
            10. Robert Earl MUSTARD (b.1957-Roseburg,OR)
            10. Pamela Jean MUSTARD (b.1961-Pendleton,OR)
            10. Serena Joyce MUSTARD (b.1963-Pendleton,OR)
            10. Michael Paul MUSTARD (b.1954-Roseburg,OR)
            9. Walter MUSTARD Jr. (b.1920-Ontario,OR)
            9. Eileen MUSTARD (b.1927)
      8. Jeddie Pearl MUSTARD (b.1885-Independence,OR)
      8. Charles MUSTARD (b.1884)
      8. Orville Eugene MUSTARD (b.1891-Colton,WA)
      8. Lefa Myrtle MUSTARD (b.1887-Colton,WA;d.1921)
      8. Kenneth M. MUSTARD (b.1911;d.1971)
         sp: Sarah CARPENTER
         9. James John MUSTARD (b.1950)
         9. Robert Kent MUSTARD (b.1955)
         9. Kenneth Murl MUSTARD Jr. (b.1943)
            sp: Gail M. WAGGONER
            10. David M. MUSTARD (b.1969)
            10. Michael James MUSTARD (b.1975)
            9. Michael E. MUSTARD (b.1948-Panama Canal Zone;d.1973)
               sp: Ellen J. HICKEY (m.1970)
               10. Matthew James MUSTARD (b.1971)
               9. Mary Elizabeth MUSTARD (b.1957)
               9. Charles Lewis MUSTARD (b.1937)
               sp: Mary L. IRVINE
8. Homer Floyd MUSTARD (b.1897-Colton,WA;d.1978)
   sp: Fern DENT
9. Carl Everett MUSTARD (b.1926;d.1927)
9. Merton Lee MUSTARD (b.1925;d.1944)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   10. Merton Lee MUSTARD Jr. (b.1943)
9. Beverly Lola Dent MUSTARD (b.1927-Sacramento,CA)
   sp: Robert L. MARTON (m.1948)
9. Berdina J. MUSTARD (b.1922)
   sp: Hazel
   sp: Mable Louise MCCUMBER
9. Debi MUSTARD (b.1955)
   sp: Kim Andres MAIDENS (b.1952;m.1972(Div))
   10. Randy Lee MAIDENS (b.1972)
   sp: David HAMAN
   10. Chance Redmond HAMAN (b.1986)
8. Dora Fay MUSTARD (b.1906)
8. Josie Mable MUSTARD (b.1888-Colton,WA;d.1908)
8. Joe Replogle MUSTARD (b.1903;d.1969)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   9. Luetta MUSTARD (b.1930)
   sp: Mr. RAWLINS
   sp: UNKNOWN
   10. Jill MUSTARD
7. Ferdinand MUSTARD (b.1859;d.1910)
   sp: Lena SCHIESSER (b.1875)
   8. Lloyd R. MUSTARD (d.1960)
   8. Mable MUSTARD
7. John J. MUSTARD (b.1855;d.1912)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   8. Infant MUSTARD
7. Stephen Alexander Douglas MUSTARD (b.1861-Keokuck,IA;d.1938)
   sp: Stella Arletha HEATON (b.1879-Yarnal,PA;m.1902;d.1960)
   8. Walter Blair MUSTARD (b.1904;d.1976)
   sp: Hazel FOSTER (b.1913-Geneese,ID;m.1929;d.1998)
9. Lola Mae MUSTARD (b.1931;d.1976)
   sp: Wayne FISHER (b.1932;m.1949)
   10. Marta FISHER (b.1957)
   sp: Jon HENDRICKSON (m.1984)
   11. Mark Austin HENDRICKSON (b.1992)
   11. Nicole Aspen HENDRICKSON (b.1985)
   10. David Wayne FISHER (b.1952)
   sp: Marian Jean GARRETT (m.1975)
   11. Lindsey FISHER (b.1980)
   11. Gretchen FISHER (b.1977)
   11. Joel FISHER (b.1979)
9. Gordon Darrell MUSTARD (b.1936)
   sp: Gail BROWN
   10. Dale Walter MUSTARD (b.1961)
   10. Becky MUSTARD (b.1959)
   10. Cindy MUSTARD (b.1962)
   10. Arletha MUSTARD (b.1960)
   sp: Beverly COVEY
9. Carol Louise MUSTARD (b.1939)
   sp: James PHILLIPS (b.1938;m.1963;d.1975)
   10. Jill PHILLIPS (b.1966)
   sp: Tim LOGAN (b.1957;m.1995)
11. Tiffany PHILLIPS (b.1990)
11. David PHILLIPS (b.1984)
11. Matthew PHILLIPS (b.1986)
10. Phil PHILLIPS (b.1964)
sp: Anna WITT (m.1993)
10. Curtis PHILLIPS (b.1969)
sp: UNKNOWN
11. Child PHILLIPS

8. Herman Roy "Tom" MUSTARD (b.1910-Colton,WA;d.1983)
sp: Elaine Rose KIRPES (b.1920-Colton,WA;m.1944)
9. Marvin Thomas MUSTARD (b.1950-Colfax,WA)
sp: Estell HERETH (b.1951;m.1979)
9. Adele Rose MUSTARD (b.1945-Colfax,WA)
sp: David Charles MONEYMAKER (b.1943-Uniontown,WA;m.1964)
10. Brenda Kay MONEYMAKER (b.1964-Pullman,WA)
10. Donna Marie MONEYMAKER (b.1968-Pullman,WA)
sp: Benjamin Joseph WOLF (b.1969-Moscow,ID;m.1991)
11. Matthew Alfred WOLF (b.2000-Pullman,WA)
11. Jacob Thomas WOLF (b.1995-Pullman,WA)
11. Samuel Joseph WOLF (b.1993-Pullman,WA)
10. Rodger Alan MONEYMAKER (b.1967-Lewiston,ID)
10. James David MONEYMAKER (b.1966-Lewiston,ID)
sp: Kathleen Mae MCCOY (b.1967-Spokane,WA;m.1991)
11. Ashley Michelle MONEYMAKER (b.1999-Moscow,ID)
11. Kalynn Mae MONEYMAKER (b.1995-Moscow,ID)

9. Joan Marie HANSEN (b.1939)
sp: Wesley Edward SCHATZ (b.1934;m.1961)
10. Christine Marie SCHATZ (b.1962)
sp: Paul VANDERWEL (b.1964;m.1986)
11. Amy Kathleen VANDERWEL (b.1990)
11. Rachel Marie VANDERWEL (b.1992)
10. Gary Alan SCHATZ (b.1968)
sp: Christina Diane HENRY (b.1969;m.1998)
10. Barbara Lynn SCHATZ (b.1962)
sp: Michael A. MCCAMMON (b.1952;m.1991)
11. Amanda Frances MCCAMMON (b.1991-Spokane,WA)
11. Danielle Rae MCCAMMON (b.1993-Spokane,WA)
10. Edward Michael SCHATZ (b.1964)
sp: April Dawn CARLISLE (b.1965;m.1988)
11. Michael Ryan SCHATZ (b.1992)
11. Megan Kathleen SCHATZ (b.1990)

9. Darrel Clifford MUSTARD (b.1951-Colfax,WA)
sp: Judi LOUIS (b.1951-Spokane,WA;m.1976)
10. Gregory James MUSTARD (b.1977)
9. Janice Mary MUSTARD (b.1948-Colfax,WA)
sp: Gerald Francis CHENETTE (b.1943-Coeur d'Alene,ID;m.1968)
10. Tracy Lynn CHENETTE (b.1969-Pullman,WA)
10. Diana Lea CHENETTE (b.1974)
sp: Samuel Allen KELLER (b.1977;m.2000)

8. Iva Melita MUSTARD (b.1902-Colton,WA;d.1974)
sp: Walter Jon HACKNEY (b.1890-TN;m.1931;d.1971)
9. Doris Elaine HACKNEY (b.1934-West Richland,WA)
sp: Harold Ronald BAROTT (b.1932;m.1952)
10. Jody Elaine BAROTT (b.1956)
sp: Donald St. GEORGE (b.1951;m.1974)
11. Nicholas Brian GEORGE (b.1981)
11. Joseph Michael GEORGE (b.1979)
sp: William MANGOLD (b.1958)
11. Kirby William MANGOLD (b.1988)
9. Elvera Louise HACKNEY (b.1932-West Richland,WA)
   sp: William Arthur STEPHENS (b.1923;m.1952)
      10. Denice Annette STEPHENS (b.1954)
          sp: James William HAUN (b.1953;m.1973)
              11. Shelleen Riffany HAUN (b.1980)
              11. Candace Marie HAUN (b.1984)
      10. Darla Sue STEPHENS (b.1955-West Richland,WA)
          sp: Ignacio Bennie GONZALES (b.1954;m.1974)
              11. Tracy Lynn GONZALES (b.1975)
              11. Carrie Marie GONZALES (b.1979)
              11. Sara Catherine GONZALES (b.1984)
              11. Kristy Sue GONZALES (b.1981)
      10. Donald Lee STEPHENS (b.1959-West Richland,WA)
          sp: Donna Marie LINDBERGH (b.1962)
              11. Lacy Marie STEPHENS (b.1987)
              sp: Jacqueline Suzanne FORBES (b.1960)
                  11. Tevis Arthur STEPHENS (b.1976)
      10. Duane Alan STEPHENS (b.1958-West Richland,WA)
          sp: Janean Elaine TODD (b.1961;m.1980)
              11. Mindy Janiece STEPHENS (b.1984)
              11. Todd Alan STEPHENS (b.1986)
      9. John William HACKNEY (b.1933-West Richland,WA)
          sp: Sharon Kay BOLDT (b.1938;m.1963)
              10. Sheryl Lynn HACKNEY (b.1971)
                  sp: Jason WHEELER (m.1994)
              10. Daryl Jay HACKNEY (b.1975)
              10. Stephen John HACKNEY (b.1966)
  7. Margaret MUSTARD (b.1852)
      sp: Mr. BARNES
      sp: Mr. PRUITT
      sp: Lucinda O'DELL
  6. Eliza MUSTARD (b.1828-Giles Co,VA;d.1904)
      sp: Isaac DOLBOW (m.1852)
          7. Sarah Emily DOLBOW (b.1853-Pittsfield,IL;d.1940)
              sp: William GUYNN (m.1874;d.1926)
                  8. Dau GUYNN
                      sp: Mr. HARTMAN
                  8. Dau GUYNN
                      sp: Mr. DAILEY
                  8. Clarence E. GUYNN (b.1887;d.1971)
          7. Isaac DOLBOW Jr. (b.1863)
          7. Ida DOLBOW (b.1865)
          7. Rowland DOLBOW (b.1859)
          7. Edward DOLBOW (b.1861)
          7. Jane DOLBOW (b.1856)
          7. John DOLBOW (b.1854)
sp: John HELM (m.1868)
7. Thomas HELM (b.1870)
7. Charles HELM (b.1873)
sp: S. S. JOHNSON (m.1848;d.1849)
7. Charles JOHNSON (b.1849)
6. Rufus MUSTARD (b.1827)
6. John MUSTARD (b.1835-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1914)
sp: Sarah DAVIS (b.1846-IA;m.1860;d.1917)
7. George Otis MUSTARD (b.1872)
7. William Lafayette MUSTARD (b.1869-Dayton,WA;d.1957)
sp: Minnie Lee ROBERTSON (b.1876-Brown Co,TX;m.1892;d.1926)
8. Alice MUSTARD (b.1903)
sp: Allen NEWTON
8. Georgia Belle MUSTARD (b.1901;d.1902)
8. Luella MUSTARD (b.1898-Adams Co,WA;d.1938)
8. Hazel MUSTARD (b.1893)
sp: O. ROBINSON
8. Byron MUSTARD (b.1895-Dayton,WA;d.1948)
7. Henry Ward Beecher MUSTARD (b.1868;d.1948)
sp: Ida E. BEARD (b.1874;d.1970)
8. Forrester A. MUSTARD (b.1901;d.1955)
sp: Geraldine CHANDLER (m.1923)
9. Fay MUSTARD
sp: Richard EVENS (m.1948)
10. Child EVENS
10. Child EVENS
9. Ross MUSTARD
sp: Donna STEVENS (m.1948)
10. Gay Uleen MUSTARD (b.1955)
10. Beverly MUSTARD (b.1957)
10. Bryon MUSTARD (b.1960)
9. Karen MUSTARD
sp: Richard COOK (m.1954)
10. Child COOK
10. Child COOK
10. Child COOK
9. Earl R. MUSTARD
sp: UNKNOWN
10. Stanley MUSTARD (b.1955)
10. Duane MUSTARD (b.1958)
sp: Irene COOK
10. Gerald MUSTARD (b.1963)
10. Diane MUSTARD (b.1961)
8. Sadie Belle MUSTARD (b.1892-Palmer Mountain,WA;d.1974)
sp: Mr. MCGINNIS
9. Eva May MCGINNIS (b.1916-Tonasket,Wa)
sp: Mr. LARSON
10. Marjorie May LARSON (b.1938-Spokane,WA)
sp: Mr. HILL
8. Earl E. MUSTARD (b.1896;d.1914)
8. Don MUSTARD (b.1894)
8. Blanche MUSTARD
7. Charles MUSTARD (b.1861)
sp: Delia LANCASTER
7. Bessie MUSTARD (b.1863)
sp: John HARDEN
sp: Otis MAYER
sp: Edward BLOSSOM
7. John Hardin MUSTARD (b.1885;d.1910)
7. Mary Belle MUSTARD (b.1862-Lane Co, OR)  
sp: Melvin GODMAN

7. Ella MUSTARD (b.1863; d.1874)

7. Harriet Myrtle MUSTARD  
sp: Huntzel GODDARD

7. Frank MUSTARD (b.1867-Dayton, WA)

5. Sarah "Sallie" MUSTARD (b.1810-Giles Co, Virginia, USA; d.1897)  
sp: William Harden MOSS (b.1811;m.1834;d.1866)

6. Virginia MOSS (b.1838){+}  
sp: Gordon SANDERS  
sp: Isaac HARMAN

6. Sarah MOSS (b.1844){+}  
sp: John Rufus THOMPSON (b.1844;m.1868;d.1920)

7. Atellia S THOMPSON (b.1875;d.1920)  
sp: James CROCKETT

8. John CROCKETT

8. David CROCKETT

8. Robert CROCKETT

8. Annis CROCKETT

8. David CROCKETT

8. Robert CROCKETT

8. John CROCKETT

7. John H THOMPSON (b.1870)  
sp: Clara WHITMAN

8. John THOMPSON

8. Rufus THOMPSON

8. Bertie THOMPSON  
sp: Alex MEEK

8. Richard THOMPSON

8. Virginia May THOMPSON  
sp: James PAGE  
sp: James PAGE

8. James THOMPSON

8. Annabelle THOMPSON  
sp: Mr LEFFELL  
sp: Mr LEFFELL

8. Eleanor THOMPSON  
sp: Mr THOMPSON  
sp: Mr THOMPSON

8. John THOMPSON

8. Bertie THOMPSON  
sp: Alex MEEK

7. William Carnahan THOMPSON (b.1872;d.1953)  
sp: Ruth FOWLKES

8. William Calvin THOMPSON

8. Alma Louise THOMPSON

8. George Edward THOMPSON

8. George Edward THOMPSON

8. Linden THOMPSON

8. Betty Agnes THOMPSON

8. Randolph THOMPSON

8. Robert Howard THOMPSON

6. William MOSS (b.1843;d.1864){+}

6. Benjamin Rush MOSS (b.1839;d.1922){+}  
sp: Mary Louisa DAVIS

7. Matilda MOSS (b.1882;d.1906)

7. William MOSS (b.1876;d.1963)  
sp: Virginia SAYERS (b.1882)

8. Wallace C MOSS (b.1912;d.1959)
7. Georgie CROCKETT
7. Lucy CROCKETT
7. Rose CROCKETT
7. Olive CROCKETT
7. Lou CROCKETT
7. Susie CROCKETT
7. Vernice CROCKETT
7. Charles CROCKETT
7. Mattie CROCKETT
7. Jennie CROCKETT
7. James CROCKETT
7. Oliver CROCKETT

6. Sarah Ann CROCKETT (b.1856;d.1900)
   sp: Charles Creigh HARMAN (b.1850;m.1876;d.1911)
   7. Nannie Hanson HARMAN
      sp: John A STCLAIR
      8. Jane Elwood STCLAIR
      8. Sarah Elizabeth STCLAIR
      8. Nancy Harman STCLAIR
      8. Maria Tiffany STCLAIR
   7. Edwin Gertrude HARMAN
      sp: John P ELLWOOD
      8. James Harman ELLWOOD
      8. Martha ELLWOOD
      8. Sarah Jane ELLWOOD
   7. Sallie Jane HARMAN
      sp: J K ROUTH

6. Adelia Stras CROCKETT (b.1845)
   sp: James M CROCKETT
   7. William CROCKETT
   7. Rush CROCKETT
   7. Jennie CROCKETT
      sp: Mr CROUCH
   7. George CROCKETT
   7. Sophia CROCKETT
      sp: Howard WRIGHT
   7. Addison CROCKETT

6. Ella Ancel CROCKETT (b.1862-Tazewell Co,VA;d.1928)
   sp: Newton Shell MUSTARD (b.1856-Giles Co,VA;m.1885;d.1932)
   7. Estel Shell MUSTARD (b.1899-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1967) ** Printed on Page 55 **
   7. Georgia Byrnes MUSTARD (b.1902-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1970) ** Printed on Page 56 **
   7. Jane Ella MUSTARD (b.1891-Tazewell Co, Virginia,USA;d.1892) ** Printed on Page 56 **
   7. Hallie Catherine MUSTARD (b.1896-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1962) ** Printed on Page 56 **
   7. Gratton Harvey MUSTARD (b.1885-Bland Co, VA;d.1954) ** Printed on Page 56 **
   7. Delia May MUSTARD (b.1894-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1918) ** Printed on Page 57 **
   7. Anna MUSTARD (b.1890-Bland Co,VA;d.1960) ** Printed on Page 57 **
   7. King Hanson MUSTARD (b.1892-Bland Co,VA;d.1958) ** Printed on Page 57 **
   7. Walter Edward MUSTARD (b.1897-Bland Co,VA;d.1986) ** Printed on Page 58 **
   7. Lelia Seagle MUSTARD (b.1901-Mechanicsburg,VA;d.1976) ** Printed on Page 58 **
   7. Robert Henry MUSTARD (b.1888-Bland Co,VA;d.1958) ** Printed on Page 58 **
   7. Robert Henry MUSTARD (b.1888-Bland Co,VA;d.1971) ** Printed on Page 58 **

6. Cassandra CROCKETT
   sp: Henry DAVIDSON (b.1832;d.1886)
   7. Matilda DAVIDSON
   7. Joe DAVIDSON
   7. Robert H DAVIDSON
      sp: Mary TUGGLE
   7. William B DAVIDSON
   7. Addison DAVIDSON
sp: Alice PERDUE
7. Jennie DAVIDSON
sp: Jack BARBAREE
7. James C DAVIDSON
sp: Alice BARBAREE
6. Eliza Jane CROCKETT
sp: George HANSON
6. John Henry CROCKETT
sp: Ella S PEERY (m.1884)
7. Bessie Jane CROCKETT
7. John Henry CROCKETT
7. Georgia Ethel CROCKETT
sp: S A PRESLEY
8. Eleanor CROCKETT
6. Eldrid King CROCKETT (b.1858)
sp: Carmilia P CROCKETT (m.1880)
7. Delia CROCKETT
sp: Urban LEMON
sp: Elizabeth VERMILLION
7. Edward Tate CROCKETT
7. Jean Elizabeth CROCKETT
sp: S Austin WHITE Jr.
7. Henry K CROCKETT
7. Nannie Lucille CROCKETT
7. Robert V CROCKETT
sp: Eva Frances HARMAN
8. Douglas H CROCKETT
7. John Beverly CROCKETT
5. William B DAVIDSON (d.1904)
sp: Sarah Ann
5. Mary DAVIDSON (b.1816-VA;d.1882)
sp: James Russell DILLS (b.1814-Montgomery Co,VA;m.1835;d.1883)
6. Robert Alexander DILLS (b.1850-Tazewell Co.,VA;d.1935)
sp: Mary Adeline BENTLEY (b.1862-MO;m.1877;d.1934)
7. James Elmer DILLS (b.1887-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1974)
sp: Frances Esther STEELE (b.1888-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;m.1910;d.1980)
7. Stephen Aubrey DILLS (b.1889-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1908)
7. Charles Henry DILLS (b.1878-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1942)
sp: Mary Carrie PARMAN (b.1883;m.1902;d.1964)
8. Dau DILLS
sp: Rex HENTON
8. Ralph DILLS
8. Russie Maun DILLS
7. Verdie Mabel DILLS (b.1893-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1978)
sp: Jesse B. JONES (m.1916)
8. Collette JONES
sp: Mr. BARGER
7. William Franklin DILLS (b.1881;d.1956)
sp: Rhoda Jane STEELE (b.1885;m.1905;d.1975)
8. Russell DILLS (b.1908;d.1965)
6. Henry Patton DILLS (b.1840-Tazewell Co.,VA;d.1934)
sp: Emily Joy GAY (b.1842-MO;m.1864;d.1930)
7. Mary Margarette DILLS (b.1871;d.1955)
sp: Newton BENTLEY (b.1859;d.1907)
8. Woodson BENTLEY
8. Frank BENTLEY
8. Dick BENTLEY
7. James M. DILLS (b.1872;d.1905)
7. Joseph W. DILLS (b.1867-Gentry Co,MO;d.1929)
5. Ancil DAVIDSON (d.1854)  

5. Robert Alexander DAVIDSON (b.1833-Princeton, Mercer Co, VA; d.1892)  
sp: Rhoda STEELE (b.1834-VA; m.1854; d.1912)  
6. Sarah Olive DAVIDSON (b.1870-Gentry Co, MO; d.1942)  
sp: Richard Sylvester SHaffer (b.1866-Gentry Co, MO; m.1887; d.1939)  
7. Laura SHaffer (b.1893-Gentry Co, MO; d.1972)  
sp: Melvin James DRAGOO (b.1890; m.1913; d.1976)  
8. James Ralph DRAGOO  
sp: Earnestine  
8. Dau DRAGOO  
7. John C. SHaffer (b.1906-Gentry Co, MO; d.1924)  
7. Verna SHaffer (b.1896-Gentry Co, MO; d.1934)  
sp: Frank E. Rucker (b.1895-Gentry Co, MO; d.1970)  
7. Helen Georgia SHaffer (b.1912)  
sp: Charles Cue WILSON (b.1910-Albany, Gentry Co, MO; m.1930; d.1991)  
8. Marvin WILSON  
8. Charles WILSON  
8. Mary Jean WILSON  
sp: Mr. DOWELL  
8. Wilma WILSON  
sp: Mr. PRUDDEN  
7. Frank SHaffer (b.1898-Gentry Co, MO; d.1974)  
sp: Blondina TODD  
7. James Otis SHaffer (b.1901-Gentry Co, MO; d.1972)  
sp: Hazel BONHAM  
7. Morna SHaffer (b.1904-Gentry Co, MO; d.1926)  
sp: George Rucker (b.1900; m.1922)  
8. Max Rucker (b.1924)
7. Roy Elbert SHAFFER (b.1888-Gentry Co,MO;d.1954)  
   sp: Hattie Mae SPAINHOWER (b.1892-Gentry Co,MO;m.1910;d.1970)

7. Paul SHAFFER (b.1916;d.1998)  
   sp: Louetta PARSONS (m.1973)  
   sp: Velda MERCER (b.1916;d.1970)  
   8. Donna SHAFFER  
      sp: Mr. ROBERTSON  
   8. Carolyn SHAFFER  
      sp: Mr. JENNINGS

7. Nellie SHAFFER (b.1909;d.1985)  
   sp: Elam Elvis BARBER (b.1909-Gentry Co,MO;m.1930;d.1963)  
   8. Carol BARBER  
      sp: Mr. WEASE

7. Emmett SHAFFER (b.1889;d.1907)

6. Robert Alexander DAVIDSON Jr (b.1863-Gentry Co,MO;d.1871)

6. Peter Franklin DAVIDSON (b.1859-Tazewell Co.,VA;d.1920)  
   sp: Vileta A. EVANS (b.1864-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;m.1884;d.1947)  
   7. Freddie Lee DAVIDSON (d.1892)  
   7. Floyd W. DAVIDSON (b.1885-Gentry Co,MO;d.1963)

6. John Henry DAVIDSON (b.1861-Gentry Co,MO;d.1872)

6. William DAVIDSON (b.1856-Mercer Co,VA;d.1880)  
   sp: Caroline MONGER (b.1858;m.1878)  
   7. Anna Laura DAVIDSON  
      sp: Charles HENTON

6. Julia Nickatti DAVIDSON (b.1874-Gentry Co,MO;d.1927)  
   sp: William Colfax SHAFFER (b.1869-Gentry Co,MO;m.1894;d.1940)  
   7. Chester William SHAFFER (b.1897-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1962)  
      sp: Eva CUMMINS (b.1898-Nortonsville,MO;m.1917;d.1991)  
   7. Eula Lee SHAFFER (b.1903-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1988)  
      sp: Hugh DUNCAN (b.1897-Ontario,CAN;m.1945;d.1970)  
      sp: Wesley HARRIS (b.1903;m.1924;d.1977)  
      8. Eugene Lee HARRIS  
         sp: Joann  
      9. Marty HARRIS  
      9. Terry HARRIS  
      9. Randy HARRIS

7. Eura Ann SHAFFER (b.1903-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1993)  
   sp: Ovid Stokley SILVEY (b.1899-Nettleton,Caldwell Co,MO;d.1932)  
      8. Anna Lee SILVEY  
      sp: Ray Sam HAWK (b.1894;m.1936;d.1983)  
      7. Myrtle Odessa SHAFFER (b.1899-Ellenorah,Gentry Co,MO;d.1988)  
         sp: Emmitt Pryor COTTRILL (b.1899-Ellenorah,Gentry Co,MO;m.1919;d.1958)  
         8. Audean COTTRILL  
            sp: Mr. PHILLIPS

5. Joseph DAVIDSON (b.1819;d.1907)  
   sp: Jane KING  
   6. George T DAVIDSON  
   6. William A DAVIDSON  
   6. Charles H DAVIDSON  
   6. Alice Crockett DAVIDSON  
   6. Julia Ann DAVIDSON  
   6. Hannah Matilda DAVIDSON  
   sp: George W. FANNING (b.1835;d.1912)  
   7. Maude FANNING  
      sp: Mr ALLEN  
   7. George Charles FANNING (b.1879-Bland Co.,VA;d.1918)  
      sp: Lelia Grace MUSTARD (b.1875-Bland Co.,VA;m.1899;d.1946)  
      8. Wallace W. FANNING (b.1900-Bland Co.,VA)** Printed on Page 69 **  
      8. Stuart FANNING (b.1912-Bland Co.,VA)** Printed on Page 69 **
7. Julia FANNING (b.1875-Bland Co., VA; d.1958)
   sp: Walter Gordon MUSTARD (b.1872-Bland Co., VA; m.1904; d.1944)
   8. Infant MUSTARD ** Printed on Page 59 **
   8. Cashup "Jerry" Davis MARTIN (b.1919) ** Printed on Page 59 **

5. Matilda P DAVIDSON
   sp: Thomas KING (m.1837)
5. Julia B DAVIDSON (b.1832)
   sp: Henry W DILLS (b.1832; m.1832)
   6. Rebecca DILLS
   6. Peter DILLS
   6. Nicketti DILLS
   6. Cynthia V DILLS
   6. Laura Georgia DILLS (b.1849-Wytheville, VA)
      sp: James Eurastus MONGER (b.1845-Clay Co, MO; m.1873; d.1918)
      7. Child MONGER
      7. Carrie Lee MONGER (b.1879-Gentry Co, MO; d.1958)
      sp: Franklin Levi MAGEE (b.1875; m.1897; d.1936)
      8. Carol O. MAGEE
     7. Jennie MONGER (d.18)
   6. Mary DILLS
   6. James H DILLS

4. William H BROWN (b.1793; d.1879)
   sp: Miss EARHART
   sp: Elizabeth WRIGHT (b.1805; m.1822; d.1891)
4. Sarah BROWN
   sp: Samuel CECIL (b.1784; m.1808; d.1856)
   5. Shelby White CECIL (b.1824-Montgomery Co, VA; d.1849)
      sp: Mary J. BRATTON (m.1843)
      6. Sarah Elizabeth CECIL (b.1842-Montgomery Co, VA; d.1917)
      sp: Mr. BAILEY
     7. Susan Mary BAILEY
4. Mary "Polly" BROWN (d.1840)
   sp: Thomas ALLEN (m.1797)
   5. Elizabeth A ALLEN (b.1808; d.1857)
      sp: John BARNES (b.1791; m.1839; d.1863)
      6. William A BARNES (b.1841; d.1863) ** Printed on Page 28 **
4. Julia H BROWN (b.1796-Giles Co., Virginia, USA; d.1853)
   sp: James C DAVIDSON (b.1797; d.1868)
   5. William B DAVIDSON (b.1830)
      sp: Isabella RICE (m.1892)
   5. John Allen DAVIDSON (b.1835; d.1896)
      sp: Martha Jane HARMAN (b.1850; m.1872; d.1921)
      6. William Alexander DAVIDSON
         sp: Nancy COMPTON
         7. Katherine DAVIDSON
            sp: G Wright THOMPSON
            8. Male THOMPSON
            8. Male THOMPSON
            8. Male THOMPSON
       6. James Joseph DAVIDSON
          sp: Lena GRAYSON
          7. Elizabeth DAVIDSON
             sp: Mr ROGERSON
       6. Eugene Mortimer DAVIDSON (b.1885)
          sp: Elizabeth JARRELL
          sp: Princie Ethel JOHNSTON (b.1892)
          7. James Grady DAVIDSON
sp: Ellen Margaret SHANNON
  8. Ann Witten NEWTON (b.1939)
  8. Louisa Jane NEWTON (b.1924;d.1999)
  8. Ruth Shannon NEWTON

7. Ralph Kenneth NEWTON (b.1904)
  sp: Catherine JAMES (m.1937)
  8. James Witten NEWTON
  8. Alice Harwood NEWTON
  8. Ellen Catherine NEWTON

7. James Alderman NEWTON (b.1895)
  sp: Lake E. LAMBERT (m.1924)
  8. Patricia Lake NEWTON (b.1925)
  8. Constance Lambert NEWTON
  8. James Phillip NEWTON (b.1926;d.1927)

7. John Milton NEWTON Jr (b.1898)
  sp: Beulah MCCLAIN (m.1927)

7. Chauncey Wayland NEWTON (b.1900)
  sp: Katherine MILLER (m.1942)
  8. Joseph Wayland NEWTON
  8. John Pollard NEWTON (b.1945)

7. Ivy Elaine NEWTON (b.1906)
  sp: Anderson RENICK (m.1927)
  8. Charles John Calvin RENICK
  8. Ann Cecil RENICK
  8. Anderson RENICK Jr

7. Maury Claiborne NEWTON (b.1896)
  sp: Lucille GROSS (m.1926)
  8. Richard Milton NEWTON
  8. Dau NEWTON (d.1939)
  8. Maury C. NEWTON Jr

7. Cynthia Witten NEWTON (b.1909;d.1999)

6. Cassandra Rebecca WITTEN
  6. Caroline Anna WITTEN
  6. Maria Louisa WITTEN
  6. Lucy Davis WITTEN
  6. Ebenezer Snead Howard WITTEN
  6. Susan Howard WITTEN
  6. John Thomas WITTEN
  6. Rachel White WITTEN
  6. Nancy Jane WITTEN
  6. James Wilkerson McKenzie WITTEN

6. Julia Brown WITTEN (b.1855-Clear Fork,Tazewell Co,VA)
  sp: Thomas Edward GEORGE (b.1850-Virginia,USA;m.1875;d.1907)

4. Elizabeth "Betsy" BROWN (b.1782-Montgomery Co.,Virginia;d.1838)
  sp: Samuel SHANNON (b.1781-Poplar Hills,Montgomery Co.,Virginia;m.1801;d.1841)

5. Thomas Reed SHANNON (b.1804-Montgomery Co.,Virginia;d.1870)
  sp: Sally M. ALLEN (b.1802-Virginia;m.1827;d.1877)

6. Greenville D. SHANNON (b.1828-Giles Co.,Virginia;d.1909)
  sp: Anna HUFF (b.1828-Indiana;m.1853;d.1861)

7. Laura SHANNON (b.1857)

7. Julia SHANNON (b.1859)
  sp: Unknown LEECH

7. Sally E. SHANNON (b.1855;d.1931)
  sp: Unknown REEVES

sp: Esther SHARP (b.1836-Sharps Station,Clairborne Co.,Tennessee;m.1868;d.1920)

7. Mary Claire SHANNON (b.1873;d.1972)
  sp: James N. CALL (b.1858;d.1909)
  8. Elsie Esther CALL (b.1891)
  8. Della Agnes CALL
sp: Matilda UNKNOWN (b.1803;d.1878)
   6. Elisha SHANNON (b.1834-Indiana)
   6. Henry M. SHANNON (b.1830)
   6. Mahala SHANNON (b.1836-Indiana)
   6. Mary SHANNON (b.1828-Virginia)
sp: Rhoda NISEWANDER (m.1825)
   6. Sarah J. SHANNON (b.1836)
      sp: Mr MCEWEN
   6. Julia A. SHANNON (b.1840)
   6. Thomas Reed SHANNON (b.1830-IN;d.1911)
      sp: Hannah SPERRY (b.1842-Caldwell,MO;m.1857;d.1916)
          7. Julia A. SHANNON (b.1861)
             sp: Mr. FUNKHouser
          7. Lillie A. SHANNON (b.1873)
          7. William G. SHANNON (b.1863)
          7. Albina J. SHANNON (b.1858-Monroe Co,IA;d.1942)
             sp: Jeremiah M. FERGUSON (b.1847-Decatur,IN;m.1883;d.1932)
                8. Hannah Emaline FERGUSON (b.1884-KS;d.1967)
                   sp: John Demarcus PATTESON (m.1901)
                8. Charles Reed FERGUSON (b.1889-KS)
                8. Caroline Ella FERGUSON (b.1887-KS)
                8. Gracie Susan FERGUSON (b.1892-Atlanta,Cowly Co,KS;d.1952)
                   sp: John Urban PATTESON (b.1887;m.1908;d.1972)
                8. Charlotte PORTER (b.1877-KS;d.1959)
                   sp: George Edward FREENAM (b.1873;d.1938)
          7. Thomas F. SHANNON (b.1867-St. Charles,Madison Co,IA;d.1958)
          7. Rachel E. SHANNON (b.1870)
             sp: UNKNOWN
                8. Kenneth SHANNON
   6. William SHANNON (b.1841)
      sp: Sarah WEEKLY (b.1848)
          7. William SHANNON Jr. (b.1887)
          7. Emma SHANNON (b.1870)
          7. Minnie SHANNON (b.1872)
          7. James SHANNON (b.1867)
5. Russell Wayne SHANNON (b.1808-Virginia;d.1890)
   sp: Zilpha WEST (b.1811;m.1831;d.1892)
   6. Mary C. SHANNON (b.1849)
      sp: Unknown GARRISON
   6. Elizabeth Jane SHANNON (b.1845)
      sp: James BARNARD
   6. William G. SHANNON (b.1851)
   6. Charles King SHANNON (b.1836-Danville,IN;d.1919)
      sp: Mary Jane BOWERS (b.1842-OH;m.1864;d.1922)
          7. Nellie Mae SHANNON (b.1882;d.1900)
          7. Grover Cleveland SHANNON (b.1886-Cass Co,MO;d.1969)
             sp: Bertha PEBBLES (m.1909)
          7. Zilphia SHANNON (b.1869)
          7. Martha Jane SHANNON (b.1872;d.1956)
             sp: Robert Austin WEATHER
             sp: William REED (m.1894)
          7. Sarah C. SHANNON
          7. Nelson Wayne SHANNON (b.1882-Cass Co,MO;d.1950)
             sp: Della M. BROWN (m.1919)
          7. Fred Agustus SHANNON (b.1879-Jackson Co,MO;d.1967)
             sp: Margaret Elen GIERENT (m.1902)
             8. Violet SHANNON
                sp: Carl CUTSINGER
9. Alan CUTSINGER
   sp: Jerilee RENNER
   10. Jenifer RENNER
7. Thomas William SHANNON (b.1877-Jackson Co, MO; d.1962)
   sp: Fannie GARRISON (m.1903)
7. Charles Howard SHANNON (b.1871; d.1918)
   sp: Nettie Lucinda ATKINSON (b.1875; d.1937)
   8. Claude Elbert SHANNON (b.1898; d.1955)
     sp: Elma Clara EDWARDS (b.1904-Wright Co, MO; m.1926; d.1980)
     9. Albert Ernest SHANNON (b.1927; d.1998)
     sp: Miss HENRY
   sp: Miss BIBLE
7. Rosalee Maddox SHANNON (b. 1866-Jackson Co, MO; d.1944)
   sp: John L. WITE (b. 1862)
   sp: Mr. MADDOX
   sp: Frank HARRIS
6. John Allen SHANNON (b. 1833; d. 1898)
   sp: Mary Elizabeth WATKINS
7. Barton Hold SHANNON (b. 1873-Worth Co, MO)
   sp: Lela HOWARD (m. 1900)
7. Amanda Colista SHANNON (b. 1871-Worth Co, MO)
   sp: Robert Lee RICE (b. 1869; m. 1894; d. 1941)
   8. Ethel Mae RICE (b. 1895; d. 1971)
     sp: Charles Edward MCCLURG (b. 1883; d. 1963)
9. Leita MCCLURG
   sp: Donald HAYNES (m. 1946)
   10. Richard D HAYNES
   10. Donald Lee HAYNES
       sp: Patricia BAKERIO (m. 1971)
       11. Stephen HAYNES
9. Raymond Lloyd MCCLURG
   sp: Ruth Lucille MITCHEL (m. 1941)
   10. Jerry MCCLURG
   10. Carolyn MCCLURG
       sp: James MILLER (m. 1963)
       11. James MILLER Jr
9. Eugene Eldon MCCLURG
   sp: Ermadean BOYERS (m. 1949)
   10. Suzanne MCCLURG
   10. Ricky Lee MCCLURG
7. Lemuel SHANNON (b. 1868)
7. James C SHANNON (b. 1858)
7. Ellie Maggie SHANNON (b. 1864)
   sp: A. J. SHANKS
7. Mahala Belle SHANNON (b. 1866)
   sp: Charles NEAL
7. Nancy J SHANNON (b. 1861)
   sp: Valentine SELLS
7. David Cyrus SHANNON (b. 1855)
   sp: Nancy Jane HARRIS (m. 1875)
6. Madison T. SHANNON (b. 1843)
6. Henry W. SHANNON (b. 1856-Gentry Co, MO; d. 1928)
   sp: Sally T. SANDERS (m. 1877)
6. Tolbert SHANNON (b. 1853)
6. Sarah E. SHANNON (b. 1839)
5. Harvey G. SHANNON (b. 1828-Virginia; d. 1905)
   sp: Larue EVANS (b. 1831; m. 1850; d. 1908)
   6. Eldon SHANNON (b. 1865-IA)
   6. Samatha A. SHANNON (b. 1859)
sp: Mr. SCHUBERT

8. Byrle SHANNON
  sp: Emma TIEDGE (m.1922)

8. Morris SHANNON (b.1898)
  sp: Mary KARNS (m.1935)

8. Vera SHANNON (b.1899)
  sp: Elva Harvey NORMAN
  sp: Maurice GARLAND (m.1921)

8. Thelma SHANNON
8. Genevive "Jesse" SHANNON
  sp: Jack TWINAM (m.1933)

7. Elizabeth Eldora SHANNON (b.1868;d.1920)
  sp: Henry Fernanco "Nan" HARRIS (b.1861;m.1889;d.1936)
8. Ralph HARRIS
8. Lelia HARRIS

6. James Madison SHANNON (b.1843-IN;d.1913)
  sp: Agnes PHILLIPS (b.1856;m.1876)
   7. Levi SHANNON (b.1877)
   7. Russell SHANNON (b.1879)
   7. Lloyd SHANNON (b.1888)
   7. Laura SHANNON (b.1881)
   7. Eve SHANNON (b.1883)
   7. Eva SHANNON (b.1891)
  sp: Elma E. LOVE (b.1867;m.1901)
  sp: Rachel MCLAUGHLIN (m.1867;d.1874)
   7. Chester SHANNON (b.1872)
     sp: Gert
     8. Raymond SHANNON (b.1899)
     8. Cecil SHANNON
   7. Nellie SHANNON (b.1868)
   7. Loyal SHANNON (b.1870)
  sp: Lizzie SHANNON

6. Hannah Marie SHANNON (b.1842-Hendricks Co,IN;d.1926)
  sp: Young Alexander HUGHART (b.1845-Adair Co,KY;m.1867;d.1880)
   7. Samuel Curtis HUGHART (b.1872-Madison or Warren Co,IA;d.1932)
     sp: Mary Joan HUMERCIK (b.1873;m.1895;d.1936)
     8. Calvin Richard HUGHART
     8. Zeta Wilhelmine HUGHART
     8. Earl Curtis HUGHART (b.1897;d.1964)
       sp: Lenna MCKAGUE (m.(Div))
       9. Richard Kenneth HUGHART (b.1924-Caldwell,ID)
         sp: Lucille G. GUSTIN (b.1931;d.1985)
   7. Charles HUGHART (b.1868-Madison Co,IA;b.1910)
     sp: Emma HUMERICK
   7. Edna HUGHART (b.1875)
     sp: Emerson ROBERTS
     8. Leslie ROBERTS
     8. Marion ROBERTS
     8. Elva ROBERTS
     8. Harrison ROBERTS
     8. Helen ROBERTS

6. William T. SHANNON (b.1839-Hendricks Co,IN;d.1905)
  sp: Sarah A. MARTIN (b.1842-Madison Co,IA;m.1862;d.1896)
   7. Charles Albert SHANNON (b.1883-Madison Co,IA;d.1940)
     sp: Nora Belle BOYD (m.1922)
     8. Betty Lou SHANNON
       sp: William J. SANDFORD (m.1950)
     8. Kathryn Marie SHANNON
       sp: Lawrence E. BEIMER (m.1945)
9. Jason CHANNON
   sp: Bruce BLANCHARD
   10. Angel BLANCHARD

9. Kayla CHANNON
   sp: Franny CAPONITRO
   10. Jennifer CHANNON

8. Marilyn SHANNON
   sp: Richard SMITH
   9. Kurtis SMITH
   9. Kent SMITH
   sp: Mary
   10. Jackie SMITH

8. Leroy SHANNON
   sp: UNKNOWN
   9. Lonnie SHANNON
   9. Emmett SHANNON
   9. Terry SHANNON
   9. Kelly SHANNON

7. John Isaac SHANNON (b.1892;d.1953)
   sp: Elizabeth MOURNING (m.1917)
   8. Joe SHANNON
   8. Paul SHANNON
   8. Harold SHANNON

7. Blanche M SHANNON (b.1897;d.1962)
   sp: Jasper DOROTY (m.1926)
   8. Jaspet DOROTY Jr.
   8. Beulah Maxine DOROTY
   sp: Arthur GEARHART (m.1937)
   sp: Jessie James CONNETT (m.1916)
   8. Edward Eugene CONNETT
   8. Harley E CONNETT
   sp: John HENDRICKSON (m.1922)
   8. Thomas W HENDRICKSON
   sp: Barbara (b.1862;d.1880)
   7. Flossie SHANNON (b.1880;d.1880)
   sp: Rachel TULL (b.1812-KY;m.1833)

6. Mary Elizabeth SHANNON (b.1836;d.1923)
   sp: John William SCOTT (b.1830;m.1852;d.1863)
   7. Thomas Albert SCOTT (b.1860;d.1928)
   sp: Clara Jane MOORE (b.1868;d.1947)
   8. Katherine F. SCOTT (b.1896;d.1978)
   sp: Orson Oliver KINGHAM (b.1893;d.1983)
   8. Archie R. SCOTT (d.1918)
   7. Rachel E. SCOTT (b.1853)
   7. Catherine E. SCOTT (b.1855)
   sp: Unknown OLDS
   7. Sarah Alice SCOTT (b.1862)
   sp: Unknown GLAZE
   7. Amanda Jane SCOTT (b.1858)
   sp: Unknown SHEPHERD
   sp: William A. SHANNON (b.1834;m.1872;d.1890)
   7. Oscar E. SHANNON (b.1873;d.1874) ** Printed on Page 113 **
   7. Minnie May SHANNON (b.1876;d.1922) ** Printed on Page 113 **
   7. Titus M. SHANNON (b.1877;d.1879) ** Printed on Page 113 **

5. Sarah Jane SHANNON (b.1822-Virginia)
   sp: John M. BOWEN (b.1817-Pennsylvania;m.1841)
   6. Amelia E. BOWEN (b.1846-Indiana)
   6. Mary J. BOWEN (b.1848-Indiana)
6. William R. BOWEN (b.1844-Indiana)

5. Nancy F. SHANNON (b.1820-Virginia)
sp: Jacob REINER (m.1863)

5. John Crow SHANNON (b.1805-Virginia;d.1870)
sp: Harriet Huston WEST (b.1805-Kentucky;m.1829;d.1887)

6. John Benton SHANNON (b.1841)
6. Molinda Catherine SHANNON (b.1847)
6. William Carter SHANNON (b.1839)
6. James Madison SHANNON (b.1830)
6. Samuel Alexander SHANNON (b.1837)
6. Sarah Elizabeth SHANNON (b.1844-Pettis Twp., Parkville, Platte Co., Missouri;d.1937)
    sp: John SEUELL (b.1842-KY;m.1863)
    7. Francis Marion SEUELL (b.1868;d.1947)
    sp: Gertrude Marvin ELLIGTON (b.1868;d.1946)
6. Thomas Green SHANNON (b.1831)
6. George Russell SHANNON (b.1834-Hendricks Co.,IN;d.1911)
sp: Margaret Louise HARTLEY (b.1855-Morgan CO, TN;m.1909)
sp: Martha BROWN
    7. Georgiana S. SHANNON (b.1864-MP)
    7. Eudora SHANNON (b.1861)
    7. John C. SHANNON (b.1859-MO)
    7. James W. SHANNON (b.1856-MO)
sp: Mary SEWELL (b.1849-MO;m.1866)
    7. Susan E SHANNON (b.1873)
    7. Charles A. SHANNON (b.1876-KS)
    7. Delia SHANNON (b.1869)
    sp: Clayton TOMLINSON
    8. Rosemary TOMLINSON
        sp: Unknown CLAYTON
    7. Samuel R. SHANNON (b.1872)
    7. Milton R. SHANNON (b.1868)
    7. Marry Etta SHANNON (b.1878-KS)
6. Female SHANNON (b.1844-Pettis Twp., Parkville, Platte Co., Missouri;d.1844)

5. Margaret E. SHANNON (b.1844-Pettis Twp., Parkville, Platte Co., Missouri;d.1844)
sp: Lewis JONES (m.1843)

5. Samuel B. SHANNON (b.1807-Virginia;d.1850)
sp: Lucinda HALL (b.1806-Kentucky;m.1832;d.1873)

6. Edward C. SHANNON (b.1835)
6. John B. SHANNON (b.1838;d.1885)
    sp: Elizabeth J. SHARP (b.1844)
6. Harvey SHANNON (b.1841)
6. Thomas SHANNON (b.1840)
6. Samuel S. SHANNON (b.1844-IN;d.1850)

5. Mary A. "Polly" SHANNON (b.1813-Virginia)
sp: William Reece BOWEN (b.1812-Knox Co., Tennessee;m.1837)

6. Nancy A. BOWEN (b.1842)
6. Mahala "Haley" BOWEN (b.1849)
6. Elizabeth S. BOWEN (b.1840)
6. William Shannon BOWEN (b.1850)
6. Charles M. BOWEN (b.1845-Indiana;d.1878)
    sp: Mary E. UNKNOWN (m.1876)
6. Thomas Reed BOWEN (b.1854-Bedford, Boone, Indiana;d.1917)
    sp: Clara Jane LOLL (b.1866-Missouri;m.1901;d.1946)
    sp: Eliza Ann AIRHART (b.1859-Montgomery Co., Indiana;m.1875;d.1901)
    7. Mary Elizabeth BOWEN (b.1879-Crawfordville, Montgomery, Indiana;d.1945)
        sp: Christopher Columbus HOOD (b.1873-Elkins, Arkansas;m.1900;d.1959)
        8. Eula Lorena HOOD (b.1906-Grandby, Newton, Missouri;d.1935)
            sp: Everett Francis FARMER (d.1931)
            9. Mr FARMER
8. Miss BOWEN
sp: Floyd David BALL (b.1927-Carthage,Jasper,Missouri;d.1999)
9. Mr BALL
sp: Marcella MEISTER
10. Mr BALL
9. Miss BALL
sp: Mr GARDNER
10. Mr GARDNER
sp: Mr SULLIVAN
10. Miss SULLIVAN{+}
sp: Mr DUES
10. Miss DUES{+}
10. Mr DUES{+}
sp: Mr WEST
10. Miss DUES{+}
10. Miss SULLIVAN{+}
276x510 10. Miss WEST
10. Mr DUES{+}
10. Miss SULLIVAN{+}
10. Miss WEST
10. Miss WEST
10. Miss OAKES
sp: Mr HERRARA
10. Duane Vincent PENNINGTON (b.1977-Carthage,Jasper,Missouri;d.1977)
10. Miss HERRARA
sp: Mr PENNINGTON
10. Mr PENNINGTON
10. Miss PENNINGTON
9. Mr BALL
sp: Miss WILHITE
10. Miss BALL{+}
10. Miss WILHITE
10. Miss WELLS{+}
10. Miss BALL{+}
sp: Miss WELLS
10. Miss BALL{+} ** Printed on Page 123 **
10. Miss BALL{+} ** Printed on Page 123 **
10. Miss WELLS{+} ** Printed on Page 123 **
9. Mr BALL
sp: Miss ESTARAS
10. Miss BALL
10. Miss BALL
sp: Lester W. WINDER (b.1917;d.1997)
sp: Charles Milfred OLDHAM (b.1919-Branch,Branch,Michigan;d.1992)
9. Richard Milford OLDHAM (b.1950-Carthage,Jasper,Missouri;d.1950)
9. Mr OLDHAM
sp: Miss HOOVER
10. Mr OLDHAM
10. Mr OLDHAM
10. Mr OLDHAM
9. Miss OLDHAM
sp: Mr GOODSON
10. Miss BALL
10. Miss BALL
10. Miss BALL
10. Miss BALL
sp: Miss HOOVER
10. Mr OLDHAM
10. Mr OLDHAM
10. Mr OLDHAM
9. Miss OLDHAM
sp: Mr GOODSON
6. Susan BOWEN (b.1859)
   6. John M. BOWEN (b.1848-Monroe Co.,Indiana;d.1913)
      sp: Sarah E. LANDIS (b.1849-Ohio;m.1868;d.1881)
      7. Ola M. BOWEN (b.1879)
      7. Fred T. BOWEN (b.1875)
      7. Flora Bell BOWEN (b.1870)
      7. Joseph R. BOWEN (b.1877)
      7. William BOWEN
      7. Cora Alice BOWEN (b.1871-Jackson Co.,Indiana;d.1898)
         sp: Lewis B. NICHOLS (b.1857-Gibson Twp,Washington,Indiana;m.1885;d.1892)
         8. Flora Jane NICHOLS (b.1891-Jackson Co.,Indiana;d.1940)
            sp: Dempsey Sylvester BURKHART (b.1881-Borden,Indiana;m.1909;d.1948)
               9. Chester Eugene BURKHART (b.1919-Salem,Indiana;d.1986)
                  sp: Helen Agatha FRERMAN (b.1919-Louisville,Kentucky;m.1941;d.1987)
                     10. Miss BURKHART
               9. John Hubert BURKHART (b.1913-Salem,Indiana;d.1959)
                  sp: Pauline SETTLE (b.1917;m.1933;d.1996)
                     10. Helen Jane BURKHART (b.1941-Louisville,Kentucky;d.1987)
               9. Miss BURKHART
                  sp: William Howard PAGE Sr. (b.1917-Louisville,Kentucky;d.1976)
                     10. Mr PAGE
                     10. Miss PAGE
               9. Harry Verele BURKHART (b.1911-Salem,Indiana;d.1912)
                  sp: UNKNOWN
                     10. Miss BURKHART
               9. Otis Earl BURKHART (b.1911-Salem,Indiana;d.1946)
                  sp: UNKNOWN
      8. John Otis NICHOLS (b.1886-Browntown,Indiana;d.1915)
         sp: Shirley BENNETT (b.1896;m.1908)
         9. Miss NICHOLS
            sp: Mr MYERS
sp: Thomas Brewster PEERY (b.1817;d.1882)
   6. Sarah Jane PEERY (b.1857;d.1889)
      sp: W W WHITE
         7. Hattie Lou WHITE (b.1883)
         7. Austin WHITE (b.1881)
         7. Thomas WHITE (b.1879)
   6. Mary L PEERY (b.1855;d.1890)
   6. Nancy Loucinda PEERY (b.1861;d.1925)
      sp: Jefferson Davis JANISON (b.1861;m.1884)
         7. Mary Stella JANISON (b.1887;d.1960)
         7. Perry Jefferson JANISON (b.1891;d.1968)
         7. Velva Dean JANISON (b.1904;d.1982)
         7. William Flavius JANISON (b.1886;d.1948)
         7. Jefferine D JANISON (b.1906)
         7. Sarah Myrtle JANISON (b.1889;d.1890)
         7. Clarence Edward JANISON (b.1900;d.1969)
         7. Lula Pearl JANISON (b.1899)
   6. Julia Ann PEERY (b.1846;d.1880)
      sp: Micaja PARKS
         7. Thomas PARKS
         7. Lulu PARKS
         7. Preston PARKS
         7. Sarah PARKS
         7. George Flavius PARKS
   6. George Flavius PEERY (b.1848;d.1928)
      sp: Electra Arnetta HARMAN (b.1852;d.1927)
         7. Sarah Pearl PEERY (b.1888)
         7. Pearl PEERY
         7. Joseph Earl PEERY (b.1888)
         7. William Preston PEERY (b.1872)
         7. Millie Belle PEERY (b.1870)
         7. James Thomas PEERY (b.1868)
         7. Edward PEERY (b.1875)
         7. Archibald Graham PEERY (b.1884)
         7. George Flavius PEERY (b.1877)
         7. David Harold PEERY (b.1882)
         7. Catherine Miranda PEERY (b.1879)
   6. James Edward PEERY (b.1844;d.1875)
      sp: Catherine D PEERY (b.1831)
         7. Thomas E PEERY (b.1874)
         7. James Walter PEERY (b.1871)
         7. Ettie M PEERY (b.1869;d.1940)

5. Hezekiah H BROWN (b.1811-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA;d.1894)
   sp: Elizabeth UNKNOWN (b.1814;m.1834;d.1900)
      6. Melvina L BROWN (b.1851)
      6. John J BROWN (b.1847)
      6. Hezekiah Emmett BROWN (b.1859)
      6. William BROWN (b.1854)
      6. Alvis BROWN (b.1856)
      6. Mary BROWN (b.1840)
      6. Elizabeth C BROWN (b.1845)

5. Julia BROWN (b.1807)
   sp: William BUCHANAN

5. Isaac BROWN (b.1824-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA;d.1857)
   sp: Lucinda MCMULLEN (b.1828;m.1847;d.1901)
      6. John Jefferson BROWN (b.1851-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA;d.1901)
         sp: Alice BARRINGER (b.1856;m.1872;d.1943)
         7. Dolly Ina BROWN (b.1876-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA;d.1942)
            sp: Earl HERRING (b.1872-Casey, IA)
8. Aletha Babe BROWN

7. Alta BROWN (b.1886-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA; d. 1968)
   sp: Fred BOWERS
   sp: Guy COCHRANE
   sp: Guy HELM

7. Mandy BROWN (b.1876-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA)

7. Minnie BROWN (b.1893-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA)

7. Rarrus Lee BROWN (b.1882-Guthrie, Iowa, USA; d. 1951)
   sp: Minda Eva FRAZIER (b.1880-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA; m. 1905; d. 1959)

8. Alta Bowen BROWN (b.1908-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA; d. 1974)
   sp: Keith WASSON (m. 1945)
   sp: Earl HAGADORN (m. 1933)
   sp: Fred HAMLIN (m. 1945)

8. Frazier Lee BROWN (b.1906-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA; d. 1967)
   sp: Eva Gertrude OLSON (b.1906-Smith Co., Kansas, USA; m. 1930; d. 2000)

9. Ronald Lee BROWN (b.1934-Smith Center, KS; d. 1942)

9. Ray Lyle BROWN (b.1940-Smith Center, Smith, KS; d. 2013)
   sp: Carol Sue WARNER (b.1940-Hutchinson, Reno, KS; m. 1961)

10. Deborah Sue BROWN (b.1962-Emporia, Lyon, KS)
    sp: Richard Christopher ASH (b.1960; m. 1987)

10. Kristi Kay BROWN (b.1966-Emporia, Lyon, KS)
    sp: Kent Arthur LAURIDSEN (b.1961-Albert Lea, MN; m. 1996)
    11. Kristoffer Dane LAURIDSEN (b.1999-Buffalo, NY)
    11. Kaytli Kirsten LAURIDSEN (b.1998-Olathe, Johnson, KS)
    sp: Russell Alan REED (b.1963-Emporia, KS; m. 1985)

10. Pamela June BROWN (b.1965-Emporia, Lyon, KS)
    sp: Donald Lee MARAH Jr. (m. 1993)

7. Thomas E BROWN (b.1874-Guthrie Co., Iowa, USA; d. 1935)
   sp: Anna NITTLER (b.1871-Ger; m. 1897; d. 1937)

8. Eugene BROWN (b.1898-Casey, Guthrie Co., IA)
   sp: Inez SHINN

9. Marjory BROWN (b.1919)
   sp: Woodrow P CAMPBELL (b.1918)

10. Betty CAMPBELL (b.1947)
    sp: Robert A STINE
    11. Kristen Suzanne STINE (b.1978)
    11. Tucker STINE (b.1975)

9. Marilyn BROWN (b.1928)
   sp: William R JOHNSON

10. Michelle JOHNSON (b.1963)

10. Hans JOHNSON (b.1958)

10. Alfred JOHNSON (b.1956)

10. Darlene JOHNSON (b.1946)
    sp: Douglas STEFFENS (b.1942)
    11. Jeff STEFFENS
    11. Natalie STEFFENS
    sp: Russell William ASHE (b.1964-Huntington, NY)
    12. Ian Jeffery ASHE (b.1987-Ft. Lewis, Tacoma, WA)
    12. William Joseph ASHE (b.1988-Seattle, WA)

10. Thomas E JOHNSON (b.1950)
    sp: Kathy ROBERTSON

11. Shane JOHNSON (b.1969)

sp: Laura Rule SHINN

9. Roy RULE

9. Alice RULE

9. Forest RULE
9. Dennis FRANKEN (b.1952)
8. Joan Kathlene FRANKEN (b.1912-Norborne, MO)
sp: Charles Orlando WOODS (m. 1932)
9. Mary Lucretia WOODS (b. 1935)
sp: John MATTSON
10. Brenda MATTSON
10. Janet MATTSON
10. Debora MATTSON
10. David MATTSON
10. Cheryl MATTSON
10. Daniel MATTSON
9. Charlotte Ann WOODS (b. 1933)
sp: Robert BLILEY
10. Cindy BLILEY
10. Charles BLILEY
10. Ann Marie BLILEY
10. Joseph BLILEY
10. Theresa BLILEY
10. Stephen BLILEY
10. Carol Jean BLILEY
10. Mary Kathleen BLILEY
9. Joseph Franken WOODS (b. 1937)
sp: UNKNOWN
10. Neal WOODS
10. Pamela WOODS
10. Shiela WOODS
10. Timothy WOODS
9. Margaret Elaine WOODS (b. 1948)
sp: Boyd WHARTON
10. Mark Wayne WHARTON
6. Volney BROWN (b. 1850-Wayne Co., Illinois, USA; d. 1939)
sp: Mary Elizabeth Miller CHITTAM (b. 1853-Siloam Spgs., AR; m. 1875; d. 1933)
7. James Thomas BROWN (b. 1884; d. 1961)
sp: Cleo CROUCH
8. James T BROWN
8. Grace Elizabeth BROWN
7. William MILLER
7. Clorah Elizabeth BROWN (b. 1884; d. 1955)
sp: Elmer LAINHART
8. Robert LAINHART
8. Meredith Joy LAINHART
8. Helen LAINHART
sp: Charles HARRISON
7. Walter Wilson BROWN (b. 1881)
sp: Bertie THOMPSON
8. Herbert Thompson BROWN
8. Walter BROWN Jr.
8. James BROWN
8. Blondina BROWN
7. Bess Mary BROWN (b. 1884; d. 1974)
sp: Edward SCANTLEBURY
8. Kenneth SCANTLEBURY
8. Marjorie SCANTLEBURY
7. Minnie Anna BROWN (b. 1878; d. 1972)
sp: Samuel L STEWART (b. 1876-New Hampton, MO; m. 1897; d. 1968)
8. Guanetta STEWART (b. 1905-Kansas City, MO)
sp: Lynell F GORDON (b. 1899; m. 1924)
9. Steward GORDON
8. Rose Marie O'ROURKE
7. Blondina CLARK
   sp: Ross DUNCAN
   8. Kathleen DUNCAN
7. Guanita CLARK
   sp: Jack RIFFIE
   sp: Russell CLEVenger
   8. Betty Jean CLEVenger
7. Edith CLARK
   sp: Charles COOK
   8. Juanita COOK
   sp: Gordon MOORE
7. Carl CLARK
   sp: Thelma LEMASTER
   8. Phyllis CLARK
7. Fern CLARK
   sp: Robert WRIGHT
7. James CLARK
   sp: Dixie GOTCHEL
   8. Catherine CLARK
6. Rebecca BROWN (b.1863;d.1933)
   sp: Orland BUTLER (b.1856;d.1931)
   7. Loretta BUTLER
      sp: John RAINEY
7. Gertrude BUTLER
   sp: Cooper PATTON
   8. Marvin PATTON
   8. Loretta PATTON
7. Alva BUTLER
   sp: Lena THRASHER
6. Orville BROWN (b.1875-Gentryville, MO;d.1951)
   sp: Nellie E MILLER (b.1878-Pios Ridge, Gentry Co., MO;m.1900;d.1965)
   7. Miller BROWN
      sp: Margaret LARMER
      8. Barbara BROWN
      8. Tommy BROWN
      8. Ida Louise BROWN
      8. Johny BROWN
7. Infant BROWN
5. Lydia Annis BROWN (b.1820)
   sp: John LOUTHER (b.1813;m.1838)
   6. Jeb LOUTHER (b.1840)
   6. Valentine LOUTHER (b.1848)
   6. Robert L LOUTHER (b.1842)
   6. Marion LOUTHER (b.1846)
   6. Mary J LOUTHER (b.1844)
   6. James W LOUTHER (b.1850)
5. William T BROWN (b.1806-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA;d.1853)
   sp: Martha G "Patsy" HALL (b.1809;d.1860)
   6. William Franklin BROWN (b.1836-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA;d.1921)
      sp: Julie Shnudie HAVENS (m.1866)
      7. William H BROWN (b.1875)
      7. Newton P BROWN (b.1881)
      7. Zarilda BROWN (b.1870)
      7. Nanna E BROWN (b.1871)
      7. Charles Franklin BROWN (b.1887;d.1958)
         sp: Cora Mae MUTTER (m.1908)
         8. Benjamin Franklin BROWN (b.1922)
            sp: Donie HELTON
8. Leola BROWN (b.1908-Burkes Garden, Tazewell Co., VA)

8. Guy BROWN (b.1905)
  sp: Helen Nesary MITCHELL
  sp: Laura THOMPSON

8. Hubert BROWN (b.1906; d.1906)
  sp: Victor KROUM (m.1927)
  9. Mary Lou KROUM

7. Hayes BROWN (b.1883-Burkes Garden, VA; d.1904)

7. Henry Crockett BROWN (b.1890; d.1950)
  sp: Edna F MCMULLEN (m.1917)
  8. Donald Henry BROWN (b.1928)
    sp: Gail Yvonne HILL (m.1991)
    sp: Evelyn GRIFFITH (m.1949)
    9. Teresa Lynn BROWN (b.1953)
    9. Nicholas Lee BROWN (b.1950)

8. Barnett Earl BROWN (b.1929)
  sp: Marilyn Rae ARENBERG (m.1949)
  9. Ryan Kelly BROWN (b.1965)
  9. Randall Henry BROWN (b.1950)
  9. Rick Alan BROWN (b.1956)

8. Calvin George BROWN (b.1924-Yakima, WA; d.1996)
  sp: Karlee UNKNOWN
  sp: Barbara June CHRISTY
    9. Christy Ann BROWN

8. Juanita Mae BROWN (b.1926; d.1996)
  sp: Joseph Wingate MCQUESTEN (m.1947)
  9. Michael Joseph MCQUESTEN (b.1948)
  9. Kathryn Jo MCQUESTEN (b.1956)
  9. Patricia Louise MCQUESTEN (b.1952)

8. Robert BROWN (b.1920; d.1922)

8. Infant BROWN (b.1917; d.1917)

8. Charlotte Florence BROWN (b.1922-Yakima, WA)
  sp: Gerald ANDERSON (m.1952)

8. Eunice Geraldine BROWN (b.1934; d.1943)

8. Mary Margaret BROWN (b.1932)
  sp: Harvey Lawrence SMITH (m.1949)
    9. Colleen Lorraine SMITH (b.1959)
    9. Gregory Lee SMITH (b.1950)
    9. Douglas Harvey SMITH (b.1956)
  sp: Sam WINGFIELD (m.1970)

7. Leitha Marie BROWN (b.1894; d.1984)
  sp: Harley STROUP
  8. Helen Louise STROUP (b.1921)
    sp: Mr MCCLURE
      9. Douglas MCCLURE (b.1955)
      9. Julie Ann MCCLURE
        sp: Michael Robert O’LEARY
        9. Kelly MCCLURE (b.1949)

8. Richard STROUP (b.1915)
  sp: Rowena W SMITH
    9. Joy STROUP (b.1945)
      sp: Mr DUNN
      9. Robert STROUP (b.1941)

8. Robert Henry STROUP (b.1917)
  sp: Eleanor UNKNOWN
sp: Ray SHELTON (m.1928)

7. Mattie BROWN
   sp: Jack YOUNG
   sp: Jack BENTON
   8. Solon C BENTON (d.1969)
      sp: Ann UNKNOWN

7. Reese Bowen BROWN (b.1882;d.1934)
   sp: Sally GAINES
   8. Rhea G BROWN (b.1918;d.1920)
   8. Fred BROWN

7. Agnes BROWN (d.1975)
   sp: Ernest PERRY

7. Margaret Virginia BROWN (b.1872;d.1933)
   sp: Franklin Camahan FOX
   8. Margaret FOX (d.1933)
   8. Trubie Robert FOX (b.1897;d.1971)
      sp: Mamie Lee BALDWIN (m.1947)
   8. Sarah Marie FOX (b.1898;d.1984)
      sp: Roger LEFEVRE (m.1920)
         9. Katherine Elizabeth LEFEVRE (b.1922)
         sp: Robert Tyler GATEWOOD (m.1939)

7. Orville Jefferson BROWN (b.1873;d.1952)
   sp: Clara Henderson FOX
   8. Vicie Sanders BROWN (b.1897-Tazewell, Virginia, USA;d.1970)
      sp: Fredrick NIESZ (m.1917)
         9. Ralph William NIESZ (b.1919;d.1999)
         9. Earl Fred NIESZ (b.1918;d.1991)
            sp: Vivian Alvina MAEDL (m.1947)
         9. Shirley Mae NIESZ (b.1933)
            sp: Eugene Colby TURNER (m.1952)
         9. Mary Jane NIESZ (b.1929)
            sp: Milton Minert LEE (m.1951)
         9. Orville Brown NIESZ (b.1927)
            sp: Marian Louise WARD (m.1951)
         9. Clara June NIESZ (b.1925)
            sp: Robert John POEPPEL (m.1947)
         9. Homer Harding NIESZ (b.1921)
            sp: Mary Lou JONES (m.1946)
         9. Barbara Ann NIESZ (b.1931)
            sp: Harry Lee PARTON (m.1950)
         9. John Fredrick NIESZ (b.1923)
            sp: Helen Dorothy ROTH (m.1946)

8. Reese Gaines BROWN (b.1907-Toppenish, WA;d.1973)
   sp: Pauline KANZLER
   9. Roberta Joyce BROWN (b.1936)
      sp: Charles COPELAND Jr. (m.1965)
         10. Susan Kay COPELAND (b.1971)
   9. Sally Louise BROWN (b.1934)
      sp: John SARAS

8. Hattie BROWN (b.1911)
   sp: Clarence BAKER
   9. Orville William BAKER
      sp: Gloria Lee WAGNER (b.1922;m.1944)
         10. Karro Lynn BAKER (b.1945)
            sp: Larry ZAHNOW
         10. William Lee BAKER (b.1950)
            sp: Linda Kay PEERY
         10. Nancy Darlene BAKER (b.1949)

sp: Roy MARKEL
4. Mary "Polly" BROWN (b.1784-Tazewell Co, Virginia, USA; d.1834)
   sp: Hezekiah HARMAN (b.1771; m.1802; d.1845)
   5. Erastus Granger HARMAN (b.1804-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1852)
      sp: Sallie BANE (b.1812; m.1828)
      6. Robert F HARMAN (b.1846; d.1922)
         sp: Fannie Ann HARMAN (m.1870)
            7. Sallie H HARMAN
               sp: Sidney BROWN
               8. Jean Raldo BROWN
               8. Robert Sidney BROWN
            7. Josie HARMAN
            7. Onnie M HARMAN
            7. Marvin Bane HARMAN
            7. Maria Peery HARMAN
            7. Mattie Lou HARMAN
            7. Lena HARMAN
               sp: Joseph H HUNT
               8. Joseph Robert HUNT ** Printed on Page 4 **
               8. June Frances HUNT ** Printed on Page 4 **
            7. Charles H HARMAN
               sp: Julia E DAVIS
               8. Gladys Irene HARMAN
                  sp: J E WILLIAMS
               8. Aileen L HARMAN
                  sp: R F THOMPSON
               8. Eva Frances HARMAN
                  sp: Robert V CROCKETT
                  9. Douglas H CROCKETT ** Printed on Page 107 **
            7. Eula Frances HARMAN
            6. Howard Bane HARMAN (b.1848; d.1904)
               sp: Mary L HARRISON (m.1870)
               7. Sallie Louise HARMAN
                  sp: William Thomas GILLESPIE
                  8. Mary Anita GILLESPIE
                     sp: Edward Lewis JACKSON (m.1922)
                     9. William Gillespie JACKSON (b.1925)
                     9. Mary Louise JACKSON (b.1923)
               7. Virginia Anita HARMAN
               7. Joseph P HARMAN
                  sp: Pansy ALEXANDER
                  8. John B HARMAN
                  8. Joseph Harrison HARMAN
                  8. Mary Elizabeth HARMAN
               7. Ollette HARMAN
                  sp: Joseph W MOSS (b.1879; d.1911)
8. Sallie Cloyd HARMAN
   sp: Miriam D CURRIE (m.1919)
   sp: Idelle Draper SCOTT (m.1918)
   sp: Elizbeth Jackson LAREW (m.1917)
8. David King HARMAN
   sp: Madeline ASCUE (m.1917)
8. King Edwin HARMAN (b.1863)
   sp: Laura JORDON (m.1886)
   8. William Jordon HARMAN
      sp: Ruth ALPERS (m.1911)
8. John Caddall HARMAN
   sp: Madeline ASCUE (m.1917)
7. Olivia Curran HARMAN (b.1842)
6. Eliza Emarine HARMAN
6. Nancy Jane HARMAN (b.1832;d.1898)
   sp: Peter Henderson DILLS (b.1823;m.1849;d.1859)
   7. Mary Victoria DILLS (b.1853;d.1950)
      sp: John Henry BIRD (m.1870)
      8. Henry Daniel BIRD (b.1881-Barton Co.,Kansas,USA;d.1957)
         sp: Sarah Ann Elizabeth MCCLERNON (m.1915)
         9. Grace Lavada BIRD (b.1917-Pawnee,,KS)
         sp: Vincent D SIMMONS (m.1938)
9. Janie HUFFORD
   sp: B E DOBBINS (m.1911)
   9. Charlotte DOBBINS
   9. Howe DOBBINS
   9. Elizabeth DOBBINS
   9. Robert DOBBINS
8. Elizabeth HUFFORD
1. Reuben S FUDGE (m.1831)
   6. Ann Eliza FUDGE (b.1834;d.1913)
   sp: Thomas G WITTEN (d.1909)
   7. Frank T WITTEN
      sp: Lucy STRALEY
      8. Edward WITTEN
      8. Frances WITTEN
      8. Louisa WITTEN
      sp: J Gordon BEACH
      9. Nancy Wirt BEACH
   7. Ann Louise WITTEN
   7. C Edward F WITTEN
   7. Margaret Strother WITTEN
   7. Jessie Clair WITTEN
   7. Nancy WITTEN
      sp: C W GREEVER
      8. Lena GREEVER
      8. Annella GREEVER
   6. Harriet Louisa FUDGE (b.1842;d.1922)
      sp: Achilles J TYNES (b.1833-ShawsvilleMontgomery Co.,VA;m.1864;d.1914)
      7. Achilles L TYNES
         sp: Margaret FINLEY
         8. Margaret TYNES
         8. Harriett TYNES
         8. Finley TYNES
         8. Lacy TYNES
      7. Eliza Isabelle TYNES
      7. Harriet Spottswood TYNES
      7. Nancy TYNES
      7. Conrad Fudge TYNES
         sp: Narcissa PENDLETON
         8. Achilles James TYNES
         8. Nancy Pendleton TYNES
         8. Conrag Fudge TYNES
      7. Charles Stclair TYNES (d.14)
      7. Eva Stclair TYNES
         sp: James Robert LAIRD
         8. Frances Spottswood LAIRD
         8. Houston Tynes LAIRD
         8. Mary Eliza LAIRD
      7. Mary Lee TYNES
         sp: Henry Edgar PEERY
         8. Harriett PEERY
         8. Mildred PEERY
      7. Lacy A TYNES
         sp: Georgia APPERSON
      7. Frances Moorman TYNES
      7. Buford C TYNES
   6. Charles A FUDGE (b.1837;d.1912)
      sp: Elizabeth STCLAIR (m.1870)
      7. Nannie Rose FUDGE
         sp: W I HALL
         8. Keemer HALL
         8. John Crockett HALL
      7. Martha Clair FUDGE
         sp: Harvey G PEERY Jr.
         8. Sidney PEERY
         8. Garland PEERY
9. Erline Harman ARTRIP
9. Beulah May ARTRIP
9. Mollie Melissa ARTRIP
9. Glenn Harlen ARTRIP
8. Annie HARMAN
8. Brown HARMAN
sp: Mollie E PEERY
8. Charles HARMAN
8. Howard HARMAN
sp: Bertie SPARMER
7. Alexander Marrs HARMAN (b.1870)
sp: Rose BROWN (m.1914)
8. Mary Katheryne HARMAN
7. Dovie HARMAN (b.1879)
sp: Charles E HARMAN (b.1866;m.1900;d.1924)
8. Erline HARMAN
8. Daisy Belle HARMAN
8. Rosa May HARMAN
7. Shields Sidney Forrest HARMAN (b.1862)
sp: Martha WRAY (m.1916)
8. Cassandra Ward HARMAN
8. Sarah Ann HARMAN
8. Frank Wray HARMAN
sp: Edna FRANKLIN (m.1901)
8. Kate HARMAN
8. Shields Sidney Forrest HARMAN Jr.
sp: Maria Isabelle HARMAN (b.1859;m.1886;d.1888)
8. Infant HARMAN ** Printed on Page 148 **
7. May HARMAN (b.1872;d.1903)
sp: W C DANIELS (m.1896)
8. Sallie Ann DANIELS
sp: Dexter LAFON
9. Winifred LAFON
8. Mary Louise DANIELS
sp: Herbert COOPER
9. Jack Daniel COOPER
8. Dovie DANIELS
sp: A J BARTLETT
9. May BARTLETT
7. Backsdale HARMAN
7. Peel HARMAN (b.1867;d.1922)
sp: Mary HARMAN
8. Dovie HARMAN
8. Hallet H HARMAN (d.1922)
sp: Lora AVIS
8. Charles HARMAN
8. Forrest HARMAN
8. Pearl May HARMAN
8. Robert HARMAN
sp: Bessie MUNSEY
5. Martha B HARMAN
sp: John M NEEL (m.1829)
6. Jane NEEL
6. Frank NEEL
6. Winifred NEEL
6. William M NEEL
sp: Polly P GOSE (m.1856)
sp: Ed SOWDER
  7. Arthur SOWDER
    sp: UNKNOWN
     8. Kate SOWDER
  7. Willie SOWDER
  6. Willie STELZER (d.1942)
    sp: Tom GILLIAM
     7. Connie GILLIAM
      sp: Alfred N ARVESON

5. Juliet Ann BROWN (b.1814-Mercer Co,WV;d.1896)
  sp: Matthews MAXWELL (m.1835)
   6. Samuel Fleming MAXWELL (b.1840;d.1896)
   6. Rebecca Pearis MAXWELL (b.1847;d.1862)
   6. Whitley William MAXWELL (b.1838;d.1927)
   6. James Andrew MAXWELL (b.1842;d.1918)
   6. Elizabeth R. MAXWELL (b.1847)
   6. Martha Louisa MAXWELL (b.1836-Mercer Co,WV;d.1836)
   6. Alfred Beckley MAXWELL (b.1855-Winding Gulf,WV;d.1952)
   6. John Brown MAXWELL (b.1844;d.1864)
   6. Nancy C. MAXWELL (b.1843;d.1876)
   6. Robert Harvey MAXWELL (b.1843;d.1922)
    sp: Virginia RAND
     7. Juliet A. MAXWELL (b.1871-Raleigh Co,WV)
     7. Johnclyburn MAXWELL (b.1879)
     7. Jehu Evans MAXWELL (b.1876)
     7. Anna MAXWELL
     7. Nellie W. MAXWELL (b.1869-Jackson Co,WV)
       sp: Osee Lewis BOBBITT
        8. Osee Anna BOBBITT (b.1895-Hinton,WV;d.1913)
          sp: Beatrice Viola WRENN
          sp: Elizabeth DANIELS
     7. R. Ervin MAXWELL
     6. Adaline E. MAXWELL (b.1854)
     6. Edley Nebraska MAXWELL (b.1854-Portsmouth,OH;d.1923)

5. Samuel Pepper BROWN (b.1819)
  sp: Nancy Jane RUSSELL (b.1824;d.1845)
  sp: Mary Stone RUSSELL (b.1822-Missouri,USA;m.1846;d.1878)
   6. Eliza Rachel BROWN (b.1859;d.1933)
    sp: Albert Gallatin SMITH
     7. Albert Jackson SMITH (b.1887;d.1956)
      sp: Ema Lee WILEY
       8. Infant SMITH
       8. Mary Rachel SMITH
         sp: Don SPENCE
          9. Female SPENCE
          9. Terry SPENCE
          9. Male SPENCE
          9. Male SPENCE
       8. Albert Wiley SMITH
         sp: UNKNOWN
          9. Gene SMITH
          9. Kenneth SMITH
          9. Rance SMITH
        8. Infant SMITH
     7. Mattilee SMITH
      sp: H A LATTIMORE
      7. John W SMITH (b.1888;d.1918)
        sp: Stella Smith May EDWARDS
sp: Maxann SIMPSON
  10. Bailee COLLINS
  10. Corby COLLINS

9. Rita COLLINS
  sp: Mr. LANGE
    10. Grant Collins LANGE
    10. Ryan Walker LANGE
  sp: Paul HALL
  9. Jorenee COLLINS
    sp: Chester MILLS
      10. Katrina MILLS

8. Frances Woods COLLINS
  sp: Terrill CHRISTIAN
    9. Thomas CHRISTIAN
    9. Caroline CHRISTIAN
      sp: Jim CORNETT
        10. James Terrill CORNETT

7. Charles Bailey SMITH
  sp: Ethel TROWBRIDGE (d.1963)
    8. Joe Trowbridge SMITH (b.1921)
      sp: Dorothy CLENDENNING
        9. Becky SMITH (b.1961)
        9. Judy SMITH
        9. Allen Trowbridge SMITH (b.1964)
        9. Beverly SMITH (b.1963)
    8. Charles Jackson SMITH (b.1923)
      sp: Dorothy BURSON
        9. Mike SMITH
        9. Cindy SMITH
      sp: Carolyn VIEMAN
  8. Jva Elmore SMITH (b.1919)
    sp: Branham PAYNE

7. Infant SMITH

7. Joe Hendrix SMITH
  sp: Bell HEFLIN
    8. Vincent SMITH
    8. Sarah Frances SMITH
      sp: Jack ZIMMEL
        9. Jack ZIMMEL
    8. Joe Heflin SMITH
      sp: Gonda BEGGARS
        9. Van SMITH
        9. Ann SMITH
  8. Jack Baily SMITH (b.1922)

7. Mary Belle SMITH
  sp: Wiley GILMORE
    8. Thomas Wiley GILMORE
      sp: UNKNOWN
        9. Female GILMORE
        9. Mary Frances GILMORE
    8. Frances Aileen GILMORE
    8. Mary Moreland GILMORE

6. Lowrey Emilene BROWN (b.1864;d.1937)
  sp: Alton HIGGINBOTHAM
    7. Don HIGGINBOTHAM (b.1888)
      sp: L Z BROWN
        8. Alton L BROWN (b.1926)
          sp: UNKNOWN
9. Female BROWN
9. Male BROWN
7. Alton Gayle HIGGINBOTHAM
   sp: Oscar V MORRIS
7. Mattie HIGGINBOTHAM
6. Warren Russell BROWN (b.1861;d.1935)
   sp: Dora MCDANIEL
   7. Beth MCDANIEL
   7. Beverly MCDANIEL (b.1913;d.1914)
   7. Tulley MCDANIEL (b.1900)
   7. Harry MCDANIEL (b.1898)
   7. Lanell MCDANIEL
   7. Virginia MCDANIEL (b.1896)
      sp: Ira YARBRO
   7. Mary MCDANIEL (b.1894)
      sp: Russell STAIR
         8. Virginia STAIR
9. Female BROWN
9. Male BROWN
7. Alton Gayle HIGGINBOTHAM
   sp: Oscar V MORRIS
7. Mattie HIGGINBOTHAM
6. Warren Russell BROWN (b.1861;d.1935)
   sp: Dora MCDANIEL
   7. Beth MCDANIEL
   7. Beverly MCDANIEL (b.1913;d.1914)
   7. Tulley MCDANIEL (b.1900)
   7. Harry MCDANIEL (b.1898)
   7. Lanell MCDANIEL
   7. Virginia MCDANIEL (b.1896)
      sp: Ira YARBRO
   7. Mary MCDANIEL (b.1894)
      sp: Russell STAIR
         8. Virginia STAIR
8. Virginia STAIR
8. Russell STAIR
6. Rebecca Isabell BROWN (b.1855;d.1919)
   sp: George Alexander SMITH
   7. Andrew Grover SMITH (b.1885;d.1957)
      sp: Audrey WISDOM
         8. Grover Warren SMITH
   7. Robert Dresden SMITH (b.1880;d.1963)
      sp: Jeffie (Shipley) BOONE (b.1892;d.1983)
   7. Warren Hamilton SMITH (b.1884;d.1972)
      sp: Rebecca FLOYD (b.1897;d.1997)
         8. Warren Hamilton SMITH Jr. (b.1921;d.1996)
            sp: Frances KEIM
               9. Vickie Kay SMITH
               9. Warren Keim SMITH
   8. Mary Catherine SMITH (b.1917;d.1970)
      sp: Lloyd MURRAY
         9. Rebecca Jo MURRAY
         9. Robert MURRAY
7. John Wilson SMITH (b.1890;d.1947)
   sp: Essie Faye JONES (b.1895;d.1981)
      8. George Jones SMITH (b.1925;d.1997)
         sp: Martha Jane TAYLOR
            9. Polly Jane SMITH
            9. George Clay SMITH
      8. Jerry Don SMITH (b.1931)
   8. Lucy Lou SMITH
      sp: Robert Carl FITE
         9. Priscilla Jane FITE
         9. Cynthia Ann FITE
   8. Mildred Ava SMITH
      sp: Burl Loyd THOMPSON (b.1912;d.1986)
         9. James John THOMPSON
      8. John Wilson SMITH Jr. (b.1923;d.1968)
         sp: Dorothy Joann MCARTHUR
            9. Barbara Joann SMITH
            9. John Wilson SMITH III
      8. Genia Belle SMITH (b.1915;d.1995)
         sp: Wendell Hampton SPARKS (b.1918;d.1986)
   7. Alvin Alexander SMITH (b.1882;d.1914)
      sp: Johnnie HOWELL
6. Joe Pearis BROWN
   sp: Cartherine ELLIS
7. Warren Ellix BROWN (b.1894)  
sp: Iva May SMITH  
   8. Walter Ellis BROWN  
      sp: Pat CHERRY  
      8. Joe Warren BROWN  
   7. Mary Frances BROWN  
      sp: Berkley DILLARD  
         8. Mary Catherine DILLARD  
            sp: Colton ELLIS  
   7. Joseph Bailey BROWN (b.1897)  
      sp: Dessie BROWN  
         8. Martha Jo BROWN  
         8. Martha Belle BROWN  
   7. Robert Emory BROWN (b.1892)  
   7. Martha Belle BROWN (b.1903)  

6. Elizabeth BROWN  
sp: Lark MCFARLAND  
   7. Lizie MCFARLAND (b.1872)  
   6. Martha Pepper BROWN (b.1861;d.1925)  
      sp: Hamilton DOUGLAS  
         7. Warren DOUGLAS  
         7. Eula DOUGLAS (b.1884)  
            sp: W W STUMPH  
               8. Martha Hamilton STUMPH  
               8. Jesse Lou STUMPH  
         7. Fannie DOUGLAS (b.1888;d.1945)  
         7. Vera DOUGLAS (b.1892)  
         7. Ina DOUGLAS (b.1890;d.1920)  
            sp: Mr NEAL  
         7. Jesse DOUGLAS (b.1886)  
            sp: Al STUMPH  
         7. Margaret DOUGLAS  
            sp: Andrew COX  
               8. Billy COX  
               8. Charles COX  

6. John BROWN  
   6. Robert Emery BROWN (b.1852-Plano,,TX;d.1928)  
      sp: Loucinda Adeline SINGLETERRY (b.1859-Tennessee,USA;m.1880;d.1907)  
         7. Lutie May BROWN (b.1886;d.1963)  
            sp: Sam ELLIS  
         7. Joseph Warren BROWN (b.1893)  
            sp: UNKNOWN  
         7. Robert Emery BROWN (b.1901-Childress,,TX;d.1982)  
            sp: Bonnie Kate THOMPSON (b.1905-Tyler,,TX;m.1929;d.1988)  
         7. George Albert BROWN (b.1904)  
         7. Mary Louella BROWN  
            sp: Steve JACKSON  
            sp: UNKNOWN  
               8. Bobby Sue UNKNOWN  
               8. Betty Lou UNKNOWN  
         7. Alice Gray BROWN (b.1888;d.1951)  
            sp: Mr SPEARS  
               8. Virginia SPEARS  
                  sp: A W LOTT  
               8. Joe Warren BROWN  
         7. Scottie Wolverton BROWN (b.1883;d.1929)  
         7. Samuel Pepper BROWN (b.1897;d.1907)  

5. George Pearis BROWN (b.1812-Giles Co,VA;d.1871)
sp: Sallie MAHOOD (b.1813-Wythe Co, VA; m. 1832; d. 1867)

6. Martha BROWN  
   sp: Dr BRAY

6. Cornelius BROWN (d. 1861)

6. Matilda BROWN  
   sp: Mr CARDEN

6. Lec BROWN  
   sp: Mr RIFFE
   7. Winton RIFFE

6. Francis "Fannie" BROWN  
   sp: Edward Milton ONEY
   7. Hattie Francis ONEY  
      sp: John H. COFFEE (m. 1902)
      8. Edgar COFFEE (b. 1906)  
      sp: Mr ELMORE
   7. Charles W ONEY  
      sp: UNKNOWN
      8. Fannie ONEY
      8. Ruth ONEY  
         sp: Mr PENDLETON
         9. Male PENDLETON
         9. Male PENDLETON
      8. Grace ONEY  
         sp: Mr MANDERVILLE
         9. Female MANDERVILLE
         9. Male MANDERVILLE
      8. Joe ONEY  
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Male ONEY
      8. William ONEY  
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Female ONEY
         9. Male ONEY
   7. Ambrose A ONEY  
      sp: UNKNOWN
      8. Male ONEY
      8. Female ONEY
      8. Female ONEY
      8. Male ONEY
      8. Female ONEY
      sp: Mr BINFORD
   7. Mary Gertrude "Mame" ONEY  
      sp: Mr STRAYLEY
      8. Male STRAYLEY (b. 1892; d. 1894)
      8. Augusta STRAYLEY  
         sp: Mr NEAL
         8. Blanche STRAYLEY
      sp: Mr MILLER
      8. Peter MILLER
   7. Isaac Ernest ONEY (b. 1850; d. 1852)
   7. Victoria Alice ONEY  
      sp: Mr CLENDENNON
      8. Harry CLENDENNON  
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Jack CLENDENNON
      8. Kyle CLENDENNON  
         sp: UNKNOWN
         9. Female CLENDENNON
         9. Rudolph CLENDENNON
  9. Polly Brooks WINFREY (b.1952)
  8. Paul Pearis WINFREY

7. Emma Gertrude WINFREY
  sp: Mr YEAROUT

7. William Pearis WINFREY
  sp: UNKNOWN

8. Haldy Earl WINFREY
  sp: UNKNOWN

9. Earl WINFREY Jr. (b.1946)
  9. Shirley WINFREY (b.1943)

9. Nannie WINFREY
  sp: Paul ASKEW

9. Paul Pearis ASKEW

8. Anna Mae WINFREY

8. Howard WINFREY

8. Virginia WINFREY
  sp: Edgar Day BLEVINS

9. Nancy BLEVINS (b.1939)
  sp: Phillip PENASHY

9. Mary Virginia BLEVINS (b.1931)
  sp: Paul UNDERWOOD

10. Lucy UNDERWOOD (b.1955)

10. Steven UNDERWOOD (b.1960)

10. Katherine UNDERWOOD (b.1950)

10. Linda UNDERWOOD (b.1947)

9. Browning BLEVINS (b.1925)

8. Ethel Gertrude WINFREY

8. Emmalee WINFREY
  sp: Robert MARTIN

8. Clarence Gilbert WINFREY
  sp: UNKNOWN

9. Female WINFREY

9. Female WINFREY

7. Charles M WINFREY
  sp: UNKNOWN

8. Hubert Price WINFREY

8. Jettie H WINFREY
  sp: Robert CRAIG

6. Rebecca BROWN
  sp: Robert SANDERS

6. Neal BROWN

6. John BROWN

5. Charles Lewis BROWN (b.1837)
  sp: Sarah CHAMPION

6. Eliza BROWN
  sp: Mr MORRIS

6. Belle BROWN

6. Mattie BROWN

6. Albert BROWN

6. Carrie BROWN
  sp: Ebert MORRISON

6. Charles BROWN (d.1935)

6. Martin BROWN

6. James White BROWN
  sp: UNKNOWN

7. Letrice BROWN (b.1896)
  sp: Harry BARNES

4. Martha BROWN (b.1788-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA)
5. Margaret PEERY
   sp: William GILLESPIE (m.1830)
   6. Ellen GILLESPIE
   6. Polly GILLESPIE
   6. Rufus H GILLESPIE
   6. John Floyd GILLESPIE
   6. Joseph GILLESPIE
   6. Crockett P GILLESPIE
   6. Samuel G GILLESPIE
   6. Thomas Edward GILLESPIE
   6. Jane GILLESPIE
   6. James H GILLESPIE
   6. Rees B GILLESPIE
   6. William W GILLESPIE

5. Sallie PEERY
   sp: Sallie WATTS (m.1834)
   5. James H PEERY (b.1826-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1888)
     sp: Elizabeth FUDGE (b.1827)
   5. Julia Ann Brown PEERY
     sp: John D VINCIL (m.1851)
     6. John D VINCIL
     6. James E VINCIL
     6. Virginia Mildred VINCIL
     6. Julia Alice VINCIL
     6. Martha Ellen VINCIL

5. James PEERY (b.1782; m.1810; d.1833)
   sp: Joshua PEERY
   sp: William GILLESPIE (m.1830)
   6. Ellen GILLESPIE
   6. Polly GILLESPIE
   6. Rufus H GILLESPIE
   6. John Floyd GILLESPIE
   6. Joseph GILLESPIE
   6. Crockett P GILLESPIE
   6. Samuel G GILLESPIE
   6. Thomas Edward GILLESPIE
   6. Jane GILLESPIE
   6. James H GILLESPIE
   6. Rees B GILLESPIE
   6. William W GILLESPIE

5. William Allen PEERY (b.1816-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1869)
   sp: Eleanor Louise WITTEN (b.1818; d.1906)
   5. Thomas Jefferson PEERY (b.1814-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; d.1903)
     sp: Rebecca Graham WITTEN (b.1824-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; m.1842; d.1887)
     6. Rebecca Ann PEERY (b.1854)
       sp: George Edward THOMPSON
     6. Octavia PEERY
     6. Charles Rufus PEERY (b.1850; d.1893)
       sp: Lou HANSEN
     6. Thomas Lafayette PEERY (b.1859; d.1934)
       sp: Frances COOK
     6. William Edward PEERY (b.1845-Gentry Co., Missouri, USA; d.1921)
       sp: Mary Doras COLE (b.1849-Chandlerville, OH; m.1867; d.1925)
       7. Margaret PEERY (b.1878; d.1924)
         sp: Walter ERSKINE (b.1873; d.1950)
       7. Bessie Olive PEERY (b.1887; d.1967)
         sp: Wade Seth BENTLEY (b.1887; m.1908; d.1963)
       7. James Otis PEERY (b.1885; d.1972)
         sp: Reva WILSON (b.1889; m.1911; d.1972)
       7. Thomas A PEERY (b.1875; d.1961)
         sp: Anna KINGSBOROUGH (b.1879; d.1966)
       7. Dora Pearl PEERY (b.1882; d.1968)
         sp: Charles William GREEN (b.1880-Gentry Co., Missouri, USA; m.1901; d.1969)
         8. Doris Bell GREEN (b.1902)
           sp: Charles Frank MONGER (b.1900; m.1921)
           9. Don Lee MONGER (b.1934)
             sp: Natallie ROYS
           10. Christopher MONGER (b.1960; d.1982)
           9. Paul Herbert MONGER (b.1921; d.1976)
             sp: Ruth Arlene CHENOWORTH (b.1923; d.1997)
             10. Cheryl Janine MONGER (b.1947)
10. Karen Ruth MONGER (b.1953)
10. Infant MONGER
10. Jeri Ray MONGER (b.1951)
10. Michael Paul MONGER (b.1944)
10. Elizabeth Ann MONGER
10. Gregory Robert MONGER (b.1948)
10. Charles Brian MONGER (b.1957)
10. Pamela Gail MONGER

9. Billy Edward MONGER (b.1926;d.1987)
sp: Luelyn MCFALL

8. Juanita Mae GREEN (b.1906;d.1984)
sp: Floyd Lawrence TRAUTWEIN (b.1906;m.1933;d.1985)

9. Evelyn Pearl TRAUTWEIN (b.1936)
sp: Walter Jackson MINNICK Jr. (b.1936)

10. Michael Bryan MINNICK (b.1965)
sp: Shelly Jeannine LAMM

11. Bryanna Jeannine MINNICK (b.1992)

10. Julie Ann MINNICK (b.1960)
sp: Michael Ray PARKER (b.1959)

11. Shawn Charles PARKER (b.1988)
11. Christopher Michael PARKER (b.1984)

10. Lori Jane MINNICK (b.1960)
sp: Dean Richard THOMPSON (b.1958)

11. Bradley Scott THOMPSON (b.1987)
11. Brian James THOMPSON (b.1984)

9. Carol Maxine TRAUTWEIN (b.1938;d.1998)
sp: Glen CALVIN Sr. (b.1938)

sp: Phillip MCBRIDE

11. Patrick MCBRIDE
11. Jacob MCBRIDE

sp: Kenneth John SIMMONS

10. Greg SIMMONS (b.1959)
sp: Becky

11. Sara SIMMONS

10. Angela Marie SIMMONS (b.1957)
sp: Gary YARBOUGH

11. Matthew YARBOUGH
11. Allison YARBOUGH

9. Linda Sue TRAUTWEIN (b.1942)
sp: Bobby Gene GODSEY

10. Pamela Suzanne GODSEY (b.1965)
sp: Wayne Bruce RENFRO (b.1967)

11. Julie Allison RENFRO (b.1994)
10. Jeffery Eugene GODSEY (b.1962)

9. Lary Ray TRAUTWEIN (b.1944)
sp: Laurie Sue LEONARD

10. Taner Jacob TRAUTWEIN (b.1986)
10. Lane Patrick TRAUTWEIN (b.1990)
sp: Benita JANTZ

10. Joshua Benjamin TRAUTWEIN (b.1977)
sp: Karen Lee MOORE

10. Stephanie TRAUTWEIN (b.1964)

8. Oland Eldon GREEN (b.1919)
sp: Verdene THRAILKILL (b.1921;m.1939)

9. Peggy Dean GREEN (b.1945)
sp: William D SARRATT (b.1942)
sp: Ronald E MOORE (b.1943)
9. Billie Sue GREEN (b.1941)
  sp: James Bruce GLAZE II (b.1938)
    10. Carrie Sue GLAZE (b.1959)
    10. James Bruce GLAZE III (b.1957)
  sp: Mr. SARRAT
    10. Pattie Ann SARRAT
  sp: D. W. HOOKER
9. Daniel Bruce GREEN (b.1950)
  sp: Andrea CARROL (b.1948)
8. Delcia Ona GREEN (b.1905)
  sp: Clarence Theodore STANTON (b.1908;m.1929;d.1981)
  7. Hurley E PEERY (b.1868;d.1954)
    sp: Jessie Bell CHIPP (b.1869:d.1948)
  7. George W PEERY (b.1880;d.1911)
    sp: Lillie WILLIAMS
  7. Carrie Mae PEERY (b.1873;d.1962)
    sp: Charles Grant BANIE (b.1866;m.1890;d.1941)
  7. Robert N PEERY (b.1871;d.1872)
  7. Rufus W PEERY (b.1889;d.1968)
    sp: Floe Maurine BEERY (b.1902)
    sp: Wave LARMER
6. Eleanor Vice PEERY (b.1844;d.1866)
  sp: Samuel HANDY
6. James Harvey PEERY (b.1848;d.1869)
6. John Frank PEERY (b.1862;d.1930)
  sp: Lucy CAMPBELL
6. Hiram Witten PEERY (b.1857;d.1939)
  sp: Mary YEATER
6. Louisa C PEERY (b.1864;d.1916)
  sp: John THOMPSON
6. Louisa Jane PEERY (b.1852;d.1930)
  sp: Mr HIDER
  sp: Lewis MURRELL
6. Martha Elizabeth "Mertie" PEERY (b.1867-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1956)
  sp: William WOODWARD (b.1848-Eltingon,Chautauqua Co,NY;m.1887;d.1915)
  7. Charles Bernice WOODWARD (b.1892-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1969)
    sp: Carrie "Nina" DANIELLS (m.1919)
      8. Pamela Jean WOODWARD
      8. Phyllis WOODWARD
      8. Patricia WOODWARD
  7. Guy Witten WOODWARD (b.1889-Albany,Gentry Co,MO;d.1975)
    sp: Alta HAMILTON
    8. Cathleen WOODWARD
    sp: Glen COVEY
sp: Elizabeth McCurry DUKES (m.1891)
5. Nancy H PEERY (b.1822;d.1853)
  sp: Samuel K WITTEN (b.1823-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA;m.1842;d.1906)
  6. Martha Jane WITTEN (b.1848;d.1938)
    sp: William D GOSE (m.1868)
  6. Caroline WITTEN (b.1851;d.1936)
    sp: John A GRAHAM
  6. Elizabeth WITTEN (b.1846;d.1926)
    sp: Reese B WHITLEY
      7. Thomas Fielding WHITLEY
        sp: Lena Rivers DAVIS
        8. Donald Carlos WHITLEY
        8. Paul Emery WHITLEY
        sp: UNKNOWN
5. Mary "Polly" PEERY (b.1820;d.1857)  
sp: Harvey P WITTEN (m.1842)

5. Cynthia Elizabeth PEERY (b.1824)  
sp: Francis M PEERY (b.1824;m.1846;d.1888)  
→ 6. Sarah Jane PEERY (b.1855;d.1859)  
→ 6. Margaret Ellen PEERY (b.1849)  
sp: John D ALEXANDER (m.1868)  
→ 6. William Williams PEERY (b.1857;d.1861)  
→ 6. Thomas George PEERY (b.1859;d.1862)  
→ 6. Rebecca Joan PEERY (b.1847;d.1853)  
→ 6. Martha Louise PEERY (b.1852;d.1865)  
→ 6. James Harvey PEERY (b.1850;d.1891)  
sp: Elizabeth GILLESPIE  
→ 6. Francis Marion PEERY (b.1863)

8. Mamie Marie BROWN (b.1892-,Grundy Co,MO;d.1980)  
sp: Carl FOX (m.1916)  
→ 9. Charles Richard FOX (b.1920)

9. Mamie BROWN

7. Mamie BROWN

7. Blanche Irene BROWN (b.1888;d.1916)

5. Mary "Polly" PEERY (b.1820;d.1857)  
sp: Harvey P WITTEN (m.1842)

5. Cynthia Elizabeth PEERY (b.1824)  
sp: Francis M PEERY (b.1824;m.1846;d.1888)  
→ 6. Sarah Jane PEERY (b.1855;d.1859)  
→ 6. Margaret Ellen PEERY (b.1849)  
sp: John D ALEXANDER (m.1868)  
→ 6. William Williams PEERY (b.1857;d.1861)  
→ 6. Thomas George PEERY (b.1859;d.1862)  
→ 6. Rebecca Joan PEERY (b.1847;d.1853)  
→ 6. Martha Louise PEERY (b.1852;d.1865)  
→ 6. James Harvey PEERY (b.1850;d.1891)  
sp: Elizabeth GILLESPIE  
→ 6. Francis Marion PEERY (b.1863)

5. Martha PEERY (b.1818;d.1907)  
sp: Alexander WARD (m.1839)  
sp: Willis M PENDLETON

9. Imogene Frances VEACH (b.1921)  
sp: Charles W BEALES (b.1918-Newton,IA;m.1940)  
→ 10. Donna Kay BEALES (b.1940-Trenton,MO)  
sp: Lenard M Duke CLARK (m.1958)  
→ 11. Derek Charles CLARK (b.1960)  
→ 11. Drew Marvin CLARK (b.1969)  
→ 11. Doug Heral CLARK (b.1962)

sp: Mary Ruth RUNK (m.1938)  
→ 10. Lonny Monroe VEACH (b.1945)  
sp: Beverlee Bo HALL (m.1969)  
→ 11. Kyndall VEACH (b.1973)  
→ 11. Tracey VEACH (b.1970)  
→ 10. Lowell Kenny VEACH (b.1953)  
sp: Debbie BRICK (m.1974)  
→ 10. Lynn Dennis Buck VEACH (b.1947)  
sp: Nila WHITNEY (m.1968)  
→ 11. Angela VEACH (b.1969)  
→ 11. Cody VEACH (b.1975)  
→ 10. Linda Ruth VEACH (b.1939)  
sp: Bud BRECKENRIDGE (m.1957)  
→ 11. Billie BRECKENRIDGE (b.1958)  
→ 11. Clinton Monroe BRECKENRIDGE (b.1961)  
→ 11. Walter BRECKENRIDGE (b.1960)  
→ 11. Bruce BRECKENRIDGE (b.1963)

10. Robert Craig ROBINSON (b.1960)

10. Lori Jan ROBINSON (b.1961;d.1961)

9. Imogene Frances VEACH (b.1921)  
sp: Charles W BEALES (b.1918-Newton,IA;m.1940)  
→ 10. Donna Kay BEALES (b.1940-Trenton,MO)  
sp: Lenard M Duke CLARK (m.1958)  
→ 11. Derek Charles CLARK (b.1960)  
→ 11. Drew Marvin CLARK (b.1969)  
→ 11. Doug Heral CLARK (b.1962)
5. Low Brown PEERY (b.1811;d.1888)  
   sp: Cynthia "Sheeny" COLLINS (b.1815;m.1835)

6. Martha PEERY (b.1838-,,KY)  
   sp: Drury Fleming "Flem" BURCHETT (m.(Div))
   7. Sarah M. BURCHETT (b.1855-Johns Creek,Floyd Co.,KY;d.1886)  
      sp: Solomon Worth MCGUIRE (b.1850-Edgar,Floyd Co,KY;m.1879;d.1934)
      8. Malcom MCGUIRE (b.1884)
      8. Mintie MCGUIRE (b.1880)  
      sp: Frank MARSHALL (m.1909)
      8. William James MCGUIRE (b.1883)  
      sp: Mary FRALEY (m.1929)
      sp: Elizabeth SPEARS (m.1911)
      sp: Alta Magnolia WELLS (m.1905)
      9. Fred Arthur MCGUIRE  
      sp: Alleine VANCE
      10. Peggy Pauline MCGUIRE  
          sp: John Marvin BOGGS Jr.

   8. Cora MCGUIRE (b.1886)  
      sp: Jake CRIDER (m.1905)
   8. Ninnie MCGUIRE (b.1881)  
      sp: John Walker SPEARS

6. Sarah M PEERY (b.1853-,,KY)  
   sp: UNKNOWN
   7. Elizabeth PEERY (b.1873)
   7. Low B PEERY (b.1868)

6. Elizabeth PEERY (b.1845-,,KY;d.1894)  
   sp: Alexander Lackey CLARK (b.1839;d.1904)
   7. Polly Morgan CLARK (b.1878;d.1924)  
      sp: Thomas Monroe BURGA (b.1873-John's Creek,,KY;d.1950)
      8. Myrtle BURGA (b.1904;d.1960)  
      sp: Shug IRICKE
      8. Bill BURGA (b.1923-Edgar,,KY)  
      sp: Estelle WARD (b.1919-Boones Camp,Johnson Co,KY;m.1952)
      sp: Alta OSBORNE
      9. Thomas Dewey BURGA (b.1948)  
          sp: Drema RAY
          10. Carrie BURGA
          10. Rhonda Rena BURGA
      9. Elizabeth Ann BURGA (b.1950)  
          sp: Arnold TURNER Jr.
          10. Ryan TURNER
          10. Arnold Brent TURNER  
              sp: Angel JUSTICE
      9. Bill BURGA Jr. (b.1946)  
          sp: UNKNOWN
          10. Jeffery BURGA

8. Thomas Monroe BURGA Jr. (b.1920-John's Creek,,KY;d.1986)  
   sp: Ethel STUMBO
   sp: Margaret GOBLE
   9. Tommy BURGA
   9. Jimmy BURGA
   sp: Crider COLLINS

8. Reca BURGA (b.1911;d.1923)

8. Robert Lee BURGA (b.1911;d.1961)  
   sp: Carrie WARD (m.1932)
   9. Randy AMBURGEY
   9. Douglas AMBURGEY
   9. Michael AMBURGEY
   9. Robert Veron AMBURGEY (b.1933)
8. Helen CLARK (b.1908)
   sp: Elmer PRATER
8. Johanna Bea CLARK (b.1917;d.1995)
   sp: George BILLIPS
7. James M. CLARK (b.1873)
   sp: Jeanette SPEARS
   8. Lizzie CLARK (b.1900)
7. Roseann CLARK (b.1875;d.1920)
   sp: Marcus Lindsey GEORGE
7. Beverly Richard CLARK (b.1884)
   sp: Bogeau Maude SPEARS (b.1890)
6. Mary E PEERY (b.1840-,,KY)
   sp: Henry C WELLS (b.1833-Floyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
   7. James R WELLS (b.1859)
   7. John WELLS
   7. Low Breckinridge WELLS (b.1864;d.1943)
   sp: Miss SETSER
   8. Norma WELLS
   8. Norsa WELLS (d.1971)
   8. Russell WELLS (b.1903;d.1970)
   8. Mary WELLS (d.1950)
   8. Roland WELLS (b.1894;d.1930)
   8. Herman WELLS (b.1897;d.1971)
   sp: Maggie COLLINS
   9. WELLS
   9. WELLS
   9. WELLS
   9. WELLS
   8. Howard WELLS (b.1903;d.1959)
   8. John P Bill WELLS (b.1891;d.1951)
   8. Henry Grover WELLS (d.1978)
7. Sarah WELLS (b.1879-Johnson Co.,Kentucky,USA)
   sp: James Auxier RICHMOND (b.1867;m.1901;d.1931)
   8. Infant RICHMOND (b.1903)
   8. John C RICHMOND (b.1905;d.1968)
   8. James Brook RICHMOND (b.1903-Johnson Co.,Kentucky,USA;d.1943)
   sp: Dora YOUNG (b.1903-Lawrence Co.,Kentucky,USA;m.1929;d.1972)
   9. Joseph Edward RICHMOND (b.1935-Franklin Co.,Ohio,USA)
   sp: Geneen Yeager DODD (m.1960)
   10. Joseph Aaron RICHMOND (b.1964-Ohio,USA)
   10. James Joseph RICHMOND (b.1962-Ohio,USA)
   9. James Brook Jr RICHMOND (b.1931-Ohio,USA;d.1931)
   9. Evelyn Marlene RICHMOND (b.1933-Franklin Co.,Ohio,USA)
   sp: Ralph Lloyd COLEMAN (m.1958)
   8. Jack RICHMOND (b.1907;d.1969)
   sp: Rose WORKMAN
   7. California WELLS (b.1862)
   sp: Mr MCGUIRE
   7. Florence WELLS (b.1869)
6. Julia PEERY (b.1847-,,KY)
6. James E PEERY (b.1842-,,KY;d.1914)
   sp: Arminta BURKETT (b.1835;d.1893)
5. Jane PEERY
   sp: Rufus King CROCKETT (m.1838)
6. Laura Jane CROCKETT
   sp: Anderson Dudley HAMBRICK (m.1867)
   7. George W HAMBRICK
   7. James Dudley HAMBRICK
   7. Samuel Graham HAMBRICK
6. Miles BROWN (b.1859;d.1922)
   sp: Mary J. WHITE (b.1867)
   7. Ivy BROWN (b.1888-OH;d.1937)
      sp: Charles GOEGLIN
   7. Ethel BROWN (b.1894-Fostoria,OH)
      sp: Orrin L. BUCHER (b.1876;m.1909)
      8. Floyd BUCHER
   7. Sarah BROWN (b.1885)
   7. Myrtle BROWN (b.1892;d.1973)
      sp: Charles W. BALL (b.1866-OH;d.1930)
      8. John BALL
      8. Martha BALL
      sp: Mr. GOODWIN
      8. Orrin M. BALL (b.1921;d.1998)
      sp: Miss MASTERS
      8. Dorothy BALL (b.1912;d.1997)
      sp: Mr. STALEY
      8. Corlin BALL (b.1914-Pompeii,MI;d.1986)
      sp: Mr O'HARE
      9. Nellie M. O'HARE (b.1933)
      9. Myles Arthur O'HARE (b.1942)
      9. Bertha Lee O'HARE (b.1937)
      9. Eloise Ann O'HARE (b.1936)
      sp: Mr. SCHMIDT
      9. Annie O'HARE (b.1938)
      sp: Mr. GUEVERA
      9. Floyd Henry O'HARE (b.1934)
      8. Gladys Mary BALL (b.1910;d.1941)
      sp: Mr. MUNTZ
      8. Alice May BALL (b.1918-Chapin Twp,MI;d.1997)
      sp: Carl KREIGER
      9. Larry KREIGER
      9. Elaine KREIGER
      sp: Mr. SODMAN
      10. Sue SODMAN (b.1964)
      sp: Mr. MCELDOWNEY
      8. Arthur BALL (b.1925;d.2001)
      8. Charles BALL (b.1920;d.1983)
      sp: Miss DELONG
      8. Mildred BALL
      8. Louise BALL (b.1923;d.1960)
      sp: Mr. PIMENTAL
      8. Romayne E. "Elaine" BALL (b.1928;d.1999)
      sp: Joe Frank BILA (b.1925;m.1949)

6. Mary J. BROWN (b.1865)
6. Christina Clementine BROWN (b.1874-Auglaize Co,OH;d.1905)
   sp: John Daniel JAMES (m.1895)
   7. Ruth JAMES (b.1897;d.1969)
   sp: Mr. MURPHY
   7. Ada Effie Jane JAMES (b.1895-Auglaize Co,OH;d.1964)
      sp: John Wesley SHADLEY (b.1894-Hardin,OH;m.1913)
      8. Olive Christine SHADLEY (b.1917;d.1999)
      sp: Andrew Joseph HINKLE (m.1939)
      8. Helen Myrtle SHADLEY (b.1914;d.1993)
      sp: Kenneth Joseph MILLER
      8. Harry Herbert SHADLEY (b.1915-Lima,OH;d.1994)
      sp: Mary "Florence" STERLE (m.1945)
      8. Dorothy Maxine SHADLEY (b.1923-Duluth,MN;d.1973)
      sp: Walter George MCGINNIS (m.1962)
sp: Nolan ZIMMERMAN (m.1942)
sp: Everett Louis WILLIAMS (m.1968)
sp: Carl Morgan BEAVER (m.1948)

9. Miss BEAVER
   sp: Mr. Babbitt
9. Miss BEAVER
   sp: Mr. White
   sp: Mr. LAUZON
9. Mr. BEAVER
   sp: Miss SCHUH
   sp: Miss BAKER

7. Earl E. JAMES (b.1903; d.1983)
   sp: Opal RAGLUND

8. Earl Garfield JAMES (b.1931; Searcy, AR; d.1970)

7. Blanche JAMES (b.1905)

7. Russel JAMES (b.1898)

7. Pearl JAMES (b.1905; d.1991)
   sp: Amos LEHMAN

6. Genelia BROWN (b.1869)
6. Nancy E. BROWN (b.1860)
6. Douglas BROWN (b.1861)

5. Joseph BROWN Jr. (b.1829)
   sp: Mary A. (b.1846)

6. Nancy BROWN (b.1867)
6. David H. BROWN (b.1872)
6. Moffett BROWN (b.1865)
6. Mary Ellen BROWN (b.1880)
6. Jane BROWN (b.1870)
6. Joseph D. BROWN (b.1864)

5. William BROWN (b.1823)
   sp: Lucinda UNKNOWN

6. Nancy E BROWN (b.1849)
   sp: William DAVISON

7. Columbus Jackson DAVISON (b.1869; d.1945)
   sp: Nancy Alice NEWLAND (d.1944)

8. Mildred DAVISON (b.1895; d.1960)
   sp: William E HEFNER (b.1888)

9. William Howard HEFNER (b.1920)
   sp: Pauline TUTTLE

10. Pamela HEFNER (b.1956)
10. Nancy HEFNER (b.1946)
10. James HEFNER (b.1944)
10. Phyllis HEFNER (b.1943)

9. Donald HEFNER

9. Mary Jane HEFNER (b.1924)
   sp: Floyd REAVES

10. Susan REAVES (b.1952)
10. David REAVES (b.1956)

9. Joan HEFNER (b.1931)
   sp: Philip TREGILIA

9. Richard Lee HEFNER (b.1918)

9. Elsie HEFNER (b.1914)
   sp: Presto LARUE

9. Margaret HEFNER (b.1923)
   sp: James KOOGLER

8. Guy DAVISON (d.1954)
   sp: Ruth Davison Smith BLAINE

9. Jack DAVISON (b.1921)
9. Barbara DAVISON (d.1933)
8. Fred DAVISON (b.1899)
  7. William DAVISON
  6. William I BROWN (b.1848)
  5. John BROWN (b.1835)

4. Low BROWN (b.1795-Tazewell, Tazewell, Virginia, USA; d.1869)
  sp: Mary TABOR (b.1812-Tazewell, Tazewell, Virginia, United States; m.1833; d.1899)
  5. Julia A BROWN (b.1835)
  sp: Jacob H CLICK (b.1837)

  6. Anna Caroline CLICK (b.1856-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA)
    sp: Jesse Allen SPARKS (b.1855-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA; m.1875)
      7. Lucy SPARKS (b.1881)
        sp: Thomas CREECH
      7. Phoebe SPARKS
      7. Lottie SPARKS
      7. Martha SPARKS (b.1879-Elliott Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1880)
      7. Anabea SPARKS
      7. Julia D SPARKS (b.1884; d.1961)
        sp: George W WAGGONER
          8. Della S WAGGONER
            sp: Charles T BARKER
      7. George SPARKS

  6. Mary J CLICK (b.1858-Kentucky, USA)
  6. James F CLICK (b.1860-Kentucky, USA)

  6. Sarah CLICK (b.1863-Kentucky, USA)
    sp: Mr GOINS (m.1880)
      7. John CLICK (b.1898)
      7. Rosa CLICK (b.1885)
      7. William Harrison CLICK (b.1889; d.1955)
        sp: Lillie RAKES (b.1900; m.1915)
          8. David CLICK
          8. Delmar CLICK (b.1927; d.1945)
          8. Francis CLICK
          8. Mary CLICK
          8. Geneva CLICK
          8. Benjamin CLICK (b.1935; d.1971)
          8. Lucille CLICK (b.1917; d.1970)
          8. Elbert CLICK (b.1919; d.1919)
          8. William T. CLICK (b.1918; d.1918)

      7. Robert CLICK (b.1895)

  6. William CLICK (b.1867-Kentucky, USA)
    sp: Sarah E SPARKS (b.1868)
      7. Jacob D CLICK (b.1892; d.1925)
      7. James Thomas CLICK (b.1893-Olive Hill, KY; d.1952)
        sp: Grace Click

6. Louisa CLICK (b.1868)
    sp: Mr TERRY

  6. Cynthia Ellen CLICK (b.1870-Elliott Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1948)
    sp: Jesse Blair SARGENT (b.1856-Morgan Co., KY)
      7. Russell SARGENT (b.1904)
      7. John Harve SARGENT (b.1890-Kentucky, USA; d.1960)
        sp: Lucy WEBB (b.1893; m.1913; d.1920)
          8. Jewell SARGENT (b.1913-Rowan Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1995)
            sp: Acey Arnold DEHART (b.1904-Elliott Co., Kentucky, USA; m.1933)
          8. Ruby SARGENT (b.1915-Rowan Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1915)
          8. Mary SARGENT (b.1920-Rowan Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1920)
          8. Ervin SARGENT (b.1918)
            sp: Erma CRUM
9. Regena Sue SARGENT
9. Gregory Stephen SARGENT
9. Marilyn Elaine SARGENT
9. Sandra Faye SARGENT
9. Sherrie Leigh SARGENT
9. Teresa Lynn SARGENT
9. Debra Kaye SARGENT
9. Robert Keith SARGENT
  sp: Martha
9. Joe SARGENT
9. Carolyn Sue SARGENT
  sp: Zola Mae DEHART (b.1906;m.1922;d.1989)
8. Delbert SARGENT (b.1928)
  sp: Helen Dewie HEADLEY (b.1929;m.1947)
  9. Brenda Sue SARGENT (b.1948-Logan Co,West Virginia,USA)
    sp: Mal KINERLY
    sp: Frank KENNARD
  9. Barbara Delores SARGENT
    sp: Leonard FRAZIER (b.1948)
    sp: Wendall HALL
  9. Pamela Dale SARGENT (b.1959-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
    sp: Matthew PARSONS (m.1979)
  9. Linda Carol SARGENT (b.1951-Logan Co,Kentucky,USA)
    sp: David Douglas FIELDS (m.1970)
8. James Franklin SARGENT (b.1925-Sara Ellen,,WV;d.1996)
  sp: Garnet Marie WEBB (b.1929-Ranger,,WV;m.1947)
  9. James Franklin SARGENT Jr. (b.1948;d.1948)
  9. Gloria Jean SARGENT (b.1947-Logan Co,West Virginia,USA)
    sp: David Lynn LAMBERT (b.1940-Lawrence,,MI;m.1966)
  sp: Adelaide HEADLEY (b.1924-Wewanta,,WV;m.1963)
    9. Brian Keith SARGENT (b.1964)
8. Robert SARGENT (b.1937;d.1937)
8. Patricia Ann SARGENT (b.1948-Sara Ann,,WV)
  sp: Virgil David STEVENS (b.1943-,Ruch Co.,KY;m.1964)
  9. Robin Denise STEVENS
    sp: Carlos RODRIGUEZ
    sp: Scott STANDISH (b.1964)
8. Clyde Edward SARGENT (b.1922-Logan Co.,West Virginia,USA;d.1994)
  sp: Kay
  sp: Ruth SARGENT
  9. Richard SARGENT (b.1955-Kalamazoo,,MI)
  9. Edward SARGENT (b.1951-Logan Co.,West Virginia,USA)
  9. Michelle SARGENT (b.1966-Kalamazoo,,MI)
8. John Harve SARGENT (b.1930-Logan Co.,West Virginia,USA)
  sp: Shirley DEAN (b.1934)
  9. Dwight David SARGENT (b.1963-Boyd,Kentucky,USA)
  9. Kimberly Dawn SARGENT (b.1966-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
  9. Paul Edward SARGENT (b.1956-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
    sp: Cindy GEORGE
    sp: Karen CLARK
  9. Katherine Mae SARGENT (b.1961-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
  9. Charles Michael SARGENT (b.1954-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
    sp: Lisa MCKINZIE
    sp: Connie CUMMINGS
    sp: Debra MARTIN
  9. Wendell Lee SARGENT (b.1955-Boyd Co.,Kentucky,USA)
8. Beatrice SARGENT (b.1937;d.1937)
   9. Randall Keith MAY (b.1955)
      sp: Amanda MAY (m.1980)
   9. Roger Dale MAY (b.1953-Logan Co., West Virginia, USA)
      sp: Sherrie SMITH (m.1983)
      sp: Brandi MAY
   9. Elizabeth Hope MAY (b.1970)

8. Gaynell SARGENT (b.1934-Mingo Co, West Virginia, USA)
   sp: John H MAY (b.1922)
         sp: Brandi MAY
      9. Elizabeth Hope MAY (b.1970)

8. Mildred Margaret SARGENT (b.1932-Sara Ann, WV)
   sp: Edward COLLINS (b.1930-Sarah Ann, WV;m.1951;d.1998)
      9. David COLLINS (b.1953-Kalamazoo, MI)
         sp: Frances Mary WHEELER (m.1978)
      9. Terry Lee COLLINS (b.1954-Kalamazoo, MI)
         sp: Rhonda Fae DEBOER (m.1974)
      9. Cathy COLLINS (b.1966)
         sp: William Ralph LYONS (m.1986)

8. Rita Kay SARGENT (b.1950)
   sp: Paul WHITE
      9. Paul WHITE Jr.
      9. Tina Lynn WHITE (b.1979)
      9. Toni WHITE (b.1979)
         sp: Gerald TACKETT

8. Ellen Faye SARGENT (b.1940-Mingo Co, West Virginia, USA)
   sp: David Keith RICE (b.1936-Kalamazoo, MI;m.1957)
      9. Debra Lynn RICE (b.1960-Kalamazoo, MI)
         sp: Christopher Glenn HOWARD (b.1959;m.1980)
            10. Ashley Brook HOWARD (b.1983-Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA)
            10. Kevin Glenn HOWARD (b.1985-Kalamazoo, MI)
            10. Kristen Nicole HOWARD (b.1992-Kalamazoo, MI)
      9. Ronda Kaye RICE (b.1966-Kalamazoo, MI)
         sp: Andrew Michael DEBOER (b.1967-Lansing, MI;m.1990)

8. Dana Kenneth SARGENT (b.1942-Logan Co, Kentucky, USA)
   sp: Linda ELLIS
      9. Jeffery Dwayne SARGENT (b.1964-Boyd Co., Kentucky, USA)
         sp: Brigit
         sp: Patricia J STRINGER (b.1946)
   8. Janet Lee SARGENT (b.1945-Sara Ann, WV)
      sp: Janet Lee LONG (b.1945-Kalamazoo, MI;m.1965)
         9. Mark Christopher LONG (b.1969)
            sp: Lisa WILEY (b.1969)
         9. Barbara LONG (b.1975-Kalamazoo, MI)
         9. Kelly LONG (b.1966-Kalamazoo, MI)
            sp: David SULLIVAN (b.1962-Albion, Calhoun, Michigan, USA;m.1984)

7. Charlie SARGENT

7. Edward SARGENT (b.1894-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA;d.1915)

7. Ada Alice SARGENT (b.1908-Elliott Co., Kentucky, USA;d.1957)
   sp: Rollo LYON
      8. Henry LYON
      8. Rollo LYON Jr.
      8. William LYON

7. Lena SARGENT (b.1899)

7. Everett SARGENT (b.1894-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA;d.1974)

6. Nancy L CLICK (b.1873-Kentucky, USA)

6. Thomas J CLICK (b.1874-Kentucky, USA)
   sp: Anna CLICK (b.1881)
6. Fleming L CLICK (b.1874)
   7. Arnold CLICK
   7. Infant CLICK

5. Elizabeth Jane BROWN (b.1836-Scott Co., Virginia, USA)
   sp: Tubal MANNING (b.1830;d.1904)
   6. Louisa MANNING (b.1852)
   6. Mary MANNING (b.1854)
   6. Martha J MANNING (b.1856)
      sp: James M COX
         7. John C COX (b.1876)
         7. Julia Ann COX (b.1878)
         7. James A COX (b.1883)
         7. Alice C COX (b.1885)
         7. Val COX (b.1886)
         7. Robert R COX (b.1889)
         7. Amanda M COX (b.1893)
            sp: Nelson GARRIS (b.1885)
               8. Val GARRIS (b.1919)
                  sp: Effie MAY (b.1925)
                     9. Larry Val GARRIS (b.1943)
                        sp: UNKNOWN
                           10. Louella Jean GARRIS (b.1971-Portsmouth, VA)
                              sp: Norma (Hager) OLIVER (b.1942-Sleeper, MO; m. 1991)

      7. Mima J COX (b.1894)

6. John L MANNING (b.1858)
   6. Valandingham MANNING (b.1862)
      sp: Hester
         7. Roscoe MANNING (b.1890)
         7. Hober MANNING (b.1898)

6. Cynthia M BROWN (b.1883-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1870)
   sp: Thomas J CAMPBELL
      6. Laura Amanda CAMPBELL (b.1855)
      6. Emma CAMPBELL (b.1856)
      6. Charles H CAMPBELL (b.1857;d.1937)
         sp: Sarah Bell RUSSELL (m.1902)
            7. Maudie Lee CAMPBELL (b.1905;d.1963)
               sp: Michael LYONS (m.1919)
               7. Oscar Jack CAMPBELL (b.1902;d.1954)
      sp: Martha Sclyana PRINCE (m.1881)
         7. Alsea S. CAMPBELL (b.1903)
         7. Ethel CAMPBELL (b.1892)
         7. Millard CAMPBELL (b.1894-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1953)
            sp: Mary Elizabeth BACK (d.1995)
               8. Frank CAMPBELL (b.1927)
                  sp: Alberta FLOWERS
               8. Ethel CAMPBELL (b.1915)
                  sp: Woodrow SADDLER
                     sp: Roy STONE
               8. Irene CAMPBELL (b.1918)
                  sp: Darius Maxon CLERE (b.1910-Ashland, Boyd, Kentucky, USA; d.1975)
7. Alfred CAMPBELL (b.1886)
7. James A CAMPBELL (b.1884)

6. George E CAMPBELL (b.1857)
sp: Mary

7. Sarah CAMPBELL (b.1881)
7. Charles F CAMPBELL (b.1888)
7. George M CAMPBELL (b.1884)
7. Stella M CAMPBELL (b.1890)

6. Sarah Alice CAMPBELL (b.1860;d.1936)
sp: Jeremiah Jacob Hunt ROSS (b.1856-Carter Co,KY;m.1875;d.1949)

7. Clifton Scott ROSS (b.1876-KY;d.1978)
sp: Ida SILANI
sp: Julia L. INGOLD (b.1889-Carter Co,KY;d.1925)
8. Elba ROSS (b.1913-Jackson Co,OH;d.1978)
8. Kenneth O. ROSS (b.1911;d.1962)
sp: Olive E. SHOOK (b.1914;d.2001)
8. Doris ROSS
sp: Mr. LAMBERT
sp: Artinancy M. "Artie" TENNANT (b.1888;m.1926;d.1970)

7. Emma Jane ROSS (b.1880;d.1968)
sp: Milza Eperson JONES (b.1877;d.1965)
7. Arthur ROSS (b.1889;d.1961)
sp: Katherine "Kate" JONES (b.1891;d.1961)
7. ROSS (b.1891;d.1891)
7. Dempsey French "Blaze" ROSS (b.1891-Carter Co,KY;d.1962)
sp: Talma Virginia FITZPATRICK (b.1889-Jackson Co,OH;m.1921;d.1983)
8. Male ROSS
8. Bobby Karroll ROSS (b.1929;d.1999)
8. Female ROSS
sp: Charlotte "Lottie" GRIZZELL (b.1891;d.1918)
8. Female ROSS
8. Wayne Jacob ROSS (b.1915-Olive Hill,KY;d.1986)
sp: Marguerite LEWIS (b.1921;m.1938;d.1998)

7. George J. ROSS (b.1879)
7. Myrtle "Nannie" ROSS (b.1885;d.1975)
sp: James Perry HALE
7. Charlotte T. "Lottie" ROSS (b.1883-Elliot Co,KY;d.1961)
sp: Thurman E. GREENE (b.1874;m.1904;d.1955)
7. Charles McKinley "Freck" ROSS (b.1897;d.1959)
sp: Midge Morris PALMER
sp: Garnet DENNY (b.1917;d.1998)
7. Bertha ROSS (b.1893;d.1979)
sp: Frank "Dutch" HARTLEY (b.1891;m.1916;d.1970)
7. Ethel ROSS (b.1895)
sp: Harry HICKMAN (b.1888;d.1928)
sp: Eugene LEWIS (b.1907;d.1965)
7. William M. ROSS (b.1901;d.1983)
sp: Myrtle MAY (b.1902;d.1984)

6. Nancy Elizabeth CAMPBELL (b.1861)
6. Washington CAMPBELL (b.1865)
sp: Rachel (b.1865)
7. Lenara CAMPBELL
7. Roy W CAMPBELL (b.1890)
7. Lula M CAMPBELL (b.1891)
7. Cease CAMPBELL (b.1896)
7. Perry CAMPBELL (b.1892)

6. Ida CAMPBELL (b.1869)
6. William H CAMPBELL

5. Nancy L BROWN (b.1839;d.1919)
sp: Edna GILLIAM (m.1930)

8. Chester Lee CLEMENS (b.1912-Lawton, Carter Co., KY)
sp: Ida STEVENS (b.1913; m.1932)
      sp: James Malcom BIERCE (m.1968)
      sp: James Albert GUTHRIE (m.1956)
   9. Toni Genoa CLEMENS (b.1936-Lawton, KY)
      sp: Peter Earl ROTH (m.1960)
   9. Betty Lee CLEMENS (b.1939-Ethel, Logan Co., WV)
      sp: Pierre Michael MCCLURE (m.1960)
      sp: Perry Thomas DEMMING (m.1969)
      sp: Peggy Lynn CLEMENS (b.1955-Mansfield, Richland Co., OH)
         sp: Kerry Peter LAURITZEN (m.1977)

8. Nellie May CLEMENS (b.1916-Lawton, KY)
sp: Taylor VIARS
sp: Ernest Clayton TABOR (m.1930)

8. Betty Kenedilino CLEMENS (b.1914-Lawton, KY; d.1918)

8. Irene CLEMENS (b.1919-Olive Hill, KY)
sp: Leo CLINE (m.1935)

8. Charles Norman CLEMENS (b.1922-Ethel, Logan Co., WV)
sp: Glessie BROWN (m.1940)

8. Edna Olive CLEMENS (b.1924-Olive Hill)
sp: Dean LEVANGELE (m.1946)
sp: Jack JACOBS (m.1947)

8. Juanita CLEMENS (b.1927-Elliotville, Carter Co., KY)
sp: Carl PORTER (m.1946)

7. Ollia Oria CLEMENS (b.1887; d.1895)

7. Minnie Dora CLEMENS (b.1892; d.1970)
sp: Henry Peter PAPPILLON (m.1911)

6. John T BROWN (b.1870-Elliott Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1917)
sp: Amanda CLAY

7. Phoebe Jane Jennie BROWN (b.1892)
sp: Allie JONES (b.1887-Carter Co., Kentucky, USA; m.1907)

8. Nellie JONES (b.1915-Wisconsin, USA)
sp: Thomas TRAPP

8. Lona JONES (b.1910-Greenup Co., Kentucky, USA)
sp: Andy BLEVINS (m.1926)
   9. Dorothy BLEVINS
      sp: Roscoe WEBB
   10. Mac WEBB
      sp: Joyce MIDDELER
      11. Anthony Joseph WEBB (b.1986)
      11. Andrew Thomas WEBB (b.1981)

8. Della JONES (b.1915-Wisconsin, USA)
sp: Paul CANTER

8. Virgie JONES (b.1923-Greenup Co., Kentucky, USA)
sp: Junior WELLMAN
sp: Grant JUSTICE

8. Goldie JONES (b.1908-Greenup Co., Kentucky, USA)
sp: Edward SMITH
sp: John NICHOLS
sp: Ora MCCOMAS

8. George JONES (b.1912-Kentucky, USA)
sp: Mable

8. Andrew JONES (b.1918-Greenup Co., Kentucky, USA)
sp: Carie WALLS

8. Nora JONES (b.1921-Greenup Co., Kentucky, USA; d.1939)
9. Sebrina Michelle LOGAN (b.1966)

7. Wilma Faye BROWN (b.1932)
   sp: Bobby Lee HADWIN (b.1930; m.1955)
   8. Todd Lewis HADWIN (b.1966)
   8. Gary Dale HADWIN (b.1956)
      sp: Shelia Gail WILSON (m.1978)
   8. Brian Laine HADWIN (b.1960)
      sp: Sandra Dianne MURRAY (m.1979)

7. Wilfred Ray BROWN (b.1932)
   sp: Patsy Lee CARTER (b.1936; m.1957)
   8. Tami Renee BROWN (b.1961)
   8. Cynthia Lynn BROWN (b.1965)

7. Gracie Mae BROWN (b.1914)
   sp: Charles Keyser LOVELY (m.1934)
   8. Jacqueline Louise LOVELY (b.1937)
      sp: Fred WEBBLE
         9. Denise WEBBLE (b.1963)
      sp: Homer Lee PLANK
         9. Tony Lee PLANK (b.1953)
            sp: June BROWN
               10. Jeremy Ray PLANK (b.1979)
               10. Billie Lee PLANK (b.1976)
   8. Ronnie Darrell LOVELY (b.1946)
      sp: Joann STEM
         9. Daragh Jo LOVELY (b.1975)
   8. Catherine Marcella LOVELY (b.1935)
      sp: William Talmadge HAMILTON
         9. Charles Keith HAMILTON (b.1951)
            sp: Florence Kay GLOVER (m.1974)
               10. Bethany Dawn HAMILTON
            sp: Catherine Sue KNIPP (b.1955)
               10. William Joseph HAMILTON (b.1977)
         9. Barry Wayne HAMILTON (b.1956)
         9. Charlotta Gail Johnson HAMILTON (b.1949)
            sp: Paul TACKETT
               10. Philmore Jackson TACKETT
               10. Shannon Lee TACKETT
         9. Gracie Collette HAMILTON (b.1958)
            sp: Mike RICHARDS
               10. Michael Brandon RICHARDS
               sp: Clifford Arnold LOGAN
                  9. Regina Michelle LOGAN (b.1974)
   8. Larry Warren LOVELY (b.1943)
      sp: Carol STEM
         9. Larry Allen LOVELY (b.1964)
   8. Yvonne Bonnie LOVELY (b.1939)
      sp: Robert HALL
         9. Deana HALL (b.1955)
      sp: Harold YODER
         8. James Kent YODER (b.1955)
         8. Deborah Jane YODER (b.1953)
            sp: Dion WILLIAMS
               9. Sam WILLIAMS (b.1974)
7. Alfred BROWN
   - sp: Hazel SHANNON
7. Raymond BROWN
7. Dorothy BROWN
   - sp: Mr CHILDERS
7. Annis BROWN
   - sp: Charles GILLESPIE

sp: Senia E PORTER (m.1871)
6. John Tom BROWN (b.1875)
6. Maggie B Bessie BROWN (b.1878)
   - sp: Mr KITCHEN
6. Ida Effie BROWN (b.1872-Kentucky,USA)
6. Lillie BROWN (b.1880)
6. Bennie BROWN (b.1883)
6. Tommy BROWN (b.1882)

5. Mary Frances BROWN (b.1852-Elliott Co.,Kentucky,USA)
   - sp: James ROE (b.1856;m.1875)
6. Martha ROE
6. Pheba E ROE
6. Samuel ROE
6. Elizabeth ROE
6. John ROE
6. Aminda ROE

5. George W BROWN (b.1857;d.1860)
5. Thomas BROWN (b.1857-Morgan,Kentucky,United States;d.1932)
   - sp: Nancy E. HILL (b.1858-Olive Hill,Carter County,Kentucky;m.1877;d.1900)
6. Martha A BROWN (b.1878-Elliott,Kentucky,United States;d.1959)
   - sp: John Will COX (b.1877-Tolivar,Kentucky;m.1906;d.1928)
   - sp: John H ARMLEDGER (b.1897-Brown,Ohio;d.1980)
6. Mary Ellen BROWN (b.1880-Elliott,Kentucky;d.1963)
   - sp: Elias Russell COCHRAN (b.1861-Elliott,Kentucky)
7. John COCHRAN (b.1909-Oklahoma)
7. Bill COCHRAN
7. Katherine COCHRAN (b.1915-Rowan,Kentucky;d.2000)
7. Lelia COCHRAN (b.1914-Kentucky)
7. Vivian COCHRAN (b.1919-Williamsburg,Greenbrier,West Virginia;d.2007)
7. Nellie COCHRAN (b.1912-Oklahoma)
7. William COCHRAN (b.1906-Elliott,Kentucky)
7. Minta COCHRAN (b.1904-Elliott,Kentucky)
7. Mary M COCHRAN (b.1907-Greenbrier,West Virginia)

6. Samuel Harrison BROWN (b.1882-Elliott County,Kentucky,USA;d.1961)
   - sp: Daisy RAMEY (b.1887-Kentucky,USA;m.1903;d.1932)
7. Leonard BROWN (b.1905-Rowan,Kentucky,USA;d.1985)
   - sp: Ester SCOTT (b.1908-West Virginia,USA;m.1924)
8. Mary Helen BROWN (b.1927-West Virginia,USA)
   - sp: Charles Augustus HAMMONS
9. Nancy Elaine HAMMONS
   - sp: Joseph REPETTO
   - sp: James Joseph MORTON
   10. Lucy Erin MORTON
   10. Andy James MORTON
   - sp: Howard HANSON
9. Brenda HANSON
   - sp: William THOMAS
   10. Lora THOMAS
   - sp: Ian FLORES
   10. Shannon THOMAS
   10. Shawna THOMAS
9. Linda HANSON  
   sp: Roy OSBORNE  
      10. Tonya OSBORNE  
         sp: Paul HOLSTINE  
         11. Megan HOLSTINE  
      10. Melinda OSBORNE  
         sp: Timothy PITCHFORD  
         11. Hayden PITCHFORD  
         11. Hannah PITCHFORD  
      10. Susan OSBORNE  
  9. May Rose HANSON  
  8. Billie BROWN (b.1932-Boone,WV;d.1933)  
   8. Carl Richard BROWN  
      sp: Diane Gayle EASTWOOD (m.1962)  
         9. Robin Marie BROWN  
            sp: Paul BROUGHTON  
            10. Keatan Marie BROUGHTON  
            10. Tristan Eric BROUGHTON  
         9. Richard Leonard BROWN  
            sp: Nycol BONNETTE  
            10. Payten Marie BROWN  
            10. Chance Matthew Leonard BROWN  
  8. Wilma BROWN  
      sp: Emory BELCHER  
         9. David BELCHER  
            sp: Lisa  
            10. Trent BELCHER  
            10. Seth BELCHER  
         9. Frankie BELCHER  
            sp: Sharon  
            10. Emily BELCHER  
  8. Earl BROWN  
      sp: Mary Jane KINDER  
         9. Dee Dee BROWN  
            sp: JENKINS  
            10. Christopher JENKINS  
         9. Stephen BROWN  
            sp: Debbie  
            10. Tyler BROWN  
            10. Deann BROWN  
  8. Shirley BROWN  
      sp: Bill KISER Sr.  
            sp: Cindy SCHLIGH  
            10. Christie KISER  
            10. Chad KISER  
  8. Wanda Marie BROWN  
      sp: James BENNETT  
         9. Carolyn Sue BENNETT  
            sp: Reford MOORE  
            10. Benjamin MOORE  
            10. Samuel MOORE  
            10. Carrie MOORE  
            sp: Watson CHAMBERS  
            9. Roger Allen CHAMBERS  
               sp: Linda  
               10. Christopher CHAMBERS  
               10. Rachel CHAMBERS  
10. Emily Rose BROWN (b.2000)
   9. Thomas Lloyd BROWN (b.1962-Charleston; d.2010)
      sp: Cynthia Jane MOFFITT (b.1962)
      10. Thomas Drew BROWN (b.1991)
      10. Samantha Jane BROWN (b.1993)
      sp: Barbara Diane WHITE (b.1964)
      10. Krista Renee BROWN (b.1980)
   sp: Jessie

8. John Marlin BROWN (b.1942-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
   sp: Anne GWINN (b.1944-Beckley, Raleigh, West Virginia, USA; m.1962)
   9. John Kenneth BROWN (b.1962-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
      sp: Lisa Ann MARTIN (b.1963-Welch, McDowell, West Virginia, USA; m.2012)
      sp: Sheryl GONGOLA (b.1963-Glen Dale, Marshall, WV; m.1989)
      10. Allison Ann BROWN (b.1990-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
      10. John Michael BROWN (b.1992-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
      10. Christopher Patrick BROWN (b.1997-Charleston, Kanawha, WV, USA)
      sp: Daneen Michelle STEPHENS (b.1962; m.1984)
   9. David Marlin BROWN (b.1964-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
      sp: Jennifer B STEWART (b.1968; m.1993)
      10. Daniel Stewart BROWN (b.2003-Winston Salem, NC)
      sp: Marsha OLDFIELD (b.1962; m.2013)
   9. Baby Boy I BROWN (b.1965-Charleston, West Virginia; d.1965)
   9. Baby Boy II BROWN (b.1965-Charleston, West Virginia; d.1965)

8. Chester Lee BROWN (b.1944-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
   sp: Frances Rose CASTO (m.1963)
   9. Chester Lee BROWN Jr. (b.1964)
      sp: Vivian Louise REILLY (b.1966)
      10. Chester Lee BROWN III (b.1991)
      10. Christa Elizabeth Noel BROWN (b.1994)
   9. Allen Wayne BROWN (b.1965)
      sp: Regina Marie LORSUNG (b.1968)
      10. Stephen Matthew BROWN (b.1993)
      10. Andrew Christopher BROWN (b.1995)
      10. Patrick Allen BROWN (b.1999)
      sp: Natascha Tatjiana HUHN (b.1965)
      10. Janina Frances BROWN (b.1990)
   9. Dana Andrew BROWN (b.1968)
      sp: Kelly Dawn LOVEJOY (b.1971)
      10. Chelsea Dawn BROWN (b.1988)
      sp: Jeanette Nichole MEADE (b.1974)
      10. Kirsten Eve BROWN (b.1998)

   sp: Kathy HAMMOND
   9. Hollie BROWN
   sp: Candy GRAVELY
   sp: Paulette SCRAGG

8. Elizabeth Jane BROWN (b.1952-Charleston, Kanawha, West Virginia, USA)
   sp: John BYRD
   9. John Ryan BYRD (b.1972)
      sp: Tara
      10. Veronica BYRD
   9. Eric BYRD
   sp: Bill GODWIN

7. Cora Lee BROWN (b.1914-Rowan, Kentucky, USA; d.2000)
   sp: Zollie BOWMAN Sr.
   8. Ruth Ann BOWMAN
   8. Sue BOWMAN
10. William Randall HENDERSHOT
10. Jill Ann HENDERSHOT

8. Benjamin Thomas HICKS
sp: Bessie Katherine BYMAN

9. Cecilia Anita HICKS
sp: Reginald B. "Chip" MARTIN

9. Sandra Rosella HICKS
sp: Ritchie Charles WEERS
10. John Charles WEERS
10. Brian Benjamin WEERS
10. Timothy Andrew WEERS

9. John Thomas HICKS
sp: Karen Louise MATSON
10. Alicia Louise HICKS
10. Thomas Matson HICKS

9. Sherlyn Joyce HICKS
sp: Louis G. BEARY
10. Cheryl Lyn BEARY (b.1968-Santa Rosa,CA;d.1985)
10. Louis G. BEARY
sp: Kimberly ADAMS
sp: Jimmie ROGERS

8. Jason Lawrence HICKS (b.1916-Louisville,KY;d.1990)
sp: Maxine STIFFLER

9. Jerry Lawrence HICKS
9. Judith Ann HICKS
sp: Wayne WISELEY
10. Amy Michelle WISELEY
10. Charles Wade WISELEY

9. Martha Jennine HICKS
sp: Gayland F. BOYD

7. James Watson HICKS (b.1895-Jacksonberry,TX)
7. Anna Mae HICKS (b.1902-Abilene,Jones,Texas,USA)
7. HICKS (b.1904-Abilene,Jones,Texas,USA)
7. Walter Lee HICKS (b.1888-Athens,Henderson,Texas,USA)
7. Margaret Leitha HICKS
7. Thomas Calloway HICKS (b.1897-Jacksonberry,TX)

6. George Marion BROWN (b.1862;d.1932)
sp: Margaret DAVIS (m.1894)
7. Martha BROWN (b.1895)
7. Ida BROWN (b.1897)
7. Ollie BROWN (b.1898)
sp: Mary JARVIS
7. Effie BROWN (b.1889)
7. Elle BROWN (b.1886)
7. Nora BROWN (b.1883)
7. William BROWN (b.1884)

6. Ellen Angeline BROWN (b.1859;d.1938)
sp: Logan COUNTS (m.1882)
sp: James Adams BRECKENRIDGE (b.1846-Mercer,Pennsylvania,USA;m.1884;d.1921)
7. Percy Leroy BRECKENRIDGE (b.1898-Memphis,,TN;d.1948)
sp: Miss KNAUSE
7. Nellie BRECKENRIDGE (b.1884-Kentucky,USA;d.1966)
sp: Clem CRAIG
7. Walter Donald BRECKENRIDGE (b.1891-Kentucky,USA;d.1953)
sp: Miss WATERS
7. Pearl Ruth BRECKENRIDGE (b.1902-Watonga,,OK;d.1982)
sp: Charles STULL
7. Maude L BRECKENRIDGE (b.1889-Pleasant Valley,,KY;d.1981)
sp: Harry SIDMAN (m.1907)
6. Teresa Annette Tabor (b.1846; d.1921)
6. James Matt Tabor (b.1844)
   sp: Sarah E Cline (b.1849)
   7. Grace Tabor (b.1893)
   7. Cora Tabor (b.1887)
   7. Tinsley Martin Tabor (b.1869)
   sp: Sarah Jane Roe (b.1870; m. 1887)
   8. Watt Tabor (b.1891)
   8. Clara Tabor (b.1898)
   8. Oscar Tabor (b.1895)
   8. Milton Tabor (b.1887)
   8. Arthur Tabor (b.1890)

5. Infant Brown
4. Andrew D Brown (b. 1795-Tazewell Co., VA; d. 1866)
   sp: Jane McDowell (b. 1800-Virginia, USA; m. 1825; d. 1854)
   5. J Harvey Brown (b. 1840-Louisville, KY; d. 1900)
   sp: Louisa Ellen Witten (b. 1844-Trenton, MO; m. 1863; d. 1917)
   6. Eugene Emery Brown (b. 1864; d. 1937) ** Printed on Page 168 **
   6. Nancy J Brown (b. 1866; d. 1894) ** Printed on Page 168 **
   6. Zuleka Brown (b. 1876; d. 1879) ** Printed on Page 168 **
   6. Ella Anna Brown (b. 1871; d. 1879) ** Printed on Page 168 **
   6. Andrew Kennerly Brown (b. 1868-Grundy Co., Missouri, USA; d. 1961) ** Printed on Page 168 **
   6. Mamie Brown ** Printed on Page 169 **
   6. Blanche Irene Brown (b. 1888; d. 1916) ** Printed on Page 169 **

5. Mary Frances Brown (b. 1834; d. 1913)
   sp: Samuel K Witten (b. 1823-Tazewell Co., Virginia, USA; m. 1854; d. 1906)
   6. James Harvey Witten (b. 1866)
   6. Archie Cope Witten (b. 1873; d. 1966)
   6. Thomas R Witten (b. 1859; d. 1903)
   sp: Miss Nichols
   6. Susan Alice Witten (b. 1855-Grundy Co., Missouri, USA)
   sp: Robert Snyder Godwin (m. 1873)
   6. Jennie P Witten (b. 1864)
   sp: James Fielding Godwin
   6. Henry Andrew Witten (b. 1861; d. 1939)
   sp: Minnie May Sires (m. 1888)

5. Elizabeth Jane Brown (b. 1836; d. 1915)
   sp: James Adams Godwin (m. 1872)
   6. Mary Godwin (b. 1874; d. 1958)
sp: William BEALL
  7. Lera BEAL (b.1896)
  sp: Milo BLAZEK
   8. Sandra BLAZEK
   sp: Arnold BENEDICT
     9. Michael BENEDICT
  7. Vera BEAL (b.1900)

6. Henry Brown GODWIN (b.1877;d.1937)
  sp: Emma June Clay MYERS (b.1878;m.1907;d.1967)
    7. Franklin Omar GODWIN (b.1909;d.1964)
    sp: Lil SPEARS
    7. Harvey B GODWIN (b.1913;d.1971)
    7. Emma Jewel GODWIN (b.1915)
      sp: Elmer NIELSEN (b.1914;m.1939;d.1986)
        8. Diane Jewel NIELSEN (b.1943)
        sp: Sam GLASSFORD (m.1962)
          9. Renee Maria GLASSFORD (b.1963)
          sp: UNKNOWN
          10. Tanya Marie GLASSFORD (b.1980)
        8. David NIELSEN (b.1941)
        sp: Donna STAMPER (b.1941;m.1973)
          9. David Brian NIELSEN (b.1974)
        8. Surella Jo NIELSEN (b.1948)
        sp: Gary Lee HUITT (b.1949;m.1971)
          9. Julie Lynn HUITT (b.1973)
          9. Jolene Sue HUITT (b.1980)
          9. Jeff Dean HUITT (b.1978)

5. Dau BROWN (b.1825)

4. William Harvey BROWN (b.1796-Tazewell Co., Virginia,USA;d.1872)
  sp: Jane KENDRICK (m.1821)
  sp: Isabella Scott Williams KENDRICK (b.1805;m.1829;d.1868)
    5. George Henry BROWN (b.1843;d.1894)
      sp: Mary J THOMPSON (b.1851;m.1873;d.1921)
        6. Blanche Julia BROWN (b.1889)
        sp: Daniel M THOMPSON (b.1882;m.1915;d.1951)
          7. Dessie THOMPSON
          7. Infant THOMPSON
        6. Willie W BROWN (b.1879;d.1880)
        6. Lena Rose BROWN (b.1883;d.1885)
        6. Infant BROWN (b.1882;d.1882)
        6. Narcissa Isabella BROWN
          sp: Chapman Henry PEERY

5. Charles C BROWN (b.1846;d.1864)
  sp: John Wesley PRATHER (b.1844;m.1869;d.1906)
    6. George Stuart PRATHER (b.1863;d.1966)
    6. Birdie PRATHER (b.1880;d.1881)
    6. Anna Belle PRATHER (b.1875;d.1969)
      sp: Jens BREINHOLT (b.1865;m.1897;d.1950)
        7. Maren Belle BREINHOLT (b.1899)
          sp: Harry Lawrence TULL (b.1893;m.1924;d.1952)
            8. John Breinholt TULL (b.1925)
              sp: Yvonne VERBEECK (m.1946)
                9. Harry Breinholt TULL (b.1955)
                9. Donna Elizabeth TULL (b.1957)
                9. Louisa Verbeeck TULL (b.1947-Antwerp,BEL)
                9. Jean Harriet TULL (b.1952)
            8. Donald Richard TULL (b.1930)
              sp: Barbara Ann MESSINA (m.1954)
7. Gladys Prather BREINHOLT (b.1903)
   sp: Mark John DIERLAM (m.1924)
   8. Unknown DIERLAM
   8. Pauline DIERLAM (b.1925)
   sp: Charles WERN
   9. Charles WERN Jr. (b.1954)
   9. Debbie WERN (b.1956)

7. Thelma Fern BREINHOLT (b.1900)
   sp: John Quincy HOLMES (b.1896;m.1920;d.1975)
   8. Anabel Jean HOLMES (b.1921)
   sp: Warren Elliott ASKEY (b.1922;m.1943)
   9. Jean Marie ASKEY (b.1952)
   sp: Wayne THACKER (m.1969)
   9. Elizabeth Ellen ASKEY (b.1959)
   9. William Lee ASKEY (b.1948)
   sp: Phyllis Ellen ANTHONY (b.1950;m.1966)
   10. Susan Michelle ASKEY (b.1970)
   9. Patrick Quincy ASKEY (b.1955)
   9. Ann Elliott ASKEY (b.1944)
   sp: Michael S ALEXANDER (m.1966)
   10. Wendy Lise ALEXANDER (b.1972)

8. Ellen Fern HOLMES (b.1924)
   sp: Martin Daniel KINGERY (b.1923;m.1942)
   9. Kay Lynn KINGERY (b.1946)
   sp: Mr DAVIS
   9. John Clinton KINGERY (b.1947)

8. Robert Jean HOLMES (b.1927)

8. Linda B HOLMES (b.1939)
   sp: William BRAY (m.1961)

6. John Henry PRATHER (b.1873;d.1876)

6. Infant PRATHER (b.1870;d.1870)

6. Thomas Wesley PRATHER (b.1878;d.1945)
   sp: Mary Virginia UTTERBACK (b.1888;m.1903;d.1970)

7. John Austin PRATHER (b.1923;d.1978)
   sp: June SAVANA (b.1923;m.1946)
   8. Susan Adele PRATHER (b.1947)

7. Harold Gordon PRATHER (b.1908)
   sp: Lois May MOORE (b.1908;m.1930)
   8. Gordon Sandy PRATHER (b.1932)
   sp: Mary Helen WICKAN (m.1954)
   9. Mark Gordon PRATHER (b.1957)
   9. Helen Christina PRATHER (b.1955)

7. Virginia S PRATHER (b.1911;d.1914)

7. Charles Kent PRATHER (b.1925)
   sp: UNKNOWN
   8. Jefry Kent PRATHER (b.1949)
   sp: Helen BANKS (m.1954)

7. Thomas Byron PRATHER (b.1909)
   sp: Irma May STARK (b.1908;m.1939)
   8. Unknown PRATHER
   8. Charles Thomas PRATHER (b.1943)
   sp: Kathy WOLFSHOL
   9. Michael Ashley PRATHER (b.1978)

7. Wesley Marxhall PRATHER (b.1905)
9. Leslie Michelle BOURLAND (b.1979)
8. Larry Eugene THORNTON (b.1958)
5. William Harvey BROWN Jr. (b.1831;d.1913)
   sp: Mary I HOWARD (b.1837-Russell Co.,Virginia,USA;m.1851;d.1902)
6. Female BROWN
   sp: Mr MCGUIRE
6. Ella BROWN
   sp: Robert P BUCHANAN
6. Nancy Isabella BROWN
   sp: George W MOSS (b.1849;d.1919)
    7. Nannie Rose MOSS (b.1890) ** Printed on Page 104 **
    7. Charles R MOSS (b.1887;d.1956) ** Printed on Page 104 **
    7. Infant MOSS (b.1895) ** Printed on Page 104 **
    7. Mary MOSS (b.1895;d.1923) ** Printed on Page 104 **
    7. William Hardin MOSS (b.1882;d.1955) ** Printed on Page 104 **
    7. Frank J MOSS (b.1884;d.1939) ** Printed on Page 104 **
6. Julia Ann BROWN (b.1860-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA;d.1949)
   sp: George Haynes BUCHANAN (b.1858-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA;m.1886;d.1920)
    7. Ella Grace BUCHANAN (b.1891-Thompson Valley,,VA)
       sp: Clyde Pierce THOMPSON (b.1891;m.1916;d.1937)
          8. Helen Buchanan THOMPSON (b.1917-Thompson Valley,TC,VA) ** Printed on Page 8 **
          8. Frances Howard THOMPSON (b.1920) ** Printed on Page 8 **
    7. Rebecca Blanche BUCHANAN (b.1889-Tazewell Co,Virginia,USA;d.1969)
       sp: William Henry SUTHERLAND (b.1891-Albemarle Co.,Virginia,USA;m.1914;d.1961)
          8. William Harry SUTHERLAND (b.1915-Red Hill,,VA)
             sp: Evelyn Belle WILLIAMSON (m.1947)
    7. William Franklin BUCHANAN (b.1897)
    7. Nannie Rose BUCHANAN (b.1899)
6. Bettie May BROWN
   sp: R P BEAVER
6. Charles R BROWN (b.1864)
   sp: Sallie COOPER (m.1891)
    7. Emma May BROWN
       sp: Raymond S PEERY
    7. Charles BROWN Jr.
    7. Mary M BROWN
       sp: Samuel D MAY
5. Julia A W BROWN (b.1830;d.1903)
   sp: John G BAYLOR (m.1849)
    6. Flora BAYLOR (d.1976)
       sp: Nick ADAMS
          7. William ADAMS
    6. James BAYLOR
    6. William H BAYLOR
       sp: Eva THOMPSON (m.1883)
    6. John BAYLOR
       sp: Lyda MCCALL
    6. Sam BAYLOR (d.1978)
    6. Nell BAYLOR
       sp: Leon BISHOP
5. Rachel J BROWN (b.1839)
   sp: William H B WHITE (m.1858)
5. Shade BROWN (b.1840)
4. George D BROWN (b.1797-Tazewell Co.,Virginia,USA)
   sp: Mary H Horton KENDALL (b.1812;m.1829)
    5. Daniel H BROWN (b.1849)
    5. James BROWN (b.1837)
    5. Louisa D BROWN (b.1830)
    5. Travis Wilkerson BROWN (b.1839)
6. Emma BROWN  
   5. Elizabeth BROWN (b.1835)  
     sp: Mr LUMDKINS  
   6. Florence BARKER  
     sp: Mr LLOYD  
       7. Elizabeth BARKER  
       7. Florence BARKER  
     sp: Herschel HANEY (m.1855)  
       6. Julia HANEY (b.1857)  
  5. Susan BROWN (b.1842)  
  5. John BROWN (b.1853)  
  5. Zerilda BROWN (b.1846)  
    sp: Alexander WHITAKER  
  5. Juliann BROWN (b.1832)  
    sp: William HANEY (b.1838; m.1857)  
  5. Allen Kendall BROWN (b.1844-Morgan Co., KY; d.1930)  
    sp: Eliza LYKINS (b.1848-Montgomery Co., KY; d.1943)  
      6. Mary Ellen BROWN (b.1875)  
        sp: W H STACY  
          7. Roland STACY  
      6. Lula May BROWN (b.1877)  
        sp: Franklin Malone LYKINS  
      6. Henry Harlan BROWN (b.1871; d.1940)  
        sp: Alice VANCE  
          7. Infant BROWN  
          7. Joe BROWN (b.1901; d.1941)  
          7. Stanley BROWN  
          sp: Winifred DYSART  
            8. Margaret BROWN  
              sp: Conrad COOK  
                9. Stanley COOK (b.1956)  
                9. Stephen COOK (b.1952)  
                9. Marcy COOK  
          7. Infant BROWN  
  6. Lebern Kelly BROWN (b.1884-West LibertyMorgan Co., KY; d.1961)  
    sp: Leta May WOODWARD (b.1888-Bonham,Fannin Co., TX; d.1964)  
      7. Richard Blackstone BROWN (b.1916-Muskogee, OK; d.1943)  
        sp: Judy UNKNOWN (d.1990)  
          8. Danny BROWN (b.1939)  
          8. Betty BROWN (b.1935)  
            sp: Eddie COON (b.1934)  
          8. Donald BROWN (b.1941)  
          8. Barbara BROWN (b.1942)  
          8. Sally BROWN (b.1937)  
      7. David K BROWN (b.1913-Muskogee, OK)  
        sp: Helen UNKNOWN  
          8. Davy Kay BROWN (b.1933; d.1980)  
            sp: Mr MURREY  
          8. Stephen BROWN (b.1940; d.1975)  
          8. Stanley BROWN (b.1946)  
      7. Leta May BROWN (b.1919-Muskogee, OK; d.1998)  
        sp: Barton TREECE (b.1915-; AR; d.1978)  
          8. Patty TREECE (b.1951-Muskogee, OK)  
            sp: Allen GRAHAM  
          8. Barton TREECE (b.1945-Muskogee, OK)  
            sp: Deloris Rae "Dee" KRIPPNER
7. Martha Vivian KENDALL
   sp: Mr. SALYER
   8. Lillian SALYER

7. Lillian KENDALL

6. Victoria KENDALL
   sp: Steven PIERRATT (m.1893)
   7. Martha PIERRATT (b.1896)
      sp: James NESBITT (m.1916)
   7. Gladys PIERRATT (b.1895)
      sp: N. M. WHITE Jr. (m.1915)
      8. Ann WHITE
      sp: Mr. MEADE
      8. Stephen WHITE

6. John Rebel KENDALL
   sp: Amelia SEITZ (m.1916)

6. Lulu Mae KENDALL
   sp: Valentine PIERRATT (d.1888)
   7. Valentine Kendall PIERRATT
      sp: John Calvin HOPKINS

5. William Addison KENDALL (b.1830;d.1910)
   sp: Mary C DAILY (b.1834;d.1868)
   6. Sarah KENDALL
   6. Robert Lee KENDALL
   6. Julia F KENDALL (b.1858)
      sp: John J SIMMONS
   6. Nancy Elizabeth KENDALL (b.1854)
   6. Wiletta G KENDALL (b.1863;d.1872)
   6. Florence J KENDALL (b.1856)
      sp: Anderson M RAGLAND
   6. John Crawford KENDALL (b.1860;d.1946)
      sp: Sarah Adeline STEWARD (b.1862;d.1933)
      sp: Judith V WEAR (b.1841;d.1892)

5. Robert Allen KENDALL (b.1842;d.1924)
   sp: Julia Ann NIMMO (b.1856;d.1935)
   6. Beulah KENDALL (b.1886)
      sp: A J MCKINNEY
      7. James MCMINNEY
      7. Grace MCKINNEY
   6. Wick Marvin KENDALL (b.1893;d.1897)
   6. Grace Vertiner KENDALL (b.1889;d.1979)
      sp: R W GOULD
   6. Allie K KENDALL (b.1884;d.1890)

5. Daniel Jesse KENDALL (b.1846;d.1923)
   sp: Novella M NORTON (b.1852;d.1895)
   6. Horace P KENDALL (b.1871;d.1949)
      sp: Georgia
      sp: Bonnie HOPKINS (b.1875;d.1938)
      7. Horace Leroy KENDALL (b.1900;d.1983)
         sp: Ethel Claribel ELLIOTT (b.1903;d.1994)
      7. Arthur D KENDALL (b.1894;d.1894)
      7. Willie Mae KENDALL (b.1896;d.1973)
         sp: William Hugh PRICE (b.1894;d.1970)
         8. William Hugh PRICE Jr. (b.1916;d.1916)
         8. Hugh Kendall PRICE (b.1920;d.1978)
            sp: Patricia Ann HUNT (d.1986)
            9. Richard Malcolm PRICE (b.1956)
            9. Kathryn Helen PRICE (b.1948)